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MICROGRAVITY PROCESSING OF POLYMER THIN FILMS

Miriam H. Rafailovich

SUNY-Stony Brook

PREAMBLE

The official starting date for funding the period corresponding to this proposal (submitted for the NRA-99-HEDS-02 announcement) has not yet been established. The initial proposal involved studying the combined effects of micro-gravity and surface interactions on stabilization of thin films. The initial proposal was scaled back to include only ground based experiments during this funding period. Hence we chose to concentrate on obtaining a fundamental understanding of the effects of surface interactions on the polymer thin film dewetting. The effects of gravity can be decoupled from those of the surface interactions by using films that are thin enough, so that the gravitational influence is negligible in comparison to the surface interaction. Since the funding period has not officially begun, we describe in this report some preliminary experiments that are in progress which should help us establish the direction of the funded research that is expected to commence this summer.

I. Introduction

Polymeric materials are often reinforced with inorganic fillers in order to enhance such properties as mechanical toughness, thermal degradation, and UV and other radiation stability. Even though a great deal of research has been done on the bulk materials, little is known about the effects of fillers on the stability of thin films. In the past our group has done extensive research on dewetting of polymer bilayers near inorganic planar interfaces\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\). We would like to extend our knowledge of interfacial properties to the study of fillers where the interfaces are more complex. The main questions we then wish to answer are:

1. What is the effect of the filler on polymer chain dynamics and hence film viscosity?
2. Can we control film stability by varying the interaction at the interface between the polymer matrix and the filler?

II. Experimental Procedure

Alkane thiol functionalized gold particles were synthesized using a novel one phase method described in reference 1. The mean diameter of the particles, as determined by TEM was 8.5nm. The Au was introduced into the polymer films by mixing a fixed weight percentage in the toluene/polymer solution used for spin casting.

A film, 250A thick, of monodisperse polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) of Mw=125K was spun cast from toluene solution onto a native oxide covered Si wafer. Two other thin films (260A thick) of monodisperse polystyrene (Mw=127K), one containing gold particles and the other without gold were
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floated onto different section of the substrate. The sample was then annealed at 165°C in a vacuum of 10^{-3} Torr for various times. The diameter of the dewetting holes in the PS layer was recorded as a function of time using an optical microscope.

III. Results and Discussion

PS and PMMA are highly immiscible polymers. When bilayer films of the two polymer are prepared, they dewet each other upon annealing due to the large interfacial tension (approximately 2 dyne/cm) between the polymers\textsuperscript{5}.

Figure 1 shows a typical sample after annealing for 10 hours. From the figure we can clearly see that the film with the gold particles dewets much faster than the film without the particles. In figure 2 we plot the diameter of the holes as a function of annealing time. From the figure we can see that the dewetting velocity increases monotonically with Au concentration. Similar results were also obtained for free standing PS films.

In a previous publication\textsuperscript{4} we have shown that the dewetting velocity was a good indicator of the film viscosity when the viscosity was lower than that of the substrate. We were able to show that the dewetting velocity had the same scaling (V\textasciitilde M_w^{-3.4}) as the viscosity when the molecular weight of the film was high enough for the melt to be entangled. Hence from these results we can conclude that the filler are in some way changing the viscosity of the film.

We can at this point only speculate on the mechanism. If the particles are non interacting then their presence serves only to disturb the entangled network of the blend. Decreasing the entanglement density would increase the viscosity. If the particles interacted favorably with the matrix then the viscosity would be increased.

IV. Future Work

In order to prove our model we must:

1. Determine the dependence of the dewetting velocity on the molecular weight of the PS film. If the scaling deviates from that observed in reference 4 then the chain dynamics are no longer determined by the reptation model. Determination of the exact scaling relationship will enable us to derive a model for the dynamics in the presence of obstacles.

2. Vary the functional groups on the Au particles in order to determine the effect of the interactions between the particles and the matrix. As described in reference 1, it is fairly straightforward to attach different functional groups to the thiol chains.
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![Figure 1. Optical microscope view of the PS overlayer on the PMMA substrate after annealing for 10 hrs. at 165°C.](image1)

![Figure 2. Diameter vs time of the dewetting holes in the PS films shown in Figure 1.](image2)
Figure 3. AFM topography and friction micrograph of the sample in Figure 1 after only 0.5 hour anneal. From the friction scan one can see that each hole is nucleated around an Au particle cluster. The scale on the figures is 5 microns.
“Detached solidification” is the term we use to describe the situation where the growing solid is not in intimate contact with the ampoule wall. Detachment has very often been observed in microgravity experiments [1], including full detachment in which the growth interface nowhere contacts the ampoule wall. The flight experiments have been explained by the Moving Meniscus Model [2-8; see reference 9], in which a liquid meniscus is between the periphery of the growth interface and the ampoule wall. As freezing proceeds down the ampoule, the liquid meniscus is forced to move along the wall. The melt itself remains in contact with the ampoule wall while there is a gap between the solid and the wall. This gap is filled with a gas which was dissolved in the melt and segregated out by the growing solid. This is equivalent to a gas bubble surrounding (or partially surrounding) the periphery of the growth interface.

Our long term goals are:
- To develop a complete understanding of all of the phenomena of detached solidification.
- To make it possible to achieve detached solidification reproducibly.
- To increase crystallographic perfection through detached solidification.

The objectives of the current grant are to:
- Further develop our theoretical model in order to provide understanding and guidance for achievement of detached solidification in microgravity experiments.
- Develop a low-melting, transparent system that can be used to observe detached solidification as it occurs, along with convection in the melt.
- Observe bubble formation and interaction with the freezing interface.
- Attempt to achieve detached solidification on earth.

We summarized and correlated the observations of detached solidification in microgravity [1]. Additional numerical solutions of the Moving Meniscus Model showed that in order for steady-state detached solidification to occur in a sealed ampoule under zero gravity, it is necessary for the growth angle to exceed a critical value (all other operating parameters held constant), the contact angle for the melt on the ampoule wall to exceed a critical value, and the melt-gas surface tension to be below a critical value [5]. These critical values depend on the material properties and the other growth parameters. For InSb under the conditions assumed, the sum of the growth angle and the contact angle must exceed approximately 130°, which is significantly less than required if both ends of the ampoule are open. Calculations were also performed for freezing of water, as illustrated in Figure 1. The influence on detachment of freezing rate, gas pressure above the melt, temperature of the hot zone, and gas solubility are similar to these for InSb. That means that, under
proper conditions, it should be possible to achieve steady-state detachment of non-semiconductor materials such as water under zero gravity. A simple analytical solution was obtained using a material balance with the Moving Meniscus Model. It replicates many of the predictions obtained numerically.

Coatings were developed for the interior of Pyrex ampoules that greatly increased the contact angle for water beyond anything reported in the literature. These have proven useful in the detached experiments described below.

A large number of vertical Bridgman experiments were performed on water containing dissolved gases and different coatings on the ampoule wall. We can reproducibly produce large numbers of voids on the ampoule wall, although full detachment has not yet been achieved. The most interesting observation is the formation of vertical periodic gas tubes around the wall, as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. The formation and growth of gas bubbles and tubes was favored by a large contact angle of water on the ampoule wall. There was an optimal range of freezing rates and an optimal range for temperature difference between the heater and refrigerated bath. Increasing the concentration of dissolved gas yielded larger gas bubbles and tubes. Longer gas tubes were produced when the ampoule was not rotated. For given conditions the gas tube spacing was approximately inversely proportional to the freezing rate, as shown in Figure 4. Flow visualization studies showed that the convection patterns near the freezing interface, as illustrated in Figure 5, are the reverse of those observed experimentally and theoretically in systems that do not display a maximum in liquid density near the freezing temperature. A rough polyfluoro coating caused by mixing in solid particles resulted in a contact angle for water of approximately 170°, resulting in nearly complete detachment (e.g., Figure 6).

Naphthalene was zone refined for use in detachment experiments. Periodic gas tubes often formed around the ampoule wall identical to those observed in ice (Figure 7). Gas tubes and occasional bubbles often nucleated at the wall when the solid audibly popped away from the ampoule wall.

We will continue our quest to achieve detached solidification on earth with transparent low-melting systems. We will determine the influence of operating conditions on bubble formation and propagation at the ampoule wall. We will further develop the Moving Meniscus Model to elucidate the nature of the bifurcation of solutions observed in both the numerical and simplified analytical solutions.
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Figure 1. The dependence on the contact angle of the water on the ampoule wall of the computed steady state gap width using the Moving Meniscus Model [2-5]. The light curves are for assumed gap widths. The dark curve represents the solution, and connects points for which the calculated gap width equals the assumed gap width.
Figure 2. Periodic growth of gas tubes on the ampoule wall during freezing of water. The water was saturated with air at 1 atm and the ampoule was coated with Teflon. 20mm/hr freezing rate, -20°C cold bath temperature, 40°C heater temperature, no ampoule rotation.

Figure 3. Cross section of ice sample with gas tubes on the wall. The water was saturated with air at 1 atm and the ampoule was coated with Teflon. 20mm/hr freezing rate, -20°C cold bath temperature, 40°C heater temperature, and no ampoule rotation. Composite of two photographs taken after ampoule removal.
Figure 4. Average spacing of gas tubes versus ice freezing rate.

\[
\lambda = 0.82 V_c^{-0.88} \\
R^2 = 0.98
\]

Figure 5. Convection in water with a nearly planar freezing interface.
Figure 6. Nearly complete detachment of ice caused by coating with a fluorinated polymer with powder dispersed in it. Composite of several photographs taken with ampoule in place. 12 mm/hr freezing rate.

Figure 7. Gas tubes formed at the ampoule wall during zone refining of naphthalene.
The objective of this ground base program is to measure thermophysical properties of molten/undercooled silicon, germanium, and Si-Ge alloys using a high temperature electrostatic levitator and in clearly assessing the need of the microgravity environment to achieve the objective with higher degrees of accuracy. Silicon and germanium are two of the most important semiconductors for industrial applications: silicon is unsurpassed as a microelectronics material, occupying more than 95% of the electronics market. Si-Ge alloy is attracting keen interest for advanced electronic and optoelectronic applications in view of its variable band gap and lattice parameter depending upon its composition. Accurate thermophysical properties of these materials are very much needed in the semiconductor industry for the growth of large high quality crystals.

Over the past ten years, there have been several organized efforts both in the United States and Japan on measuring accurate thermophysical properties of molten silicon using various techniques. However, the reported thermophysical properties have failed to show a converging trend. The gravity field could have directly or indirectly affected the property measurements. Molten silicon and germanium are highly reactive with most crucibles. When certain containers were used in a measurement process, the measured properties of the melt showed strong dependence on the container materials. If chemical reactions took place during property measurements, one could not have avoided the effects of contamination to the experimental results. Also, a certain physical property can affect the final results. For example, the conventional oscillating cup method for viscosity measurements relies on the wetting property of a melt with crucible. If the wetting property is such that a physical slip takes place at the interface, the resulting viscosity would be erroneous. Containerless approach alleviates sample contamination problems by isolating melts from containers. However, levitation experiments conducted in the strong gravitational field suffered from other kinds of problems which are physical in nature. Sample levitation on the ground base is achieved by applying a strong levitation force to sample against the gravity. Strong levitation forces tend to generate internal flows as well as vibrational and rotational instabilities on a drop. These undesirable instabilities can contribute to increased uncertainties in measurement results. Molten silicon and germanium have viscosity in the range of 1 mPa-s. Transport properties of such low viscosity liquids can be readily affected by the external perturbation forces. These problems, however, may be greatly reduced by conducting experiments in the low-g environment where the perturbation forces originating from the sample levitation can be reduced by several orders of magnitude.
Until NASA finds it appropriate to redesignate this program as a flight definition program, this research project will be devoted to conducting the following ground based experiments:

(i) Investigation of the effect of low pressure hydrogen gas to reduce surface oxides and to produce deeply undercooled states of molten germanium. If successful, measurements of all the Thermophysical properties of undercooled germanium will be attempted. The properties that will be measured include:

Density
Thermal expansion coefficient
Surface tension
Viscosity
Specific Heat/Hemispherical total emissivity
Electrical conductivity
Thermal Conductivity

(ii) To measure thermophysical properties of Si-Ge alloys of varied composition. Thermophysical properties that will be measured will basically include most of the properties listed in (i). All these properties will be measured as a function of true temperatures. The high temperature electrostatic levitator (HTESL) at JPL and, if necessary, a similar levitation system available at the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) will be used for this work.

(iii) Measurements of surface tension and viscosity of molten silicon, germanium, and various Si_{x}Ge_{1-x} alloys will be conducted under conditions where the sample rotation is strictly controlled.

(iv) Develop a high resolution/high speed linear video imaging device that can detect sample size and drop oscillation amplitude with greater accuracy.

I. Progress of the Research

Progress has been made in thermophysical property measurements of molten silicon and germanium using the high temperature electrostatic levitator (HTESL) at JPL[1, 2]. In molten silicon, the density, the ratio between the specific heat and the hemispherical total emissivity, the surface tension, and the viscosity have been measured[3]. These results are unique in themselves since no other techniques would have been able to produce such results that spanned a temperature range that included 300K of undercooled state.

![Figure 1. Density of molten silicon.](image1)

![Figure 2. C_p/εT vs. temperature of molten Si.](image2)
The earlier observations of quadratic nature [3, 4] of liquid silicon density was confirmed, showing that a certain short range orders is taking place as the liquid undercooled. Figure 1 shows our recent density data on a high purity silicon showing such a quadratic behavior. Also shown in the figure is the volume changes that were normalized with respect to the sample volume at the melting temperature. The nonlinear behavior of specific heat has also been observed (see the Figure 2). Again, the formation of short range order must be related to such behavior. When we used the literature value \( C_p(T_m) = 25.61 \text{ J/mol/K} \), the hemispherical total emissivity that could be determined from Figure 2 was \( \varepsilon_T = 0.183 \), again showing a good agreement with our previous result \( \varepsilon_T = 0.18131 \).

All that was needed to measure the density and the \( C_p/\varepsilon_T \) with reasonable accuracy was the position stability of the drop that could be met rather easily both in molten silicon and in germanium. However, for those properties which require dynamic responses of the drop, a greater care may be required since they are much more susceptible to any vibrational and rotational instabilities of the drop. Surface tension and viscosity are the two properties that belong to this case. Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively show the surface tension and the viscosity of a pure silicon, and they are compared with the data by Kimura et al. [6]. However, during the measurements the sample rotation which set in during the sample heating process could not be controlled. Since the drop resonance frequency depends on the rotation rate according to Busse[7], the reliability of the data as shown in Figure 3 are in doubt. The viscosity data which depended on the decay time constants of freely oscillating drops also showed a wide scatter. Unless the drop oscillated freely in a true sense, the decay time constants extracted from the free decay curves would be affected by the perturbing forces, producing erroneous viscosity data. Such effect will appear greater in lower viscosity liquids. In the case of the HTESL, probably the strongest external perturbation comes from the position controlling electrostatic forces that is needed to keep the drop levitated against the l-g.

![Surface tension and viscosity](image)

Figure 3. Surface tension of molten silicon.

Figure 4. Viscosity of molten silicon.

Pure germanium was melted and the density, the ratio of heat capacity to hemispherical total emissivity, the surface tension, and the viscosity were measured [8]. Although the drop temperature was raised to ~ 200 K above the melting temperature, germanium undercooled less than 100 K. Probably it was necessary to dissolve the remaining impurity particles by further superheating the
sample or to reduce oxides by bleeding some hydrogen into the chamber in the future work.

Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of molten germanium was measured using the newly developed non-contact method for electrical resistivity [9]. This method was based on the fact that electrical conductivity of the rotor in an induction motor was proportional to the torque when all other parameters were kept fixed. From the measured resistivity, the thermal conductivity of germanium was determined using the Wiedemann-Franz-Lorenz relationship.

Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively show the density and the specific heat of molten germanium. The measured liquid germanium density could be expressed by \( \rho_{\text{liq}} = 5.67 \times 10^3 - 0.542 (T - T_m) \) Kg m\(^{-3}\) with \( T_m = 1211.3 \) K, the volume expansion coefficient by \( \alpha = 0.9656 \times 10^{-4} \) K\(^{-1}\), and the hemispherical total emissivity at the melting temperature by \( \varepsilon_{T,\text{liq}}(T_m) = 0.17 \). Assuming constant \( \varepsilon_{T,\text{liq}}(T) = 0.17 \) in the relevant liquid temperature range, the constant pressure specific heat was evaluated as a function of temperature.

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma(T) &= 583 - 0.08 (T - T_m) \text{ mN m}^{-1}.
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 7 and Figure 8 respectively show the surface tension and the viscosity of molten germanium. The surface tension data could be expressed by \( \sigma(T) = 583 - 0.08 (T - T_m) \) mN m\(^{-1}\). These data were obtained giving a greater care on the rotational state of the drop. As a result, these data may be reliable than the silicon data shown in Figure 3. The viscosity data show unacceptably large scatter which were caused by the sample levitation control forces.

Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of molten germanium was measured using the newly developed non-contact method [9]. This method was based on the fact that electrical conductivity of the rotor in an induction motor was proportional to the torque when all other parameters remained fixed. From the measured resistivity, the thermal conductivity of germanium was determined using the Wiedemann-Franz-Lorenz relationship. Thermal conductivity is one of the transport properties of liquids which are susceptible to the convective flows in the liquid. Determination of thermal conductivity from the measured electrical conductivity may in fact result in a more accurate thermal conductivity than what can be obtained from the direct measurement in the 1-g environment. Figure 9 shows the electrical resistivity of the molten germanium. The experimental results could be fit by \( r_{\text{e,liq}}(T) = 60 +1.18 \times 10^{-2} (T - 1211.3) \) \( \mu \Omega \text{ cm} \). The thermal conductivity which was determined by the resistivity data according to the Wiedemann-Franz-Lorenz law.
is shown in Figure 10, which could be expressed by $\kappa_{\text{liq}}(T) = 49.43 + 2.90 \times 10^{-2}(T - T_m) \text{ W/m/K}$. It would be interesting to see the validity of this result when the thermal conductivity of molten germanium is directly measured in the quiescent environment of space.

**II. Gravity Effects**

When containerless experiments are conducted in the 1-g environment, all gravity caused effects such as convection, sedimentation and buoyancy still remain in levitated melts. In addition, large forces needed to levitate a sample in the presence of gravity can cause additional flows in the melts. The lower the liquid viscosity is, the more susceptible the measured properties will be to the external perturbations. The most seriously affected by the perturbations will be those transport properties such as diffusion, viscosity, surface tension, and thermal conductivity. Our recent viscosity measurements using HTESL confirmed this.

Shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 are respectively the viscosity of molten zirconium [2] and several molten Ni-Zr alloys [10]. (As far as we know this zirconium viscosity data is the first and
the only data of its kind, covering undercooled region as much as 300K). In contrast to Figure 4 and Figure 8, the scatter amplitudes are relatively small in comparison. On the basis of these different viscosity data, one can conclude that the HTESL in the 1-g condition can measure the viscosity with better than 100% accuracy only of those liquids which have viscosity much larger than 1 mP-s. Clearly the HTESL failed to measure accurately the viscosity of both molten silicon and molten germanium in 1-g condition. However, such wide scatter on viscosity data may be reduced by orders of magnitude if measurements can made in the microgravity environment.

![Figure 11](image1.png)

**Figure 11. Viscosity of molten zirconium measured by the HTESL at JPL.**

![Figure 12](image2.png)

**Figure 12. Viscosity of molten Ni-Zr alloys measured by the HTESL at JPL.**
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INTRODUCTION

ORBITEC is developing a new high-temperature processing technique to produce oxygen and metals from lunar regolith via carbonaceous high-temperature reduction. The utility in this technique overcomes problematic issues inherent in traditional high-temperature processing methods that employ crucible-type containment vessels and hot-walled (i.e., resistance or inductive) furnaces. Crucible containment structures either crack from thermal and mechanical stress and/or react with the molten reaction mix, making it very unlikely that such a material could survive the repeated high-temperature thermal cycling in an economical LOX plant on the Moon. To enable in situ production of lunar oxygen, high-temperature reduction of lunar soil can be accomplished using a direct heating source, achieving high oxygen yield and high carbon (or hydrogen, depending on the reducing source) recovery. The direct heating approach uses the lunar regolith as its own insulative container (Figure 1). This approach allows extremely high processing temperatures (>2000 C) while eliminating the difficult requirement of developing a containment vessel that withstands these temperatures, is impervious to prolonged chemical attack, and is capable of thermal cycling. Reduction of regolith using this heating approach will provide NASA with a manageable, practical, and efficient technique for extracting oxygen from indigenous lunar resources for life support and propellant applications. In this effort, ORBITEC intends to demonstrate new techniques for achieving high oxygen yield and high carbon or hydrogen recovery. This will include developing integrated designs for both a production plant and a possible flight experiment on a NASA reduced-gravity aircraft.
I. Objectives

The primary objective of this effort is to demonstrate a practical and feasible technique for heating to >2000°C and the reduction of simulant by carbon and hydrogen, with very high recovery of carbon and hydrogen. This effort will look at both carbonaceous and hydrogen gas reduction of lunar simulant, focusing on the first step, in either case, in the overall production of oxygen from metallic oxides. Furthermore, efficient demonstration on the ground will provide the foundation for future flight experiment designs. Demonstration of a flight experiment in 1/6-g on a NASA parabolic aircraft would further substantiate development of a technology demonstration experiment on the Moon.

As part of these overall goals, the CRLR design and development effort is focused on these technical objectives:

1. Design, develop, and fabricate a test chamber in which laser heating of lunar simulant to temperatures greater than ~2000°C can be demonstrated
2. Determine temperature profiles, both experimentally and theoretically, within the regolith surrounding the processing zone, including transient and steady state behavior
3. Evaluate the effects of the new heating approach on regolith heating profiles
4. Demonstrate carbonaceous reduction of, at least, the silica, titania, and iron oxide components of lunar simulant using three separate reducing agents, including carbon-based agents and hydrogen gas, heating to temperatures greater than ~2000°C
5. Develop a preliminary space flight experiment design that incorporates the new heating approach and is capable of acquiring samples from the lunar surface
6. Assess possible low-g processing tests in a 1/6-g environment using a NASA reduced gravity aircraft to study the effect of low-g on the process.

II. Relationship to Microgravity Research

It is envisioned that development of the proposed technique will ultimately lead to a scaled production plant on planetary surfaces, providing an indigenous source of oxygen for propulsion and life support and the production of useful metal and ceramic by products. Before a production plant can be fully realized, several demonstrations of the technology and concept must be made in the lunar environment. These demonstrations would most likely take the form of low-mass, low-power, experiment packages that would be part of an ISRU technology demonstration mission on the Moon that is envisioned by NASA and ORBITEC. However, the design of a space flight experiment package would require knowledge of the system's behavior and performance in the lunar environment. Certain aspects of the Moon's environment could be simulated in the laboratory, such as the temperature extremes and its vacuum-like atmosphere. Simulation of the reduced gravity, however, would require flight-time on a NASA parabolic aircraft. Modeling of the processes also needs to be verified by experiments in 1/6-g.

It is highly desirable to investigate the proposed concept in a 1/6-g environment. It is presently unknown how the 1/6-g gravity will affect the processed regolith. It is also unknown how the transport mechanisms of carbon-based agents or hydrogen (depending on which reducing agent is used) to the hot sample surface will be influenced by 1/6-g. The lower gravity environment may affect the rate at which the reducing agent transports or diffuses into the reactant material. ORBITEC has considered the test environments available and believes that ~20 seconds, or more, of 1/6-g is sufficient time to allow for heating of small amounts of lunar simulant material and subsequent reaction with either carbon-based agents or hydrogen gas.
III. Project Status

The ground-based experimental system has been designed, built, tested, and integrated. A functional diagram of the overall experimental system is shown in Figure 2. The experimental system includes an integrated reaction chamber, CO₂ laser equipment, laser beam rastering system, mass spectrometer, internal/external thermocouples, and the control computers. Software has been developed to operate the mass spectrometer, control the laser power, and perform data acquisition on a desktop computer. A 120 W CO₂ laser is used for direct heating for the lunar simulant. The laser system is cooled with a closed-loop water reservoir and the water chiller. The laser beam is reflected off a gold-plated mirror down into the reaction chamber. The position of the mirror can be changed through the computer-controlled laser mirror mount. This laser mirror mount allows full pan and tilt control of the mirror surface. A second computer is used to control the laser beam rastering system. The reflected laser energy enters the reaction chamber and is absorbed by the lunar simulant. The position and velocity of the laser beam on the surface of the simulant can be precisely controlled. A controlled flow of methane gas enters the reaction chamber and rapidly diffuses to the hot, molten simulant found near the laser beam. The methane will crack on the hot surface, allowing the carbon to dissolve into the melt. The carbon reduces the iron and silicon oxides, releasing carbon monoxide. Filtered images from the video camera are recorded during laser processing. Carbon monoxide and other product gases exit the chamber through a mass flow controller. After being sampled by the mass spectrometer, the gases are vented. The mass flow rate and chemical composition of the exhaust gases are calculated and recorded in the control computer for analysis. The software for the control computers allows the operator to select the power output level of the laser, command the position of the laser beam, operate the mass spectrometer, and record the output from the thermocouples, pressure transducer, IR thermometer, mass flow controllers, and the mass spectrometer.
An argon gas injection system was developed to keep the zinc selenide window in the reaction chamber clean during laser processing. In early experiments, a black powder formed on the laser window during reduction experiments. This powder appears to be carbon. Video images taken during the reduction experiments show particulates rising up from the melt. An argon gas flow is positioned near the laser window. The argon flow is intended to keep the window clean by preventing any particulates from accumulating on the window. Large argon flows (>5,000 sccm) did keep the window clean during reduction experiments. However, the higher argon flow reduces the sensitivity of the system to the smaller amount of carbon monoxide that is produced. An acrylic tube was then installed inside the processing chamber that extends from the laser window to several inches above the simulant. This tube creates a column of argon gas above the simulant melt that prevents any smoke or particulates from reaching the laser window. The addition of this tube did reduce the required argon flow rate down to ~2,000 sccm. In an effort to reduce the argon flow rate further, a small electric fan was placed inside the processing chamber. The fan blows gas across the melt and deflects the particulates away from the tube that extends up to the laser window. The fan has allowed the argon flow to be reduced below 1,000 sccm. This allows a higher resolution mass flow sensor to be used to measure the output flow. This improved the accuracy of carbon monoxide level readings. Rastering of the laser beam also allows a larger area of simulant to be processed at one time. This produces higher levels of carbon monoxide in the processing chamber.

Heat transfer models have been developed to predict the temperature gradients in the lunar simulant during laser processing. In addition to predicting the steady-state temperature profile, the model was used to predict the molten regolith bead size that would form as a function of the laser beam power. Several experiments were conducted to verify the results of this model. Lunar simulant was exposed at several different laser power levels for several minutes to establish steady-state conditions. When the laser was turned off, the molten regolith cooled and formed glassy black beads. These solid regolith beads were measured and compared with the results of the model. The experimental bead sizes showed good agreement with those predicted by the model. The experimental results were generally 10% smaller than the sizes predicted by the model. The results of this thermal model were used to select the type and sizing of a thermocouple array that will be used to experimentally measure the temperature of the lunar simulant (non-molten simulant outside the laser beam). Type K thermocouples were installed in the simulant to determine the surface temperature gradients present during laser processing.

Carbothermal reduction of the lunar simulant via laser processing has been demonstrated using two different methods. In the first case, carbon black was mixed directly in the lunar simulant. This mixture was placed inside the reaction chamber and laser heated in a pure argon gas environment. Analysis of the product gas showed the formation of carbon monoxide, indicating carbothermal reduction. The second method places simulant inside the reaction chamber in an argon gas environment. A small flow of methane gas is introduced near the surface of the simulant during laser processing. Analysis of the product gas showed the formation of carbon monoxide gas.

A series of carbothermal reduction experiments were performed using carbon black mixed into JSC-1 simulant. For each experiment, 20 g of carbon black was thoroughly mixed into 100 g of simulant. The simulant was heated with a stationary laser beam at ~50% maximum power. A small amount of carbon monoxide gas was produced in each case. A shiny black melt or dull gray melt was observed in every experiment. There were small pockets of a shiny metallic substance observed inside the melts. This
material is likely iron/silicon, but it has not yet been analyzed. Figure 3 shows a plot of the carbon monoxide flow rates observed during one of these experiments.

**CO Flow Rate During Carbothermal Reduction**
*(Carbon Mixed with JSC-1, Laser 50% Power)*

![Graph showing CO flow rate during carbothermal reduction](image)

**Figure 3.** Carbon monoxide production during carbothermal reduction

Figure 4 shows a comparison of simulant that was reduced during the laser heating experiment with simulant that was simply melted in open air. The simulant that was melted in open air has a black, glassy appearance while the simulant that was processed in methane and argon gas has a dull, gray color. The shape of the melt in each case was very different. The simulant that was processed in the methane gas environment formed a pointed cone that appears to be growing towards the laser beam. This process is currently being studied in greater detail.

![Images](image)

**Figure 4.** JSC-1 simulant melted in air and reduced in an argon/methane environment.
IV. Project Results to Date

- Developed a computer controlled laser beam rastering system to facilitate processing;
- Developed techniques to maintain a clean laser window during laser processing;
- Developed an experimental system that facilitates laser heating, melting, and processing of lunar simulant and analysis of the reaction products;
- Demonstrated carbothermal reduction of lunar simulant via laser processing in an argon and methane gas environment;
- Demonstrated carbothermal reduction of lunar simulant and carbon black mixture via laser processing in an argon gas environment;
- Developed a heat transfer model within the lunar simulant during laser heating;
- Verified the heat transfer model with experimental temperature measurements;
SHAPE CHANGE KINETICS OF FACETED CRYSTALS
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When small ceramic particles facet, they reduce the driving force for sintering without necessarily increasing the density of the product. Predictive, quantitative models to relate the processing, structure, and properties of sintered bodies must include an accurate description of this phenomenon. The objective of this project, which is scheduled to begin in the near future, is to determine the minimum energy shapes for small crystallites and to determine the mechanism by which they reach this shape.

We argue that for a fully-faceted dislocation-free particle (of constant volume) to change shape, the required surface steps will not be present. We begin our argument by noting that the nucleation of new steps on a facet at the small chemical potential deviations associated with shape changes of typical small particles is completely negligible. To confirm this, we estimate the magnitude of the chemical potential driving force for shape change and hence for nucleation as that corresponding to a critical nucleus of radius $R_c$ equal some fraction $\alpha$ of the approximate particle radius $R$. This would also be the approximate critical radius of a pill box nucleus on the facet. The work $W$ of formation of a circular nucleus of radius $\alpha R$, and height $h$ is $W = \pi \alpha R \gamma h$. For the values $R_c = 10^{-4}$cm, $\alpha = 0.1$, $\gamma = 1000$ergs/cm$^2$, and $h = 2 \times 10^{-5}$cm, we find $W = 6.28 \times 10^{-2}$ergs which is $2.27 \times 10^5$K at $T = 2000$K; this is about two orders of magnitude greater than the value $W = 60kT$ which would make the nucleation rate $\exp[-2.21 \times 10^5]$ slower than that usually regarded as the lowest detectable rate.

It follows that facet motion requires a pre-existing source of steps (of the right sign) on, or adjacent to, the facet. Consider, for example, the facet shown in Figure 1a. Advance or retreat of the facet cannot occur by the motion of preexisting steps. As material is transferred from one facet (or from a continuously curved surface) to another facet, the advancing facet must, at some point, be covered by a partial layer. This intermediate state has a relatively higher energy that is approximately equal to the energy required to form a two-dimensional nucleus with an equivalent radial dimension comparable to the facet size. The equivalent supersaturation generated by particles larger than a few nanometers is insufficient to drive significant nucleation on a facet. The implication of this conclusion is that crystals with facets larger than the limiting size can only reach an equilibrium shape if their bounding singular surfaces are intersected by dislocations with a screw component. It follows that a fully faceted particle will be immobilized in its initial shape, equilibrium or non-equilibrium, if it contains no dislocations. The rationale behind this conclusion is articulated in greater detail in reference [1]. If, on the other hand, a facet is intersected by a dislocation with a normal screw component as shown in Figure 1b, then the endless supply of steps permit it to advance at arbitrarily low overpotentials.

Experimental support of our hypothesis can be found in the observations of Lemaire and Bowen [2, 3], who studied pore migration in KCl crystals. They found that small pores ($\leq 1$ micron) have an erratic
mobility (including very low values) compared to larger pores which show a steady larger mobility under a comparable thermal gradient driving force. They interpreted the observations in terms of the lower fluctuating probability that small pores intersect a dislocation, consistent with the above hypothesis. Experimental observations reported by Olander et al. [4] and Kitayama and Glaeser [5] were interpreted in a similar way.

We should also point out that our hypothesis can be reformulated in terms of coarsening. For a particle to change size while retaining its form, a new layer of atoms must be added to or subtracted from a facet. This also requires the formation of a nucleus of adatoms (for growth) or surface vacancies (for dissolution). The energy barrier for the nucleation of new layers will only exist for particles greater than a critical size, without step sources (dislocations). Thus, the defect density of particles should also strongly influence the rate at which particles coarsen and the distribution of particle sizes that results after a given annealing time increment.
It is possible to test our hypothesis in the following way. A sample will consist of a collection of small (micron-sized) single crystals prepared to have nonequilibrium shapes. For each sample, the particle size, shape, and dislocation density will be statistically determined by microscopic analysis. This sample will then be isothermally annealed (1200 °C to 1600 °C) in a sealed system containing a vapor with a composition that is in quasi-equilibrium with the particles. The microgravity environment is important because it allows the particles to remain dispersed in the vapor so that on all sides, the crystallites are only in contact with their vapor. After the annealing interval, the contents of the containers will be examined so that changes in the particle sizes and shapes can be determined. These experiments will be conducted with variations in composition, temperature, and initial particle characteristics (size, aspect ratio, average dislocation density). For example, examining the evolution of particles whose shapes depart significantly from the equilibrium form will be instructive. The observations from such an experiment will unambiguously verify or refute the hypothesis stated above. If dislocations are not required for the motion of facets, then all of the particles should evolve to the same equilibrium form, regardless of the initial particle shape or dislocation density. If dislocations are required, then the number of particles reaching their equilibrium state should be comparable to the probability that any given crystallite contains an appropriate dislocation which is able to supply growth steps. The remaining particles will be trapped in morphologies related to their initial shapes.

Because our primary goal is to study the approach to equilibrium, not the growth or evaporation process, it is essential that the particles do not lose or gain a significant amount of mass during the course of the experiment. Annealing will take place in a sealed, inert container (for example, Pt) charged with the crystallites and a fixed volume of Ar such that at the annealing temperature, the pressure will be approximately 1 atm. The closed system guarantees that the total mass will be conserved. However, some fraction of each particle will evaporate until the vapor is saturated. Taking $10^3$ one micron diameter crystallites/cm$^3$ and considering the equilibrium partial pressure of MgO (5 x 10$^{-9}$ atm at 1400 °C) and the solid to gas volume expansion factor, one finds that less than 1% of each particle is lost to the vapor. Further, assuming a particle density of $10^3$/cm$^3$, the average separation is large compared to the particle diameter. Therefore, the rate of coarsening (interparticle transport) is expected to be small compared to intraparticle transport by surface diffusion. However, a coarsening experiment where interparticle transport dominates will also be instructive. The key feature for either experiment is to control the conditions in such a way that one transport mechanism or the other dominates.

The key feature of the microgravity experiments is that although there are many crystallites in the sample, the majority of them remain dispersed and their shapes develop independently. Therefore, the conditions for dispersal are worth considering. Taking a particle density of $10^3$/cm$^3$, the average particle separation will be 0.1 cm. Once the particles are dispersed (before heating), they will undergo Brownian motion and it is therefore possible that they will collide. If two crystallites coalesce after the collision, both are effectively removed from consideration in the experiment. The collision probability can be estimated in the following way. The Brownian motion diffusion constant is [6]:

$$D = \frac{kT}{6\pi\eta R}$$

Where $\eta$ is the viscosity and $R$ is the particle radius. Substituting the appropriate values for our experiment, the diffusion constant for a one micron MgO particle is approximately $5 \times 10^{-7}$ cm$^2$/sec. Therefore, in $10^2$ hours, the root mean squared displacement is 1 cm. Chandrasekhar [6] discussed the probability that particles undergoing random diffusive displacement would collide. This result, together with the assumption that all collisions result in coalescence, leads to the conclusion that after $10^2$ hours, 70% of the crystallites...
would remain independent. This figure is likely to be an underestimate; the inequivalence of the Mg and O vacancy formation energy creates a positive surface charge on each particle that would tend to keep them separated. In either case, there are many particles so the experiment would not suffer if 30% were eliminated. It is also possible that the particles colliding with the wall will adhere to it. This is something that will be determined through ground-based testing. If the particles do stick to the walls, the problem might be remedied by making the annealing vessel significantly larger than the root mean squared displacement or by testing alternate container materials.

While gravity does not directly affect the driving force or transport mechanisms involved in morphological changes, it complicates the experimental investigation of these phenomena. In a one-g field, the particles will always settle to the bottom of the vessel where they will remain in contact with the container wall or each other. In this case, the particles would assume nonequilibrium shapes associated with the growth (or shrinkage) process that occurs during coarsening. Further, particle morphologies will also be strongly influenced by capillary effects at the contact points between the crystallites and, depending on the container, impurities or reaction products. We propose to eliminate these effects by allowing the particles to freely “float” during annealing in a reduced gravity environment.

An extensive ground-based research program is planned in advance of experiments in space to obtain information required to plan the details of the flight experiments. First, we will select a model system for our studies and determine the mass transport rates and mechanisms by measuring the kinetics of grain boundary thermal groove evolution. One can discriminate between surface diffusion and evaporation/condensation mechanisms of morphological evolution by measuring the time dependence of the thermal groove width. For the dominant transport mechanism, the relevant (surface or gas) diffusion coefficient can also be determined.

We will begin by fabricating large grained polycrystalline ceramics of MgO, NiO, and Mg$_{1-x}$Ni$_x$O (or other appropriate models materials) using conventional solid state sintering in air. Specimens with flat, parallel surfaces will be produced by lapping and polishing. All grooving will be conducted in an environment as nearly identical as possible to the anticipated space experiments. The sample will be encapsulated in Pt foil and placed in a high purity alumina furnace tube terminated at either end by caps with valves. The system will then be heated and degassed at 1000 °C. After a 30 min residence at 1000 °C, the system will be purged by repeated evacuation/refill cycles with Ar. The final step will be to refill the system with a fixed quantity of Ar (such that the total pressure at the final temperature will be approximately 1 atm), close the system, and heat the furnace to the annealing temperature. Atomic force microscopy will be used to measure the groove geometry at selected time intervals and $D_g$ will be calculated from the time dependence of the groove width. Previously, we used this same technique to measure the surface diffusion coefficient of alumina and the details of this method are described in [7]. This measurement will be repeated at each MgO-NiO composition and at a range of temperatures between 1200 ° and 1600 °C.

The next important step will be to establish methods to make fine particles with consistent sizes and shapes. The most direct way to make one to ten micron diameter single crystal particles is to pulverize a large grained (= 100 μm) ceramic produced by extended high temperature sintering. Particles of different sizes can be separated using sieves; their sizes and shapes can be characterized using high resolution SEM. Alternate methods for particle preparation will also be explored, if necessary. For example, small (0.1 micron), nearly dislocations-free particles can be formed by burning Mg metal [8]. Another potential alternate method is to precipitate fine powdered hydroxides from an aqueous solution and then calcine the powder to increase the particle size. If the powders are annealed in a
closed system with a mineralizer such as Cl₂, the rate of growth (and potentially the particle shape) can be influenced.

We also plan to assess and control the dislocation density of the particles. If we assume an initial dislocation density as high as 10⁶/cm², and that the powder particles are formed by brittle fracture, then the total length of dislocation line in a particle with a one micron diameter is approximately 10 nm. In other words, most of the particles are expected to be dislocation free. We intend to form particles with high and low defect densities in the following way. To form low defect particles, a well annealed, coarse grained ceramic will be pulverized to form a powder. The powder will be briefly annealed at 1000 °C to remove any surface disorder left over from the pulverizing process. Bright-field TEM imaging of a random sample of the particles will then be used to determine the probability of finding a dislocation in any given particle. To form high defect density powders, a course grained ceramic specimen will be plastically deformed in a hot isostatic press (to increase the relative dislocation density by several orders of magnitude) and then pulverized. This material will be subjected to the same TEM analysis to determine the probability of finding a dislocation in any of the particles. From this preparation and analysis, we will have comparable specimens with known and different dislocation contents. By comparing the morphological evolution of powder particles with different sizes from each of these specimens, it will be possible to determine if dislocations play an important role in shape evolution kinetics.
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Recent advances in polymer chemistry have led to the development of monomers and initiation agents providing propagating polymerization fronts driven by the exothermicity of the polymerization reaction and the transport of heat from the polymerized product to the monomer (Pojman et al., 1995; Pojman et al., 1996; Pojman et al., 1997). The use of polymerization processes based on this mode of polymerization has many applications including rapid curing of polymers without external heating, uniform curing of thick samples, solventless preparation of some polymers, and filling/sealing of structures having cavities of arbitrary shape without having to heat the structure externally. One important limitation of this process is that the fronts extinguish when they try to propagate through channels that are too narrow (probably due to conductive heat losses) or too wide (for unknown reasons, which we propose to be convective heat losses driven by buoyancy-induced flow.) Even when extinction does not occur, convective and buoyant instabilities can affect the structure and properties of the resulting polymerized materials as well as the propagation rates of the fronts. The purpose of the proposed study is to determine the mechanisms of extinction and instability and thereby determine means to obtain more useful product material at earth gravity and \( \mu g \).

Propagating fronts occur in entities A and B exhibiting transformations (e.g. due to chemical reaction) of the generic form \( A + nB \rightarrow (n+1)B \), where \( n \) is a constant. This reaction is said to be \textit{autocatalytic} in B since it is a product of reaction that also catalyzes the reaction. Autocatalytic systems are common in nature, e.g. flames. Why can’t we infer everything we want to know about polymer fronts based on the extensive literature on other autocatalytic systems such as flames and aqueous chemical fronts? The answer to this lies in the unique properties of polymer fronts, which have a number of similarities and a number of differences from other types of autocatalytic systems based on chemical reactions such as premixed-gas flames and aqueous autocatalytic chemical fronts (Figure 1). One important difference is the dimensionless density difference across the front which affects both buoyancy- and thermal expansion-driven instabilities. Also, for flames, where both heat and chemical species are autocatalysts, the \textit{Lewis number} \( \equiv \alpha/D \), where D is the mass diffusivity, is also an important parameter because it leads to \textit{diffusive-thermal instability}. Moreover, in polymer fronts, \( Le \) is very high, which has the additional effect that the product (polymer) cannot diffuse upstream nearly as far as thermal energy does.

Additionally, the difference between product and reactant viscosity causes the Saffman-Taylor instability when \( v_{\infty} < v_{\alpha} \). We are conducting experiments in two distinct geometries, specifically Hele-Shaw cells and round tubes (Figure 2), in which to study the extinction and dynamics of...
polymer fronts. Both are being studied at both Earth gravity and μg. Our prior experiments in gas combustion in round tubes of varying diameter have demonstrated two distinct extinction limits due to these processes; it will be determined if the same applies to polymer fronts. In addition to μg experiments, in the Hele-Shaw cell varying the angle of the cell relative to the horizontal will be used to assess buoyancy effects – though with limitations because a minimum cell thickness and thus minimum Rayleigh number is required to avoid heat-loss induced quenching. The two methods of assessing buoyancy effects will then be compared. Comparisons to instabilities and extinction mechanisms in flames and aqueous autocatalytic chemical reaction fronts will also be made.

A factor which does not appear to have been controlled in prior experiments is the wall boundary condition. Two types of boundaries are most amenable to experimental interpretation and numerical analysis: isothermal or adiabatic. Isothermal walls are typically obtained by using thin walls (which must be transparent) and immersing the entire apparatus in a rapidly stirred water bath, and are preferred for this investigation. Adiabatic walls are also possible in principle, but would require a thick transparent wall material with very low thermal conductivity compared to the polymer product. Such a material is not readily identified, since the mixtures themselves have fairly low conductivity (typically 1 W/m°C). Thin walls surrounded by an evacuated region (like a Thermos bottle) are possible, but a simple estimate indicates that radiative transfer, which is not suppressed by the evacuated region, might be significant at the temperatures of interest. Therefore the value of this technique to produce adiabatic walls is uncertain, but will nonetheless be investigated.

Our prior experiments in aqueous autocatalytic chemical reaction fronts in Hele-Shaw cells (Abid et al., 2000) have shown a previously unknown manifestation of the Saffman-Taylor instability due to surface tension effects, even though the reactants and products are completely miscible in each other. We are determining if such surface tension effects exist in polymer fronts as well. A factor not present in the autocatalytic systems (due to the negligible temperature rise), but which may be present in the polymer systems, is flow due to gradients in surface tension driven by temperature gradients along the front, which affects the front thickness. In the round-tube experiment, this is expected to lead to net flow from the tube walls toward the axis (Figure 3), which will cause a compressional strain that will discourage extinction but encourage instabilities. This flow mechanism should be especially important at microgravity, and is proposed to be in the direction opposite that of conventional Marangoni convection due to differences in the mechanisms of surface tension of propagating polymer fronts vs. passive immiscible fronts.

For the purposes of this study, a polymerization reaction is needed that has a liquid reactant and liquid product, produces few bubbles (high monomer boiling point), and is simple and inexpensive to prepare. For these reasons 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA, glycol methacrylate) monomer with ammonium persulfate (AP) initiator in DMSO solvent is being used for the majority of tests. Once the mechanisms of instability and extinction are determined, other polymerization reactions with industrial applications, e.g. with solid cross-linked polymer product, will be investigated as well. The viscosity of the product relative to the reactant will be controlled by controlling the polymer chain length, which in turn will be adjusted using varying concentrations of a chain transfer agent (dodecyl mercaptan). Another task of this study is the development of frontal polymerization processes for use in water at ambient pressure. Current polymerization fronts require a high-temperature solvent such as DMSO, or very high pressures to avoid boiling, despite the fact that water at ambient pressure is the most convenient medium and the most important for practical
applications (because of the cost and environmental issues associated with other solvents). High temperatures are needed for polymerization fronts because fronts with peak temperatures less than 100°C have not been identified – at such low temperatures the fronts extinguish. By developing a better understanding of extinction and instability mechanisms in polymer fronts, we hope to establish low-temperature water-based polymerization reactions supporting propagating fronts. In particular, we will determine if acrylic acid can be polymerized in a front in solutions with adiabatic temperatures below 100°C.

The experiments will measure propagation rates and front shapes using direct video, laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) imaging, a technique not previously used in studies of polymerization fronts, along with temperature measurements using thermocouples and laser interferometry, and flow
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatuses, shown for upward-propagating fronts in Hele-Shaw cells and downward propagating fronts in tubes. Water bath and all diagnostics shown used for both Hele-Shaw and tube apparatuses. LDV system for 1g tests only. Not shown: Laser shearing interferometer.

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of proposed effect of surface tension gradients on flow along polymer front (shown propagating upward). Note flow direction is opposite conventional thermocapillary flow.
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properties via particle tracking and laser Doppler velocimetry. Consequently, a secondary objective of this work is the development of improved diagnostic techniques for frontal polymerization studies. The polymerized products will be characterized using NMR to determine the conversion efficiency and Gel Permeation Chromatography to measure the product molecular weight distribution.
LIF imaging can be accomplished using a fluorescent indicator that is excited by 488 nm argon-ion laser light formed into a sheet using a cylindrical lens. By using LIF in this way, at one cross-section the actual front shape is obtained rather than simply a path-integrated (and possibly misleading) image. This technique is standard in many fluid mechanics and combustion experiments.

We have conducted feasibility tests in polymerization using this imaging technique. Example results are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that, not surprisingly, the LIF technique provides better front visualization and clearer delineation of front features than direct video. Note that the LIF images show the different fingering modes for both upward- and downward propagating fronts present without the Cab-o-sil viscosity enhancing agent. While conventional fluorescein is not very soluble in DMSO, a fluorescein derivative, BODIPY 493503 from Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene, OR, is soluble in DMSO and is effective at mass fractions of 10 ppm or less. We have found that it will fluoresce in the reactants but not the products, which could either be due to attack by free radicals or thermal decomposition at elevated temperatures. Tests in pure DMSO heated by a resistance wire showed no degradation of fluorescence, thus we believe the suppression of fluorescence in the products (which is permanent) is due to attack by free radicals. For aircraft or space flight experiments, other BODIPY dyes are available that are excited by other laser sources, e.g. 630 nm miniature diode lasers. For experiments in Hele-Shaw cells, a diffuser can be used to create a broad beam rather than a planar sheet of light if it is desired to illuminate the entire cell (though in this case the image is integrated across the cell gap.) We will also examine the use of a “caged” fluorescent molecule that is “uncaged” by UV light in order to “tag” a line of molecules, then follow their progress. Since the Schmidt number Sc = v/Δ is very high in polymer fronts, the line will stay thin for a long time (i.e. many fluid mechanical time scales) before it starts to smear out. Many of these agents are soluble in DMSO, which is the most practical solvent for the polymer reactions proposed in this study. The PI has demonstrated the use of 8-((4,5-dimethoxy-2-nitrobenzyl)oxy)pyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid, trisodium salt (DMNB-caged HPTS) (also obtained from Molecular Probes) for use in fluid mechanics experiments (Lempert et al., 1995). This may provide a useful alternative to particle tracking or laser Doppler velocimetry.

Figure 4. Images of polymerization fronts. (a) LIF image using 20 ppm (by mass) BODIPY 493503 fluorescent indicator (from Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene, OR) illuminated by a sheet of argon-ion laser light 0.5 mm thick, upward propagation, no Cab-o-sil (note thermal plumes rising from turns of igniter wire); (b) LIF image using BODIPY 493503 indicator, downward propagation, no Cab-o-sil (note finger of downward-spreading non-fluorescent products); (c) LIF image using BODIPY 493503 indicator, downward propagation, 0.75 g Cab-o-sil; (d) same as (c) but direct image (not LIF). All images: tube diameter (w) 18 mm, mixture composition 1.5g AP, 15 ml HEMA, 15 ml DMSO.
Microgravity experiments are an indispensable aspect of the proposed study for several reasons. Polymer fronts are very likely subject to quenching by buoyancy-driven mechanisms, and buoyancy also leads to a wide variety of instabilities which may overwhelm effects due to surface tension, viscosity difference, and thermal expansion/contraction. Without microgravity experiments, these effects cannot be isolated (though experiments in tilted Hele-Shaw cells will help, as noted above). The use of thickening agents to decrease buoyant flow at earth gravity are proposed, at the expense of also suppressing surface tension, thermal expansion, and viscosity-difference driven flow. The thickening agents are also chemically active, and have some effect on the properties of the resulting polymers. Microgravity experiments in the KC-135 aircraft are proposed because the time available in drop towers is shown to be too short compared to the characteristic time scales of polymer fronts.

A companion numerical modelling effort will be performed and the results compared to experimental observations. Within this computational work, the emphasis will be on performing high-accuracy, direct numerical simulations for two different classes of problems: first, the initial growth and subsequent non-linear evolution of a variety of relatively simple, well-controlled initial perturbations will be investigated. The initial perturbation typically will consist of a single, wavy disturbance of the frontal shape, as well as its sub- and/or superharmonic wavelengths. These simulations will provide some insight into the evolution of a single-wave perturbation, as well as into the basic mechanisms that govern the interaction of waves of different wavenumbers. Subsequently, the long time evolution of the polymerization front will be simulated for cases in which the initial perturbation consists of a whole bandwidth of wavenumbers, with random amplitudes and phases. These simulations will serve to extract the scaling laws that govern the nonlinear evolution of the front over long time intervals which in turn determine the mean propagation rate of the wrinkled fronts. For both of these classes of problems, the evolution will be documented as a function of the governing dimensionless parameters. A novel aspect of these studies is the inclusion of Korteweg stresses which enable modelling of surface tension-like forces in regions of steep concentration or temperature gradients at the interface between miscible fluids. An understanding of the surface tension of miscible fluids is also relevant to many industrial processes such as solvent-based cleaning. Another important aspect of the modelling study is the inclusion of heat losses to walls, which are anecdotally known to cause extinction of polymer fronts but have not been the subject of systematic evaluation in prior literature.
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CAPILLARY WAVES AT INTERFACES: 
THE ROLE OF GRAVITY AND ELECTRIC FIELDS
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Any interface between a fluid and a gas or two fluids contains capillary waves whose amplitudes are governed by interfacial tension and geometric constraints and whose wavelengths are dictated by the interfacial tension and external fields, e.g. electric or gravitational fields. Earlier studies of our group on capillary waves at liquid-air interfaces have shown, that electric fields applied normal to the interface may be used to effectively select and amplify fluctuations of the interface with a characteristic wavelength \( \lambda_m \). Ultimately a hexagonal array of vertically standing columns is created. Here we extend this study to the more general case of a liquid-liquid interface subjected to an external field.

The objective of this study is to develop a basic understanding of the manner in which capillary waves at interfaces can be manipulated by external fields. This is an essential key for controlling structure formation at these interfaces. Two component polymer systems in an external field may then be used to develop novel morphologies that can be quenched or frozen-in for potential further applications.

We present here a theoretical framework for the early stages of structure formation at liquid-liquid interfaces along with supporting experimental evidence. Both, calculations and experiments, indicate that the lateral structure size can be effectively tuned over many orders of magnitude simply by modifying the interfacial tension.

* Corresponding author
PARTICLE-FLUID DYNAMICS UNDER VARIABLE GRAVITY CONDITIONS
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¹,²,³ Worcester Polytechnic Institute
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Crystals grown from specially prepared liquid solutions have important industrial applications. The efficiency of these crystals is usually a function of their size. Therefore, during the synthesis of the crystals, it is important to optimize their size, and to control the defect location and concentration. For this reason, crystals have been grown in space in order to take advantage of the reduced gravity. In this paper we discuss the description of macroscopic fluid-crystal dynamics under various microgravity conditions in a 3-D cubic container. The process is modeled using the conservation of mass and momentum equations for the fluid phase and a discrete particle model for the crystals. The settling particles exert a force on the ambient fluid and, therefore, they induce bulk motion. The force on the fluid is applied at the point where the particles reside. Fluid was considered to be Newtonian and no-slip boundary conditions for the fluid were applied on the sides of the cubic container.

In the paper we first discuss the basic physics of the process, through the use of exact analytic solution which are possible for simplified geometries. The exact solutions are obtained for a cylindrical container by assuming that particle settle directly to the bottom with their terminal velocities, particle sedimentation produces a body force, which induces fluid motion. These assumptions were sufficient to obtain (a) steady state solution for fluid velocity, (b) unsteady solution, (c) particular solution for periodic gravity modulations.

The analytical solutions were used in deriving of relations between the parameters of the solid particles and major flow characteristics such as fluid velocity, maximum fluid velocities, the magnitude of vorticity, etc. Fluid flow was investigated under two gravity conditions: (a) constant gravity and (b) variable gravity. For constant gravity we can find steady state fluid velocity and characteristic time, during which the flow develops. We can also take into account that in a real container particles have finite sedimentation time. Therefore, the character of the flow depends on the interplay between the time it takes to reach steady state and sedimentation time. In the low gravity case we have linear dependence of maximum fluid velocity on gravity level, and it does not depend on gravity at high gravity level.

In the case of variable gravity we determined the magnitude of the fluid and particle oscillations. The maximum fluid velocity is found to depend strongly on frequency of gravity oscillations. The analytic solutions were also used to study the effects of the frequency on the fluid oscillations. It is shown that the fluid behavior in the case of low and high frequencies is sufficiently different: fluid velocity tends to a steady state case at low frequencies and it is inversely proportional to the frequency in the case of high frequencies. We also have a π/2 phase shift between gravity and fluid velocity oscillations in high frequency case. The spread parameter of Gaussian distribution also affects significantly the fluid velocity:
the higher this parameter is, the lower fluid velocity is. It is also shown that the top and bottom of the container affect significantly the fluid flow: the higher the cylinder is, the more close velocity distribution in the finite container to the one in the infinite container.

The analytic solutions were used in order to obtain several estimates for fluid and particle motion in the 3-D cubic container. Processes of particle sedimentation and fluid motion in the container are qualitatively described with use of these estimates. These results can be used to explain and to justify results that were obtained numerically. Estimates obtained in these analytical solutions have the same scale as the values obtained numerically. Generally speaking we can use analytical formulae for predicting the fluid behavior under parameters, for which we do not have numerical results. Under some choice of parameters (especially in the low gravity conditions) numerical calculations can take weeks or months of run-time. Analytically, the most basic characteristics of the flow can be estimated almost instantly.

The solution to the conservation of mass and momentum equations along with the constitutive relations was obtained using a Mixed Galerkin Finite Element discretization with twenty seven-noded brick elements. The resulting non-linear system of equations was solved using a Newton-Raphson iteration procedure. Due to the three dimensional nature of the problem, in order to save on storage requirements, the Jacobian of the Newton-Raphson procedure was saved using an element-by-element storage, and solved by an iterative method based on the modification of the BiConjugate Gradient Stabilized Method. To speed up convergence, the Jacobian matrix was preconditioned using Jacobi preconditioning. The independent unknowns in this problem are the three velocity components and pressure. In this work two distinct cases are considered: (a) randomly distributed particles in the fluid, and (b) a Gaussian distribution of particles with highest concentration in the center of the cube. The problem was solved for different gravity levels. Furthermore, a case of variable gravity (g-gitters) was considered.
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ABSTRACT

Ground-based experimental and analytical studies to rigorously validate existing techniques and to develop new approaches for measuring the thermophysical properties of liquids in a containerless environment are being carried out. The important application here is towards understanding the thermal behavior of liquids in undercooled states that can be achieved in microgravity or other containerless environments. The measurement of properties in such a state is particularly difficult because any physical intrusion can lead to instantaneous solidification, thus destroying the undercooled state. The focus of the effort here will be on the rigorous evaluation of the effects of the levitation fields on the liquid samples under scrutiny. Such effects induce equilibrium drop shape deformation, uncontrolled rotation, significant internal flows, and dynamic shape instability. We are also aiming to develop measurement techniques that can be employed while maintaining minimal disturbance levels to the liquid samples. As such, electrostatic and acoustic levitation has shown considerable promise, and this technique will mature to a point of high accuracy.

The focus of the measurements will be on density, surface tension, viscosity, and thermal diffusivity of levitated liquid drops. For the thermal property measurement, the methods consist of applying a thermal stimulus to a levitated liquid sample and measuring the response from which the thermophysical properties can be inferred. Viscosity and surface tension measurements will be carried out by observing the response of initially deformed drops (acoustically and electrostatically) to more spherical shapes upon relaxation of the deforming force fields. By using the hybrid levitation approach we plan to quantitatively evaluate the effects of surface charge on the measurement of surface tension and viscosity, the influence of thermocapillary flows on the shape oscillation dynamics and frequencies, and the impact of oscillation mode coupling on the measurement of thermophysical properties.

Considerable analytical work will be directly tied in with the measurements because much of the experimentation will be conducted in 1-g where the disturbances from the acoustic and electrostatic fields will need to be accounted for. Therefore, the thermal and the fluid phenomena associated with the local heating of acoustically and electrostatically levitated drops need to be thoroughly understood. In addition, the thermal and flow measurement techniques that have been established in prior studies need to be refined to make them sufficiently non-intrusive and applicable to undercooled liquids.
I. Introduction

Recent microgravity flight experiments using electromagnetically levitated molten metals have demonstrated the feasibility of measuring the thermophysical properties of highly undercooled melts [1]. With Earth-based investigations in the same area using electrostatically levitated and laser-heated metals and semiconductors, deep undercooling has also been achieved and the feasibility of the measurement of surface tension, viscosity, specific heat, density, and electrical conductivity has been demonstrated [2-6].

The research we describe here relates to the theoretical and experimental developments to validate novel non-contacting techniques for the measurement of these thermophysical parameters at 1-g with an emphasis on high viscosity melts. The fundamental motivation is to use recently-developed containerless experimentation methods to determine these properties of levitated undercooled molten materials for use both at 1-g and in reduced gravity. The advantage of levitation over, say, a free fall is the spatial stability of the sample for a sufficiently long time to carry out the measurement of its characteristics. The issue we are particularly concerned with is accuracy of the measurement of the properties of levitated samples and how we deal with highly viscous melts. For the next year, we plan to carry out research on two specific but related topics involving the measurement of the thermophysical properties of levitated droplets. The first one will involve the measurement of surface tension and viscosity by elongating drops with electrostatic and/or acoustic fields and following the ensuing shape restoration when the force fields are relaxed. The second topic deals with thermocapillary flow measurements in flattened disk-like drops, as shown in Figure 1. The flattening is achieved by the acoustic field that is applied for levitation.

![Figure 1: A disk-shaped ultrasonically levitated drop of glycerol. The aspect ratio can be continuously varied by adjusting the acoustic pressure level. The central portion can be made very thin (< 1 μm) for viscous liquids. The central dimple observed in the photograph is removed for lower acoustic pressure, and the opposed drop surfaces can be made more parallel. The drop side dimension is 4.5 mm.](image)

II. Experimental Approach

An existing apparatus that allows the combined ultrasonic and electrostatic levitation capability is schematically described in Figure 2. The levitation capability at 1-g can be provided by each device alone, or using a combination of both capabilities at the same time [7]. In a prior implementation, we have levitated charged drops using an electric field, and introduced a rotational capability by using the ultrasonic field [8]. Variations on this theme will be obtained by introducing a number of ultrasonic or lower frequency devices to combine the levitation and rotational capabilities along different axes.

A. Relaxation of Elongated or Flattened Drops

In some applications involving deeply undercooled melts of metal alloys we face very high values for the viscosity. The same situation is, of course, applicable to the processing of glassy and polymeric materials. The currently practiced technique of using the resonant frequency and decay rate of shape oscillations
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tions is not applicable because the drops are overdamped. The other method to measure the viscosity of a drop involves the acoustic flattening of the drop to a disk-like shape, followed by a sudden release of the acoustic stresses. We will rotate a levitated drop up to its bifurcation point. The acoustic torque will be subsequently terminated or reversed in order to initiate the shape relaxation back to the equilibrium shape. Tracer particles will be suspended in the transparent test droplets in order to measure the relative motion of the relaxing drop, and a high speed video recording system (2,000 fps with 240 by 240 pixels images) will be used to measure the drop shape. Typical drop size will be between 2 and 5 mm spherical diameter, and rotation rates will be no greater than 30 rps. The time history of the shape recovery of the overdamped drop will provide the means to determine the viscosity. Figure 3 is a composite of photographs taken during such shape relaxation for a levitated 4-mm diameter glycerol drop. Theoretical analyses of the two different processes will be developed.

![Figure 2: Schematic description of an existing version of the electrostatic-ultrasonic hybrid levitator.](image)

![Figure 3: Relaxation of a drastically flattened drop back to the spherical shape after termination of the acoustic radiation force.](image)

B. Measurement of the Thermal Diffusivity of a Disk-Shaped Levitated Viscous Drop

Using a high-viscosity liquid ($\mu > 10$ poise) and an ultrasonic levitator, a drop can be stably held in a very thin disk-like shape for a substantial amount of time without the onset of shape instability, i.e. the shape will remain stationary for a long time. The central area of the drop will be shaped by the acoustic field into a dimple or very nearly flat if so desired. The thickness of this central region can be adjusted through an increase or decrease in the acoustic pressure. We shall measure the thermal diffusivity of the thin liquid sheet by implementing pulse heating from one side and thermal detection on the other. We are undertaking an experimental study of the fluid flow and heat transport across the thin liquid membrane at the center of a flattened levitated drop. The experiments will also be conducted with pulsed heating. From a measurement standpoint, this has the advantage that the transient heat input signal is very precise and the response corresponding to the pulse frequency can also be precisely measured. The analysis to correlate the response with the thermal properties and geometrical parameters will need to be carried out. Therefore, the preliminary analysis discussed above will be extended to include pulsed heating. The measurement of the thermal diffusivity of all materials has been a very active area of research in the past 15 years. Unfortunately, very few experimental methods have yet been developed and validated for the remote measurement of that parameter for levitated liquid [9-12]. We shall apply the approach described earlier, using levitated disk-shape liquid droplets, to implement and modify existing transient methods based on laser flash and other photoacoustic effects [13-15]. The thermal diffusivity measurement experiments will be carried out using the apparatus schematically described in Figure 4. The drop
is levitated and flattened by a standing wave established between the piezoelectric transducer with a transparent quartz radiating plate and the window of a high-speed radiant detector. The beam of a pulsed 100W Nd-Yag laser is directed towards the lower center face of the drop. The radiant detector at the other side of the drop is triggered by the laser, and records the time dependence of the radiant energy from the upper face after each pulse. The thickness of the central part of the drop can be adjusted in steps and the heat signature time transients are recorded for each step. This relative measurement will eliminate the need for the absolute calibration of the laser pulse absorbed energy because the incident power will be kept constant, only the thickness of the liquid film will be changed. A numerical model will be developed to calculate the thermal diffusivity.

![Diagram of apparatus design](image)

**Figure 4.** Schematic description of the apparatus design for the implementation of the laser flash method for the measurement of the thermal diffusivity of disk-shaped levitated drops. A laser pulse deposits energy on the upper side of the drop, and the thermal response is monitored on the other side by a radiation detector or thermal imager. The amplified thermal signature is processed by the microprocessor that also controls the acoustic pressure level to change the drop central area thickness.

### III. Analysis

There will be a significant amount of analytical work closely tied to the experimentation. In particular, with regard to obtaining the precise values of the thermophysical properties, we will need to carry out detailed analysis and modeling of the fluid mechanics and thermal transport in the levitated liquid samples. The specific tasks will focus on the theoretically duplicating the experimental conditions so that the measurements can be interpreted in terms of the physical properties being sought.

#### A. Relaxation of Elongated or Flattened Drops

For the type of problems being posed in this investigation (non-spherical drops), perturbation-type analysis will be of limited value. Therefore, numerical techniques will be used. A finite-difference model is presently being developed to obtain the relaxation histories of initially stretched drops. The stretching of a levitated drop can take place by either an electrostatic field or a centrifugal force field brought about by acoustically-driven rotation. By switching off or lowering the intensity of the field providing the stretching, the drop will tend towards a more spherical shape. The evolution of this shape can be predicted, and since this history depends on the surface tension and viscosity, it will be used to infer these properties by comparing with experiments.
The numerical techniques used in the literature for calculating transient flows involving free surfaces adopt either Eulerian, or Lagrangian approaches to the fluid motion. In the Eulerian approach, the flow is considered with respect to a stationary numerical mesh. The Lagrangian approach assumes that the mesh moves together with the fluid so that fluid inside any cell of the mesh always remains inside that cell. Thus, the mass of a cell remains constant in time and, if fluid is incompressible, the same is true for the volume. The main advantage of the Lagrangian approach is the ease to deal with free surfaces and interfaces, and in particular, to take surface tension into account.

B. Thermocapillary Flows and Diffusive Transport

As discussed earlier, large drops levitated in a gravity field can take on the shape of a nearly flat disk. The measurement of its thermal diffusivity will be conducted by heating the center of the disk with a laser, and thermographically measuring the temperature history of the other side of the disk. While it is a reasonable approximation to assume that all of the laser energy is deposited on the surface of the drop, provisions will be made to obtain predictions independent of the radiative absorptivity, transmissivity and reflectivity. The modeling will take place in several stages. Initially, a simple conduction model will be developed, based on pure conduction in a large disk, and lumped convection in the surrounding gas region. Subsequent refinements will be made to accommodate the finite disk size, followed by fully-coupled convective transport in the gas. A rigorous evaluation of the limits of the conduction model will also be included.

While we can mitigate gravity effects by reducing the drop to a thin horizontal region, the thermocapillary effects will be present. A great deal of work has been carried out on single drops and bubbles with aspect ratio of $O(1)$, especially for low Marangoni number [16-31]. More complex situations, such as a fluid particle near a flat surface, have also been successfully treated [32-41]. For the present situation, the analysis will first be carried out for $Ma << 1$. That is, with conduction-dominated results, the thermal driving force will be calculated and a first correction to obtain the flow field will be obtained. For $Ma = O(1)$ and higher, we will resort to numerical methods.
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FROM OXYGEN GENERATION TO METALS PRODUCTION:
IN SITU RESOURCE UTILIZATION BY MOLTEN OXIDE ELECTROLYSIS

Donald R. Sadoway
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ABSTRACT

The proposed work is in the area of Extraterrestrial Processes and Technology Development, specifically In Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU), and seeks to explore the use of molten oxide electrolysis for the generation of oxygen and the production of metals from natural resources found on the Moon/Mars. For the exploration of other bodies in the solar system, electrochemical processing is arguably the most versatile technology for conversion of local resources into usable commodities: by electrolysis one can produce (1) breathable oxygen, (2) silicon for the fabrication of solar cells, (3) various reactive metals for use as electrodes in advanced storage batteries, and (4) structural metals such as steel and aluminum. To date there has been no sustained effort to develop a process, in part due to the inadequacy of the database. The present study will identify chemistries capable of sustaining molten oxide electrolysis in the cited applications and will examine the behavior of laboratory-scale cells designed to generate oxygen and produce metal.

The basic research will include the study of the underlying high-temperature physical chemistry of oxide melts representative of lunar regolith and of Martian soil. To move beyond empirical approaches to process development, the thermodynamic and transport properties of oxide melts will be studied to help set the limits of composition and temperature for the processing trials that will follow. Process efficiency will be investigated in laboratory-scale electrolysis cells. For optimization, the kinetics of the relevant processes at the cathode and the anode will be studied by a.c. voltammetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. The goal of this investigation is to deliver a working prototype cell that can use lunar regolith and Martian soil to produce breathable oxygen along with metal by-product. Additionally, the results of this work can be generalized to permit adaptation to accommodate different feedstock chemistries, such as those that will be encountered on other bodies in the solar system.

The expected results of the proposed research are (1) the identification of appropriate electrolyte chemistries; (2) the selection of candidate anode and cathode materials compatible with electrolytes named above; and (3) performance data from laboratory-scale cells producing oxygen and metal. This information will enable assessment of the technical viability of molten oxide electrolysis for in situ resource utilization on the Moon and Mars. In parallel, there may be commercial applications here on earth, specifically, new "green" technologies for extraction of metals and for treatment of hazardous waste, e.g., fixing heavy metals.
I. Background

There is plenty of oxygen on the Moon to sustain life — indeed, the lunar surface is over 60% oxygen [1]. Martian soil is about 45% oxygen [2]. However, all of this is chemically bound to other elements in the form of very stable compounds. Molten oxide electrolysis is potentially the basis of a technology for exploiting local resources in order to produce breathable oxygen along with a host of valuable by-products such as silicon for use in solar cells, reactive metals for use in advanced storage batteries, and steel and aluminum for use in construction [3]. No special reagents need to be transported from Earth in order to employ the technology. The only process input that needs to be furnished on site is electric power, and this, presumably, can be generated photovoltaically or by nuclear fission. Research conducted at MIT in the laboratory of the Principal Investigator has shown that molten oxide electrolysis has potential for treating certain forms of hazardous waste produced by the metals and chemicals industries while generating oxygen gas as the by-product [4]. For this reason the process is judged to be adaptable to different feedstocks, an attribute making it attractive for use with the resources available on the Moon or Mars.

Molten oxide electrolysis is an extreme form of molten salt electrolysis, a technology that has been producing tonnage metal for over 100 years; aluminum, magnesium, lithium, sodium, and the rare-earth metals are all produced in this manner. What sets molten oxide electrolysis apart is its ability to produce oxygen gas at the anode. No contemporary electrolytic technology can do this. Indeed, in the light of the push to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the metals industry one of the greatest challenges for the aluminum industry is the replacement of the consumable carbon anode (which produces CO₂) with a nonconsumable anode, which would produce oxygen [5]. So molten oxide electrolysis then both avoids the use of molten halide electrolytes and enables the production of oxygen gas.

Figure 1 shows how iron and oxygen might be produced by the proposed technology [4]. The reactor depicted is an electrolytic cell, which decomposes iron oxide by the action of electric current passing between two electrodes. The electrolyte in this case is a multicomponent solution consisting of iron oxide and other oxides, such as silica, alumina, magnesia, and calcia. All of these oxides are highly abundant in the lunar regolith [1] and Martian soil [2]. The cathode is a pool of molten iron at the bottom of the cell. At the interface of liquid metal and electrolyte, the electrochemical reduction of iron occurs according to the following reaction:

\[
Fe^{2+} \text{ (electrolyte)} + 2e^- \text{ (cathode)} \rightarrow Fe \text{ (liquid)}
\]

The origin of the Fe^{2+} is the iron oxide feed, which has dissolved in the molten oxide electrolyte and dissociated to form Fe^{2+} cations and O^{2-} anions. The liquid iron produced is instantly incorporated into the metal pool without the need for mass transport to another site within the cell. Thus, as the reaction proceeds, the depth of the iron pool increases. The solid member forming the floor of the cell and also acting as current collector must be made of a material that is chemically inert in contact with molten iron and also is a good electronic conductor. At the top of the cell is the anode, which acts as the current feeder. The anode must be chemically inert with respect to both oxygen gas and the molten oxide electrolyte. Evolution of oxygen occurs according to the following reaction:

\[
O^{2-} \text{ (electrolyte)} \rightarrow 2e^- \text{ (anode)} + \frac{1}{2}O_2 \text{ (gas)}
\]

The source of O^{2-} is the iron oxide feed which has dissolved and dissociated in the molten oxide electrolyte.
electrolyte. The anode functions as an electron sink, and the product oxygen gas evolves as bubbles on the surface of the anode and floats to the surface of the melt. Candidate anode materials include electronically conducting oxide and metals protected by an oxide film on the surface [6]. The sidewall consists of electrolyte frozen against a shell made of refractory brick. This is the electrolytic equivalent of skull melting, and is precisely the condition in a modern Hall cell producing tonnage aluminum. Feed consisting of iron oxide is added to the cell from the top. The process is continuous. Periodically, metal is removed from the cell by siphoning.

At 1800 K, the standard free energy of formation of FeO is 159 kJ/mol [7] which via the Nernst equation gives a standard decomposition potential of 0.825 V. In practice, molten salt electrolysis cells operate at about 2 to 2½ times theoretical voltage in order to surmount kinetic barriers and in order to supply adequate energy to keep the electrolyte molten by Joule heating [8], so we can expect the cell in Figure 1 to operate at about 2 V. The value of the current will be governed by the thermal balance of the cell: the current must exceed a minimum level in order to generate adequate Joule heat to keep the electrolyte molten. Given the thermal and electrical properties of molten salts, it turns out that the threshold of thermal sustainability is 1 kA. In one hour, such a cell would produce 1.04 kg iron and 0.30 kg oxygen or 0.23 standard cubic meters oxygen. Current densities in molten salt cells are in the vicinity of 1 A/cm². This means that the anode would be on the order of 30 cm in diameter, immersed in the electrolyte to a depth of 1 cm. This translates into a rather compact device with a small footprint. The oxygen produced at the anode bubbles through the electrolyte and rises to the top of the cell for collection. Molten iron needs to be periodically harvested, and this is typically done by siphon. All that is required to keep the oxygen coming is iron oxide (about 1.4 kg/hr) and electric power (2 kVA).

Recent measurements made in the laboratory of the Principal Investigator have begun to define the range of electrolyte composition suitable for sustaining electrolysis [9,10]. Specifically, we have found that electronic conduction is related to the average valence of dissolved iron; melts of mixed valence (Fe²⁺ and Fe³⁺) provide electronic pathways thanks to valence shifting. The control of total FeO content and melt basicity (ratio of CaO + MgO to SiO₂) is the key to successful management of the electrical properties of these melts. This points to the need for more work on the characterization of the electrical properties of these melts as a function of composition, temperature, and partial pressure of oxygen. Also, there are formidable materials problems associated with the principal elements of the electrolytic cell, i.e., the anode, cathode, and cell wall. In previous work directed at identifying a carbon-free anode for use in the electrolytic production of aluminum, the Principal Investigator has developed a methodology for materials selection [11,12].

II. Electrical Conductivity Measurements

The variation in electrical conductivity with temperature and composition will be measured for multicomponent oxide melts consisting of SiO₂ - Al₂O₃ - MgO - CaO into which FeO and TiO are dissolved. There are no reports in the literature of electrical conductivity measurements in this system. A small body of literature exists, however, on the electrical properties of iron silicate slags [13-15]. Results in these studies indicate that the ferrites display a propensity for electronic conduction. To sustain faradaic processes requires that electronic conduction be kept to a minimum. There is evidence that the conduction mechanism in such melts can be altered by control of the chemical composition. In addition to the approaches described above, the addition of network forming silicates represses electronic conduction [13]. Furthermore, measurements taken recently in the
laboratory of the Principal Investigator on titanium bearing oxide melts indicate again that the mode of electrical conduction can be controlled by tailoring the chemistry of the supporting electrolyte [16]. As NASA confronts the need to exploit in situ resources on other bodies in the solar system, a generalizable set of electrolyte design criteria would prove to be of value: hence, the interest in learning to control the electrical properties of melts containing various transition-metal oxides.

The variation in electrical conductivity of oxide melts representative of lunar regolith and Martian soil will be measured by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) using a new technique invented by the Principal Investigator and co-workers [9, 17, 18]. Attention will be paid to the SiO$_2$ - Al$_2$O$_3$ - MgO - CaO system with varying amounts of FeO and TiO$_2$. Data will be fitted to a quasi-chemical solution model to determine how to optimize the ionic conductivity of the melts.

III. Kinetic Studies of Electrode Processes

To optimize the throughput of a reactor it is necessary to know the values of the relevant kinetic parameters. In an electrochemical reactor, this includes the rate constants of the reactions at each electrode. Cathodic and anodic processes will be studied by a.c. voltammetry and EIS. In a.c. voltammetry one imposes on the working electrode a voltage of the form, $E_{\text{dc}} + \Delta E \sin \omega t$, and monitors the a.c. component of the current response, $I_{\text{ac}}$ [19]. The plot of $I_{\text{ac}}$ vs $E_{\text{dc}}$ reveals not only the identities of the species undergoing electrochemical conversion, but also their relative concentrations and valences in the melt.

IV. Electrolysis Trials

The viability of molten oxide electrolysis for oxygen generation and for metal production (silicon, iron, and aluminum) will be tested in bench-scale experiments consisting of galvano-static electrolysis of candidate melts. The anode gas will be sampled and analyzed in real time by gas chromatography to confirm oxygen evolution and to detect the presence of impurities. The cathodic metal product will also be subjected to chemical analysis [20, 21]. The newly acquired data in parts (a) and (b) will influence the choice of composition of the electrolyte and cell operating parameters, e.g., temperature, current density, concentration of electroactive species. Effectiveness will be judged on the basis of the chemical analyses of cell products, both metal and gas. The measured values of cell operating parameters along with a mass balance will permit an accurate calculation of the cell’s productivity. This will permit the determination of the size of cell necessary to meet the oxygen requirements a space colony.

V. Construction of Prototype Electrolytic Cell

On the basis of the results from parts (a) through (c) a prototype electrolytic cell capable of producing oxygen from lunar regolith and Martian soil will be designed, constructed, and tested at the bench scale. Performance characteristics will be measured.
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Figure 1. Schematic of cell for production of oxygen by molten oxide electrolysis.
The objective of this research is to extend, for the first time, the laser polarimetry technique for measuring the normal spectral emissivity to the microsecond time regime. This will enable accurate determination of true temperature of liquid specimens at high temperatures in rapid pulse heating experiments. In addition to the measurement of other experimental quantities, the technique will yield data on selected thermophysical properties with unsurpassed accuracy that can be used in support of microgravity materials science research. The properties measured include enthalpy, specific heat capacity, heat of fusion, and electrical resistivity up to and above the melting point of selected refractory metals and alloys. The key accomplishment of this research is that the laser polarimeter system has been applied to microsecond pulse heating studies and absolute true temperature measurements have been obtained to provide the basis for accurate thermophysical property measurements in the liquid state.

Thermophysical property values for liquid metals and alloys are needed in modeling solidification, casting design, crystal growth and in welding designs. A number of these processes (and related experiments) are currently being practiced in the reduced gravity environment of space. The present research supports these efforts by aiming to provide thermophysical measurements methodology and thermophysical data of unsurpassed accuracy on standard materials, pure elements and alloys of importance to NASA's microgravity mission.

Several years ago, the National Institute of Standards and Technology and Containerless Research, Inc. began a NASA-sponsored joint effort to integrate the laser polarimeter and the millisecond pulse-heating system to conduct research with the objective of validating and establishing the accuracy of the laser polarimetry method and obtaining accurate emissivity data on selected metals. An initial three-year National Research Announcement (NRA) program resulted in the validation of the laser polarimetric technique and the determination of the spectral emissivity and thermophysical properties on a number of materials at temperatures up to and including the melting point [1-4]. Three years ago, we began the current NRA program aimed at extending the operating range of this system for the measurement of spectral emissivities and true temperature into the liquid state by integration of a microsecond pulse-heating and pyrometry system with an ultra-high speed laser polarimeter system. These studies have advanced significantly in the last three years leading to the complete development and validation of a new ultra-high speed laser polarimeter system for the measurement of normal spectral emissivity of liquid materials with microsecond time resolution, allowing determination of true temperature and thermophysical properties in the liquid state during microsecond pulse-heating.
The microsecond pulse heating system was modified to accommodate a new chamber, new electrical and electronic systems to control the pulse heating and provisions to accommodate the ultra-high speed polarimeter system. A single wavelength pyrometer was used to measure the radiance temperature of the specimen at an effective wavelength of 652 nm, which is close to the laser polarimeter’s operating wavelength of 677 nm. In addition, the voltage drop across a known specimen length (with the aid of voltage probes) and the current through the specimen are also recorded precisely. Preliminary studies were conducted in the past year leading to the first precise results of the normal spectral emissivity, true temperature, enthalpy, heat capacity and electrical resistivity of liquid niobium at temperatures up to 500 K above the melting point. Preliminary results for liquid niobium in the 2800-3300K temperature range for the emissivity, enthalpy, resistivity and heat capacity were presented at the previous conference [5]. New results will be presented on pure Nb, Ti, and Nb-Ti alloys.

In addition, the methods of calibration of the polarimeter, the experimental techniques employed for pulse-heating and methods of data analysis will be presented and discussed. Calibration techniques for polarimetry and pyrometry, error analysis, and uncertainties of the results will be provided.

In summary, this NRA project has resulted in a successful demonstration of the application of high-speed laser polarimetry to microsecond pulse-heated materials leading to absolute true temperature measurements on liquid materials at temperatures above the melting point. This has led to significant reduction in uncertainties of various thermophysical properties of liquid materials including heat capacity, electrical resistivity and enthalpy. The results from the present work serve as a point of reference for future ground-based and flight-based experiments that involve either the measurement of thermophysical property data or the use of these data in the design and implementation of future materials science experiments in microgravity.
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LATTICE BOLTZMANN COMPUTATIONS OF BINARY DIFFUSION IN LIQUIDS UNDER STOCHASTIC MICROGRAVITY
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ABSTRACT

The broad objective of this research is to further develop the Lattice Boltzmann (LB) model in binary liquids as a computational tool in order to better understand convective diffusion in stochastic microgravity. We focus on binary liquid alloy diffusion couples and seek to estimate the accuracy of, or make corrections to, binary liquid diffusivities measured in microgravity. We hypothesize that the Lattice Boltzmann model might be superior to computational fluid dynamics for computation of diffusion and fluid flow in binary liquids under the influence of stochastic microgravity because the LB model is intrinsically statistical and therefore more compatible with stochastic forces. The ultimate objective is to provide powerful computational methods to analyze the effects of stochastic microgravity on various space experiments that involve convective diffusion in liquids. The methodology requires reformulation of the LB model for binary fluids to account for non-solenoidal flows for species of different mass and for incompressible fluids whose density is a function of composition. Finite Difference Lattice Boltzmann models are used in order to allow the space lattice to be decoupled from the velocity discretization. Such models will first be used to explore the effect of periodic g-jitter on measured diffusivities in microgravity. Then the effect of stochastic g-jitter will be studied.

I. Introduction

We hypothesize that the Lattice Boltzmann (LB) model might be superior to computational fluid dynamics (CFD) for computation of diffusion and fluid flow in binary liquids under the influence of stochastic microgravity. We make this conjecture because the LB model, which is based on a distribution function, is intrinsically statistical and therefore more compatible with stochastic forces. The ultimate objective of this research is to further develop the Lattice Boltzmann model in binary liquids as a computational tool to better understand convective diffusion in stochastic microgravity. We approach this problem by focusing on binary liquid alloy diffusion couples. In particular, we shall seek to estimate the accuracy of, or make corrections to, binary liquid diffusivities measured in microgravity. The binary liquid diffusion couple will serve as a prototype problem for other experiments that have been or will be conducted in microgravity, for example, solidification (crystal growth) from binary melts. Thus, this research is likely to result in powerful computational methods to analyze the effects of stochastic microgravity on various space experiments that involve convective diffusion in liquids.

It is well known that diffusivities in binary liquids are difficult if not impossible to measure accurately on Earth because of solute transport due to buoyancy driven fluid convection. Consequently, diffusivities
that have been measured in microgravity have resulted in dramatic differences from measurements on Earth [1-7]. Nevertheless, there is still some convection in the microgravity environment, and this can affect measured diffusivities. Recent measurements by Smith [7] for alloys of Pb-Au, Pb-Ag, Pb-Sb, Sb-In and In-Sb result in considerable differences of the measured diffusivity \( D \) on temperature \( T \): Arrhenius on Earth, proportional to \( T^2 \) in microgravity with \( g \)-jitter, and proportional to \( T \) in microgravity with \( g \)-jitter damped by means of an isolation platform. In order to understand these and other measurements, it is necessary to model the influence of residual convection on diffusion in microgravity.

In our previous research [8,9] supported by NASA, we have shown that non-solenoidal flows caused by density changes during transient diffusion are present in even strictly zero gravity and can be comparable at short times to buoyancy-driven flows in microgravity. This has also been confirmed in numerical computations by Bune et al. [10] who refer to it as “stealth convection.” Thus, the results of using computational fluid dynamics codes based on the Oberbeck-Boussinesq (OB) approximation [11] are unreliable at short times for transient diffusion in microgravity because the OB approximation includes the assumption of solenoidal flows. Since there are still residual accelerations (equivalently residual gravity) in the microgravity environment [12-18], there are buoyancy driven flows that can affect measured diffusivities [19].

We decompose the residual acceleration as \( \mathbf{g} = \mathbf{g}_s + \mathbf{g}_j \) where \( \mathbf{g}_s \) is a rather steady acceleration, due for example to drag, and \( \mathbf{g}_j \) is the so-called \( g \)-jitter. The component \( \mathbf{g}_s \) varies slowly over a time scale that is large compared to the characteristic time scale of \( g \)-jitter but small compared to the period of a spacecraft orbit. Such \( g \)-jitter can have both deterministic components with some well-defined frequency \( \omega_0 \), as well as stochastic components that can only be described statistically. A model for \( g \)-jitter based on a narrow band noise has been proposed and explored in our previous research supported by NASA [20-23]. It is very difficult to incorporate stochastic accelerations in numerical computations by using CFD. This follows because the use of standard numerical algorithms to solve stochastic differential equations is subject to numerical instabilities and large errors (including apparent convergence to false values), due to the fact that the stochastic terms are not differentiable. The LB model [24-26] is an intrinsically statistical model that can be used to simulate fluid dynamics. For simple problems, it is much less efficient than CFD, but for more complicated problems, such as convective diffusion in binary liquids with stochastic forces, it might well be better.

II. Lattice Boltzmann Model

The Lattice Boltzmann model is based on a distribution function such that \( f^\sigma(r,v,t) \ d^3r \ d^3v \) is the number of particles of type \( \sigma = A,B \) which at time \( t \) have positions \( r \) in the volume element \( d^3r \) about \( r \) and velocities \( v \) in the volume element \( d^3v \) about \( v \). The distribution function is assumed to obey a Boltzmann equation in the relaxation time approximation of the form

\[
\left( \frac{\partial}{\partial t} + \mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla_r + \frac{\mathbf{F}^\sigma}{m^\sigma} \nabla_v \right) f^\sigma(r,v,t) = -\frac{1}{\tau^\sigma} [f^\sigma(r,v,t) - f^\sigma_\circ(r,v,t)]
\]

(1)

where \( \mathbf{F}^\sigma \) is the force on a particle of mass \( m^\sigma \) and \( \tau^\sigma \) is a physical relaxation time, comparable to the collision time of fluid particles. The distribution relaxes toward its equilibrium value for a fluid of average local number density

\[
n^\sigma(r,t) = \int f^\sigma(r,v,t) d^3v
\]

(2)
and local velocity

\[ u^0(r, t) = \frac{1}{n^0(r, t)} \int v f^0(r, v, t) d^3v \]  

(3)

In typical LB models, the equilibrium distribution function is taken to be the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function

\[ f^\text{eq}(r, v, t) = n^\text{eq}(r, t) \left( \frac{m^\text{eq}}{2\pi kT} \right)^{3/2} e^{-\left( m^\text{eq}/2 kT \right) [v - u^\text{eq}(r, t)]^2} \]  

(4)

where \( k \) is Boltzmann's constant.

For a system not too far from equilibrium, we can approximate the force term in Equation (1) by replacing the distribution function by its equilibrium value. The LB model is then completed by discretizing the velocity space [27-31] and solving the resulting equations numerically. To discretize, we replace \( f^0(r, v, t) d^3v \) for \( v = v_i \) by \( f\alpha_i(r, t) \) and then replace integrals over the velocity by sums over \( i \).

Thus the discrete distribution functions obey

\[ \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial t} + v_i \cdot \nabla \right) f_{\alpha i} = -\frac{1}{c} \left[ f_{\alpha i} - f_{\text{eq}i} \right] + \frac{F_i}{kT} [v_i - u^\text{eq}(r, t)] f_{\text{eq}i} \]  

(5)

Equation (5) can be solved numerically by a number of techniques. Some LB models are solved by means of "streaming algorithms" [24-26] in which the spatial grid is tied to the time steps by means of an equation of the form \( \delta r = v_i \delta t \). It is far less restrictive, however, to discretize space over distances that are large compared to the mean free path but small compared to distances over which \( n(r, t) \) and \( u(r, t) \) vary significantly. This leads to Finite Difference Lattice Boltzmann (FDLB) models [32-33], which we use. To be useful in microgravity, these models must incorporate non-solenoidal flows, which we now discuss.

III. Non-Solenoidal Flows

We can illustrate the importance of non-solenoidal flows quite simply if the density, \( \rho \), is related to the mass fraction of solute, \( \omega \), by the equation

\[ \frac{1}{\rho} = \nabla_1 + (\nabla_2 - \nabla_1) \omega \]  

(6)

where \( \nabla_1 \) and \( \nabla_2 \) are partial specific volumes, assumed to be constant. Then the continuity equation

\[ \frac{D\rho}{Dt} + \rho \nabla \cdot v = 0 \]  

(7)

and the convective diffusion equation

\[ \rho \frac{D\omega}{Dt} + \nabla \cdot j = 0 \]  

(8)

can be combined to yield

\[ \nabla \cdot v = - (\nabla_2 - \nabla_1) \nabla \cdot j. \]  

(9)

From Equation (9) we see that a nonvanishing divergence of diffusive flux, which will always result when \( \omega \) is changing with time, will demand a nonvanishing barycentric velocity. Integration of Equation (9) yields

\[ v = -(\nabla_2 - \nabla_1) j + \nabla \times A \]  

(10)
where the vector field $\mathbf{A}$ leads to a solenoidal field that is necessary to satisfy the boundary conditions (such as no slip conditions at the walls of the container). This type of convection, *demanded* by the continuity equation during transient diffusion (as in a diffusion couple), does not require a body force such as gravity [8,9]. It will actually dominate buoyancy driven convection for a phenomenon of characteristic length $L$ whenever $|g| < vD/L^3$ where $v$ is the kinematic viscosity. For $v \sim 10^{-2}$ cm$^2$/s, $D \sim 5 \times 10^{-3}$ cm$^2$/s and $L \sim 5 \times 10^2$ cm, one obtains $|g| < 4 \times 10^{-3}$ cm/s$^2$. For transient diffusion one should use $L \sim (Dt)^{1/2}$ which shows that non-solenoidal flows will be especially important at short times. Such non-solenoidal convection has also been studied [34-35] in the analogous situation of heat conduction, in which case the thermal diffusivity $\kappa$ replaces $D$. Since $\kappa$ is typically $10^3$ $D$, the above estimate would lead to much larger values of $|g|$ for the same value of $L$. As mentioned above, such non-solenoidal flow has been studied recently by other researchers and referred to as “stealth convection” [10].

**IV. Discussion**

We have conducted preliminary simulations based on Equation (5) for ideal solutions and no external forces when both species have the same mass. The resulting interdiffusion profiles agree well with analytical solutions. The challenge is now to incorporate interatomic forces to guarantee Equation (6) as well as local momentum conservation when the masses are different. Although there are several prescriptions [36-40] for handling binary and multicomponent LB models, they have not been tested except for equilibrium. Once we are assured that our model properly describes interdiffusion for no external forces, including non-solenoidal flows, we will proceed to add g-jitter, both deterministic and stochastic.
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INFLUENCE OF PROCESSING ON THE DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES OF GLASSY NETWORKS
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Low temperature specific heat measurements on glasses reveal a linear temperature dependence [1] quite different from that found for crystals. The introduction of two level systems (TLS’s) [2,3], in which the low lying dynamics of amorphous materials is characterized by atoms or groups of atoms tunneling, has enjoyed outstanding success in explaining this and other observations, with an admittedly parameterized model. Although these materials have been studied for over 20 years with a variety of experimental techniques and theoretical descriptions [4], the source of the TLS’s described in these original proposals remains a mystery. Two basic questions remain unanswered: why the density of tunneling states is comparable for all amorphous substances and its microscopic origin? So far all studies have ignored the possibility that the glass production techniques may be obscuring the validity of any such comparisons.

There are a number of indicators that the dynamics of strong and fragile [5] glass formers may appear in the low temperature dynamical properties of the glasses. The high-density amorphous (HDA) phase [6] of ice is known to undergo a first order transition to a low-density amorphous (LDA) phase on warming to about 120 K [7-11]. Recently far infrared absorption measurements have been carried out on bulk amorphous ice produced by a pressure-induced amorphization process, which has the attractive feature that both the low density amorphous (LDA) phase and the high density amorphous (HDA) one [7] can be examined sequentially. The measurements on the low temperature far infrared absorption spectra of the LDA phase demonstrates that it does not display the supposedly universal two level systems (TLS) associated with the amorphous state despite its known amorphous properties [12]. A consistent way to account for the disappearance of TLS in the far infrared absorption data after the HDA sample has been cycled to the LDA, or water II phase [13], is to recognize that the supercooled liquid in this water II phase is a strong liquid in Angell’s strong/fragile classification scheme [14]. For such a strong liquid the defects in the rigid disordered network can, in principle, be annealed out. On the other hand, the HDA phase is thought to be extremely fragile and, in this limit, the defects are intrinsic and, in fact, are responsible for the relaxational dynamics producing the fragile behavior. The conclusion is that the presence of such intrinsic defects in the HDA phase gives rise to the TLS. A very general implication about the dynamics of all glasses stems from these unusual experimental results: two level systems universally found in all glasses may be a product of structural defects produced at glass inhomogeneities when the glass is formed. Although they are intrinsic for the fragile glass formers, for the class of strong liquids there is the likelihood that under controlled conditions such defects, and hence the TLS associated with them, may be eliminated.
In addition, it has been found that when SiO$_2$ is doped with Na$_2$O or K$_2$O, which makes the resulting system more fragile, then there is a large increase in the magnitude of the linear term and a slight increase in the size of the cubic term in the specific heat [15]. These findings are consistent with the idea that the resulting system is shifted toward the fragile region where defects are less likely to be annealed out. However, when the linear term specific heat values for a variety of systems of different fragility are compared, the dependence of this linear term on fragility remains unclear with one group reporting that there is a connection [16,17] while another group reports the opposite conclusion [18]. So far all of the studies have ignored the possibility that the glass production techniques may be obscuring the validity of any such comparisons.

Given that the structural network of $\mu$-g produced glasses should be vastly superior to those produced in a 1-g environment and provide a more intrinsic configuration of the glass network then the analysis of the relationship between homogeneity, the strong/fragile classification scheme, structural defects and the low temperature dynamical properties of glasses takes on new meaning. We shall apply the techniques of specific heat, IR absorption, and Raman scattering to characterize the defects in glasses produced in the microgravity environment and compare them with that obtained with ground based experiments using containerless techniques for glass processing.

Microgravity studies of both chalcogenide and silicate glasses have demonstrated that the suppression of convective transport processes in the melt not only increases the probability for glass formation over a wider compositional range but also increases the compositional homogeneity in such microgravity processed glasses by over an order of magnitude when compared to 1-g glasses. In preparing a glass by quenching a liquid, as it is customary in the space experiments, control of nucleation is the key [19]. The heterogeneous nucleation on impurities and on container walls and surfaces is the controllable parameter in this case whereas homogeneous nucleation is an intrinsic process determined by the material itself. In microgravity conditions the buoyancy is absent and the related convection responsible for transport of nucleation centers from the wall into the bulk is removed. In this case homogeneous nucleation determines the critical cooling rate of undercooled melt from which the glass is formed, therefore, the range of glass formation is increased. This is not the only consequence of microgravity processing. Another important result is that the glass turns out to be much more uniform. Even without containerless processing the inhomogeneities caused by heterogeneous nucleation next to the container wall does not penetrate very far into the bulk of the sample. During the D1 mission on board the space shuttle ‘Challenger’ in 1985, glasses of the binary system Li$_2$O-SiO$_2$ were melted in platinum crucibles [20]. The same heating facility was used to produce reference samples under normal gravity conditions. The electron microprobe composition scans of the microgravity and the reference samples, which are displayed in Figure 1, show that compositional uniformity of the flight sample was more than order of magnitude better than the normal gravity reference one. Deviations from the nominal composition are found only near the container wall for the flight sample, whereas a high degree of scattering is observed for the reference sample both near the wall and in the bulk.

We propose to investigate the dependence of the two level spectrum on defect concentration for a number of glasses with varying fragilities starting with GeO$_2$. Such a strong glass former is expected to produce the most dramatic change in the TLS concentration due to $\mu$-g processing. The critical cooling rate for GeO$_2$ as estimated from homogeneous nucleation theory is slow so the optimum cooling time for this glass is on the order of a few hours. Similar analysis of the other simple glasses indicates that the duration of the cooling stage is long enough to exclude drop tube or parabolic flight possibilities. Different experimental techniques, which are very sensitive to TLS, will be used to
analyze the low temperature dynamical properties of the glass samples produced in the μ-g and 1-g environments.

Various levitating techniques, due to the absence of contact with the container wall, can also produce more homogeneous glasses. We shall construct a gas film levitation (GFL) furnace for the production of high quality samples. This furnace will be a tubular vertical levitator [21,22] and will produce glass in rod shapes. We propose to use porous graphite membranes on the sides and the bottom for the gas film levitation of the sample. Such glass samples generated in the GFL furnace will provide reproducible glass starting material for the space-based production of glasses as well as eliminating crucible interactions, associated contamination, mechanical stresses and surface defects usually found in glass samples produced at 1-g in a crucible environment [23]. An additional advantage of the GFL technique is its ability to permit a slower cooling of the melt without significant crystallization due to the elimination of heterogeneous nucleation.

This research program will result in the development of new experimental tools for the characterization of glass microstructure and also in a deeper understanding of the general source of excitations in glasses. Since laboratory studies of such excitations in silicate dust grains [24] indicate that they dominate the mm- and submm-wave temperature-dependent properties in the temperature range appropriate to interstellar dust emission, there is added interest in identifying the source of these excitations.
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GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS ON THE WELD POOL GEOMETRY DURING GAS TUNGSTEN ARC AND LASER WELDING
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INTRODUCTION

A welding process needs more precise understanding of free surface geometry and corresponding shape of the weld pool during melting and solidification. In normal earth gravity, surface tension gradient driven flow has been determined to be the dominant force and gravity driven force has been treated as a minimal factor for a melt convection [1,2]. However, the high pressure at the center of an arc causes the pool center to be depressed and its edges to be risen by the surrounding solid around the weld pool [3]. Authors' preliminary investigation shows that the gravitational force can considerably affect the surface deformation of the liquid metal. The scientific and technological benefits of this investigation are to understand the nature of the gravitational effects on the welding convection flows and the free surface deformation. The long-term goal is to optimize future applications in predicting the geometry of the weld pool in normal Earth gravity and microgravity.

I. Ground-Based Experiments

A new concept of ground based experiments was applied in this investigation to examine the gravitational effects without changing the gravitational acceleration level. Gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) was conducted with different angles (Ω) between the direction of gravitational vector (g) and heat source translation as shown in Figure 1.

An oxygen free copper (Cu) and a pure nickel (Ni) plate were utilized for a bead-on-top experiment. The copper plate had a dimension of 10 cm x 5 cm x 0.22 cm for translational welding and of 5 cm x 5 cm x 0.22 cm for spot welding. The nickel base metal was a 7.5 cm x 2 cm x 0.22 cm. The base metal was moved at a constant speed, and a tungsten (W) electrode of 0.15 cm diameter was stationary. The GTAW was performed with a constant direct current of 140 A and a variable arc voltage of 12 V (± 0.5 V).

The copper and nickel welds were etched by diluted ammonium persulphate solution in H₂O and nitric acid: acetic acid (1:1) solution, respectively. The shape of the weld pool was observed using an optical microscope. The surface morphology was examined by a laser profilometer.
II. Results

Analysis of Cu and Ni welds demonstrated that the weld-pool geometry was changed considerably by the variation of welding direction with respect to the \( \text{g} \) orientations in the ground-based experiments for both configurations, the translational and spot weld:

1. The translational welding experiment results are presented with three \( \text{g} \) orientations, perpendicular, parallel-up, and parallel-down. Depth, width and depth/width ratio of the weld pool was measured as a function of welding speed for Cu and Ni. At 3 mm/sec in Figure 2, the perpendicular welds of Cu and Ni have \(-25\%\) deeper penetration compared with the parallel-down welds. The depth of the parallel-up welding is between that of the perpendicular and the parallel-down welds. As the welding speed increases, the depth difference as a function of gravitational orientation decreases. However, the width of the weldments shows no dependence on \( \text{g} \) as indicated in Figure 3. Thus, the weld pool penetration was more sensitive to the gravity than the average width of the weldments. The error bars are based on scatter of measurements. The depth/width ratio of the weld pool in Figure 4 was higher at the perpendicular welding setup (\( \Omega=90^\circ \)) and lowest at the parallel-down welding condition (\( \Omega=0^\circ \)).

The possible explanation for the deeper penetration at the perpendicular welding setup lies in the surface depression action by the arc pressure. The dynamic balance between arc pressure, pool gravity and surface tension determines the shape of a weld pool surface [4, 5]. At the highest welding speed for the Cu, the width and the depth showed the reverse trend compared with other speeds.

That is probably because of insufficient heat accumulation to sustain a stable weld pool or an experimental uncertainty.

2. The spot weld experiments are presented with two \( \text{g} \) orientations, perpendicular and parallel. Free surface shape after spot weld was measured using a profilometer to explain the effects of surface depression on the penetration. The spot welding was conducted for 15 and 20 seconds at the same condition (\(-12 \text{ V and } 140 \text{ A}\)) as the translational welding on Cu. The 15 seconds spot weld had a surface depression of \(-0.18 \text{ mm}\) at the center for both perpendicular and
parallel welding as shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 indicates a teardrop shape of the free surface deformation for the parallel heat source, whereas symmetrical free surface was observed at the perpendicular source for 20 seconds (Figure 6).

Arc voltage between the W electrode tip and the metal surface was measured in-situ at each welding condition. Both parallel and perpendicular spot welding exhibited similar trend of arc voltage, which indicates similar power input into the work piece. However, a change in the free surface morphology can modify heat distribution on the free surface of the weld pool, influencing the geometry of the weld pool for 20-second welds.
In another set of experiments, the initial arc voltage was increased from 12 V to 13 V by increasing the gap between the W tip and the metal surface. Teardrop shape of the free surface was produced for the parallel heat source at 14 seconds in Figure 7 as opposed to the symmetrical shape seen in Figure 5-top. A larger weld pool created by higher heat input is probably the main cause for more significant gravitational effects on the free surface deformation.

Figure 5. Spot GTAW for 15 seconds: perpendicular (top) and parallel (bottom) heat source. 0.889 mm gap between the W tip and the sample.

Figure 6. Spot GTAW for 20 seconds: perpendicular (top) and parallel (bottom) heat source. 0.889 mm gap between the W tip and the sample.
III. Summary and Future Plans

The different welding setups (perpendicular, parallel-up, and parallel-down) created different surface morphology. This morphological change of surface deformation had a minimal effect on the weld pool width, but a larger effect on the penetration. However, the change of penetration was not as significant as the authors had expected. That is probably because GTAW usually creates the weld pool of small depth to width ratio. Therefore, it is difficult to detect a significant effect of gravity on the weld pool shape.

For better understanding on gravitational effects, laser welding is underway on the pure Ni and the alloy of 304 stainless steel. For these materials, their thermal properties are different significantly. The gravity may have a more significant effect on the penetration produced by the laser welding. Microstructural and microchemical examinations are being characterized for the above materials to clarify the gravitational effects on the welding process. Mathematical modeling is expected to provide better explanation on the gravitational effects during laser welding.
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OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the present program is to understand thermosolutal convection during crystal growth of PbBr2-AgBr alloys. This involves identification of the growth conditions for microgravity experiments delineating the microsegregation, observation of convecto-diffusive instabilities and comparison with theoretical models. The overall objectives can be summarized as follows:

- Observe and study the double diffusive and morphological instabilities in controlled conditions and to compare with theoretically predicted convective and morphological instability curves.
- Study the three-dimensional morphological instabilities and resulting cellular growth that occur near the onset of morphological instability in the bulk samples under purely diffusive conditions.
- Understand the micro- and macro-segregation of silver dopant in lead bromide crystals in microgravity.
- Provide basic data on convective behavior in alloy crystals grown by the commercially important Bridgman crystal growth process.

I. Necessity of Microgravity

Lead bromide doped with silver can be grown under normal gravity conditions; the double diffusive nature of the convection will cause mixing of the molten charge material. This in turn will cause the solute composition in the crystal to constantly increase during growth. In semiconductor devices, where the electronic properties are a function of the crystal composition, this constant compositional variation is undesirable.

During the solidification of doped materials in Bridgman geometry, generation of destabilizing temperature gradients in the melt is unavoidable, resulting in buoyancy-induced convective mixing of the liquid phase. On earth this mixing is generally very intensive and prevention of convection is important in order to minimize micro- and macro-segregation and to obtain homogeneous properties throughout the solidified material. In an actual furnace it is extremely difficult to eliminate the radial temperature gradient completely. Unavoidable gradients may give rise to flows, which lead to lateral segregation in the solidified material. In binary systems, if the solute pile up ahead of the
solidification front were lighter than the solvent, this alone would cause positive density gradient. The net density gradient can have various profiles, depending on the properties of the melt such as thermal conductivity and diffusion coefficient or growth conditions such as growth rate and thermal gradient. Even if the net resulting temperature gradient is stable, convection can occur due to double diffusive character of solute and temperature with different diffusivities. While there have been many observations on earth of this phenomena in thin samples where convection is not important, it is nearly impossible to study three-dimensional instabilities in bulk samples on Earth under purely diffusive conditions. The space experiment on transparent lead bromide-silver bromide alloys would permit a study of the various three dimensional morphologies that occur near the onset of morphological instability. Since the lead bromide-silver bromide system is transparent, experiments in space would allow the direct observation of morphological instability and the resulting cellular growth.

The present experiment on lead bromide-silver bromide alloys permits a study of various three dimensional morphologies that occur near the onset of morphological instability in a bulk crystal grown by solidification technique. Being able to see exactly what is happening during growth in low earth orbit makes this a unique system for microgravity experimentation. The system chosen here has dual advantages: (a) lead bromide is a transparent system almost ideally suitable for direct in situ observations to study solid-liquid interface phenomena and (b) lead bromide holds great promise for technological applications of acousto-optic devices and narrow band ultraviolet filters.

II. Impact on America

The heavy metal halide crystals, which are investigated in this program, are excellent acousto-optic materials. The improvements in the quality of crystals will enable us to use these crystals for defense and commercial applications.

A. Defense Systems

A hyperspectral sensor is a key component within the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) of the US NBC warfare defenses. The NBC objective is to provide US forces with the capability to detect and survive an initial NBC attack. To achieve this goal the OSD envisions an integrated suite of chemical and biological sensors. The acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF) hyperspectral imaging camera could significantly enhance the performance of this suite of sensors by either taking the spectral signatures of the chemicals/hard targets present on the battlefield or by, for an active probe such as a laser, reducing interfering background signals by narrowing the spectral region being imaged.

B. Commercial Systems

The principal application area of the halides is Bragg cells for acousto-optic signal processing typically found in RF spectrum analyzers, correlation and receivers, for which there is a continuing need to improve resolution and dynamic range while reducing volume and power requirements. It is the anomalous low acoustic velocity and high figure of merit (leading to high efficiency) that allows these objectives to be reached. Another major area of applications is for spectroscopic systems (both imaging and non-imaging), for which the acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF) is the major device. Typical systems in which this device plays a role include environmental monitoring,
liquid and gas analyzers and communication. The critical material properties for such spectroscopic devices include wide optical transparency range so light from the UV through the far IR can be analyzed. There are important applications throughout this wavelength range. The high figure of merit of materials investigated under this program assures efficient operation.

III. Significant Results

We evaluated the growth of lead bromide system by state feedback system in the existing furnaces. The most challenging aspect of the interface control problem is the lack of a good sensor that can provide the controller with the necessary information about the interface position and the shape. The controller proposed here uses a model based sensor which receives partially measured material temperatures through the shape of the interface (PbBr₂ being an excellent system) or the outside surface temperatures of the ampoule. Using this partial information, and a finite element based model of the thermal dynamics, the model based sensor estimates the unknown temperatures \( T(r,z,t) \) inside the ampoule. This measurement technique can be viewed as “a soft sensor” or “an intelligent sensor” since the unknown temperatures are estimated with a thermal model. The interface controller receives both the desired material temperature distribution \( T_d(r,z,t) \) and the estimated temperature distribution \( T(r,z,t) \). The task of the Interface Controller is to determine the required heating zone temperatures inside the furnace so that a proper set of boundary conditions around the ampoule can be established in order to grow the crystal with a desired interface shape and speed. The controller uses a state-space model of the solidification process by employing a modified finite element technique to the governing conduction equation. This model is used to design a dynamic controller that would set up the required zone temperatures inside the furnace. The solidification experiments with PbBr₂-AgBr alloys (500 and 5000 ppm) showed double-diffusive instabilities at the solid-liquid interface. When the sample was held stationary, any convection present in the liquid was attributed to the radial heat losses. Systematic observations at the interface showed the development of the depression, which finally ends in interfacial breakdown. When we repeated this experiment with pure lead bromide at speeds of 2.5 cm/day the interface remained flat and did not show any instability. The interface got depressed in the center and then slowly formed the instability. As a function of time, the instability developed with much larger amplitude. When the translation velocity was increased, the interface started breaking down. The flow pattern observed in the PbBr₂-AgBr system can be described as a “toroidal roll.” A slight asymmetry of the system resulted in the displacement of the node and axis of the tours from the central axis of the tube. When the toroidal flow persisted for many hours and the tube was moving, the interface was observed to be pinched where the radial inflow converged leading to the line defect. A theoretical calculation was performed to generate the concentration profile for the solute distribution and we are comparing with the experimentally measured values. We measured the diffusion coefficient and thermal conductivities of solid and liquid, which were used in computing stability curves and solute distribution in the crystal.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Solid oxide electrolyzers generate pure oxygen from oxygen bearing gases such as carbon dioxide, water, and air. Such electrolyzers can generate oxygen from the carbon dioxide rich atmosphere of Mars, and also from the evolved gases obtained from hydrogen or carbon reduction of the lunar regolith. Several studies have shown that oxygen production from Martian atmosphere as a key technology that will reduce the cost of both robotic and human missions with the added advantage of risk reduction. Space exploration missions call for developing better electrolyzer materials that offer superior thermal and mechanical characteristics as well as improved electrical performance. The electrolyte of the electrolyzer is a ceramic solid oxide such as yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ). In order to develop structurally robust electrolyzers that would withstand the severe vibration and shock loads experienced during the launch and landing phases of the mission, it is essential to understand the damage initiation and consequent failure mechanisms and their relation to material composition and processing parameters.

The objective of this research is to understand and quantify the relation between the mechanical properties of the electrolyte and its microstructure (thus processing parameters and choice of electrolyte compositions) and loading/environmental conditions. In this research program, we will investigate the effects of dopants on both the electrical performance (oxygen conductivity) and the mechanical properties (bi-axial bending strengths under quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions at room and high temperatures) of YSZ in an environment.

I. Relevance to Microgravity Program

All the major studies conducted by NASA in the recent past, such as the 90 day study and the Stanford Committee report, have identified the need for utilizing space resources, i.e., “living off the land,” as an important and necessary part of future exploration of the solar system. Several studies have shown that oxygen production from the Martian atmosphere and from lunar regolith as a key technology that can reduce the cost of both robotic and human missions. The production of oxygen from carbon dioxide and water is of importance for both life support and propellant production. For example, it would be highly desirable to have a closed loop life support system with oxygen reclamation in the transit vehicle to Mars as well as for extended stays aboard the Space Station. This research program addresses the material
issues related to electrochemical systems used for ISRU. The use of local resources is especially important for a long-duration mission, high-cost/long-time transportation, or for settlement missions. The research focus here is on developing superior materials that will ultimately lead to structurally and thermally robust electrolyzers and fuel cells. The improved electrolyzers would process in-situ materials to produce usable consumables for human space exploration in micro and reduced gravity environments.

II. Research Progress

A. Choice of Dopants

Yttria Stabilized Zirconia (8 mole percent doped, 8YSZ) is the most commonly used electrolyte for electrolyzers. The main drawbacks of this electrolyte are its poor structural and thermal properties. In the literature, several dopants are known to strengthen the 8YSZ. For example, 3YSZ may be used as a dopant, it is stronger than 8YSZ even though it is not totally stabilized and partly adopts tetragonal structure at low temperatures [3]. Also, its ionic conductivity is lower than 8YSZ. Aluminum oxide has been the most widely used strengthener of 8YSZ [e.g., 4, 5]. Although alumina is an insulating material, small amounts added as dopant do not significantly affect ionic conductivity of 8YSZ. Titanium oxide plays a similar role [4, 6]. Bismuth and cerium oxides are known as low temperature oxygen conductors and have been used as electrolyte materials [7-8]. Addition of a small amount of those oxides may increase the ionic conductivity of 8YSZ. In this research, we use only small amounts of dopants (from 1 to 3 mol%, except for 3YSZ) to avoid drastic change in the desired 8YSZ properties, particularly changes in coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). The reason to conserve the CTE characteristics is to match with other components of a cell stack such as electrodes and interconnects that have already been developed with great care.

B. Ion-Conductivity Measurements

To compare the ionic conductivity of the samples with different dopants, a four-probe d.c. conductivity test was used [9], which provides the total conductivity of the samples but does not provide the individual contributions due to ionic and electronic conductivities. A test starts at 500°C and goes up to 1000°C by steps of 50°C, and goes back down by steps of 100°C. At each temperature, the system stabilizes for 0.5 hour. Then, 5 data points are taken every 10 seconds, measuring temperature, voltage across inner electrodes and current in the circuit (see the schematic of the setup shown in Figure 1). For each composition, three different samples were tested.

![Figure 1. A simple schematic of a four probe d.c. conductivity test.](image-url)
The conductivity of the material is calculated with the formula:

\[ \sigma = \frac{A}{l} \sqrt{\frac{V}{I}} \]

where \( \sigma \) is the conductivity, \( I \) the current in the circuit, \( A \) the cross-section of the electrolyte, \( V \) the voltage between the two inner electrodes, \( l \) the distance between the two inner electrodes. As an example of the results, the ionic conductivity at 1000°C as a function of dopant concentration is shown in Figure 2.

![Conductivity versus dopant concentration at 1000°C](image)

Figure 2 Variation of ionic conductivity versus dopant concentration at 1000°C.

C. Bi-Axial Flexural Strength Measurement

In order to study the effects of dopant on the mechanical strength of a thin (0.4 to 0.7 mm) YSZ electrolyte, an ASTM standard of piston-on-three-balls configurations has been selected to determine the bi-axial flexural strengths. A hydraulically driven loading frame (MTS 810) was used to conduct the quasi-static experiments. As examples of the results, the bi-axial strengths (modulus of rupture, MOR) of baseline 8YSZ and 10% 3YSZ doped 8YSZ are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The thin-sheet specimens are 31.75 mm in diameter. In each group, twenty specimens were tested. The Tables list the results from successful tests.

The results in Tables 1 and 2 show that, 1) The strength data are rather scattered, with the modulus of rupture (bi-axial flexural strength) roughly proportional the number of broken pieces after failure. 2) The strength of 3YSZ-doped 8YSZ is consistently lower than that of the baseline 8YSZ, which is the counter of our objective of attaining increased strength.

A regrouping of the strength data using results from the tests where the specimen broke into four (4) or more pieces results in a much less scattering strength data collection. However, the microscopic mechanisms that determine the number of broken pieces remain to be revealed. More importantly, the mechanisms for the reduced strength of the doped material need to be investigated.

III. Research Planned

Research activities in the following areas are planned to develop a scientific understanding of the strengthening mechanisms of YSZ through doping.
Table 1 Modulus of Rupture (MOR) of Baseline 8YSZ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>MOR (MPa)</th>
<th>Deflection (mm)</th>
<th>Broken pieces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PB8ysz_01</td>
<td>32.03</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>~0.330</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB8ysz_02</td>
<td>31.99</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>~0.330</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB8ysz_03</td>
<td>31.97</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>~0.432</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB8ysz_04</td>
<td>32.03</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>~0.305</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB8ysz_11</td>
<td>32.02</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>~0.381</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB8ysz_12</td>
<td>32.00</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>~0.356</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB8ysz_13</td>
<td>32.00</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>~0.330</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB8ysz_14</td>
<td>32.01</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>~0.330</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB8ysz_15</td>
<td>32.03</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>~0.279</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB8ysz_16</td>
<td>32.01</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>~0.305</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB8ysz_17</td>
<td>32.02</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>~0.229</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB8ysz_18</td>
<td>31.92</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>~0.279</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB8ysz_19</td>
<td>31.98</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>~0.381</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB8ysz_10</td>
<td>32.02</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>~0.305</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>32.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.411</strong></td>
<td><strong>332</strong></td>
<td><strong>~0.330</strong></td>
<td><strong>5.4</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Modulus of Rupture (MOR) of 10% 3YSZ Doped 8YSZ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>MOR (MPa)</th>
<th>Deflection (mm)</th>
<th>Broken pieces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_01</td>
<td>31.76</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_02</td>
<td>31.79</td>
<td>0.605</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_03</td>
<td>31.70</td>
<td>0.610</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_04</td>
<td>31.72</td>
<td>0.643</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_05</td>
<td>31.76</td>
<td>0.635</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_06</td>
<td>31.77</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_07</td>
<td>31.72</td>
<td>0.627</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_08</td>
<td>31.73</td>
<td>0.627</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_09</td>
<td>31.76</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_10</td>
<td>31.73</td>
<td>0.643</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_11</td>
<td>31.72</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_12</td>
<td>31.72</td>
<td>0.627</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_13</td>
<td>31.72</td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_14</td>
<td>31.78</td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_15</td>
<td>31.75</td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_16</td>
<td>31.74</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_17</td>
<td>31.80</td>
<td>0.643</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_18</td>
<td>31.77</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_19</td>
<td>31.74</td>
<td>0.615</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090ysz_20</td>
<td>31.80</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>31.75</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.624</strong></td>
<td><strong>9</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Complete mechanical tests of all doped materials will be conducted to expand the strength database.
• Conduct bi-axial flexural tests on baseline and selected doped 8YSZ at high temperatures to determine the strengths of doped materials at working temperature.
• Conduct dynamic bi-axial flexural tests on baseline and selected doped 8YSZ materials to examine the effects of loading rate on the strength.
• Examine fracture surface using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) to reveal the microstructural features such as grains, phases, crack initiation sites, crack propagation path and its interaction with the microstructures.
• Measure ionic conductivity of the promising materials.
• X-Ray Diffraction analysis (XRD) will be used to detect what phases are in presence for each composition.

Based on the knowledge learned from this investigation, superior materials will be developed with better mechanical and electrical properties for improving the structural integrity and oxygen conductivity of solid oxide electrolyzers for space missions.
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INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of interaction of particles with solid-liquid interfaces (SLI) has been studied since the mid 1960's. While the original interest stemmed from geology applications (frost heaving in soil), researchers soon realized that fundamental understanding of particles behavior at solidifying interfaces might yield practical benefits in other fields, including metallurgy. In materials engineering the main issue is the location of particles with respect to grain boundaries at the end of solidification. Considerable experimental and theoretical research was lately focused on applications to metal matrix composites produced by casting or spray forming techniques, and on inclusion management in steel. Another application of particle SLI interaction is in the growing of $\text{Y}_1\text{Ba}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_7-\delta$ (123) superconductor crystals from an undercooled liquid. The oxide melt contains $\text{Y}_2\text{Ba}_1\text{Cu}_1\text{O}_5$ (211) precipitates, which act as flux pinning sites.

The experimental evidence on transparent organic materials, as well as the recent in situ observations on steel demonstrates that there exist a critical velocity of the planar SLI below which particles are pushed ahead of the interface, and above which particles are engulfed. The engulfment of a SiC particle in succinonitrile is exemplified in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Engulfment of SiC particles by the SLI in succinonitrile. Gradual velocity increase from 9.2 to 21 $\mu$m/s.

However, in most commercial alloys dendritic interfaces must be considered. Indeed, most data available on metallic alloys are on dendritic structures. The term engulfment is used to describe incorporation of a particle by a planar or cellular interface as a result of local interface perturbation, as opposed to entrapment that implies particle incorporation at cells or dendrites boundaries. During entrapment the particles are pushed in the intercellular or interdendritic regions and then captured when local solidification occurs. The physics of these two phenomena is fundamentally different.
I. Dynamic Model (Analytical) – No Convection

Most models proposed to date \(^2,3,4,5,6\) ignore the complications arising from the liquid convection ahead of the SLI. They simply solve the balance between the attractive drag force exercised by the liquid on the particle and the repulsive interfacial force assuming steady-state. However, as demonstrated by experimental work, the process does not reach steady state until the particle is pushed for a while by the interface. The theoretical weakness of the steady state models is that the force balance can be satisfied for any sub-critical solidification velocity and therefore additional assumptions must be introduced to predict the critical velocity for engulfment. Recently we have proposed a dynamic model \(^7\) (non-steady-state). The non-steady state approach is based on the fact that a particle, initially at rest, must have an accelerated motion in order to reach the steady-state velocity, which is the solidification velocity.

The governing equation is the equation of particle motion \(^8,9\):

\[
\frac{4\pi}{3} \rho_p R_p^3 \frac{dV_p}{dt} = F_i - F_d - C_A \frac{4\pi}{3} \rho_p R_p^3 \frac{dV_p}{dt}
\]

where, \(\rho\) is density, \(R_p\) is the particle radius, \(V_p\) is the particle velocity, \(dV_p/dt\) is the particle acceleration, \(F_i\) is the interface force, \(F_d\) is the drag force, and \(C_A\) is the added mass coefficient. The term on the LHS is the force required to accelerate the particle. The third term on the RHS is the force to accelerate the virtual “added” mass of the particle relative to the liquid. This allows for the fact that not only the particle has to be accelerated, but also a portion of the fluid that adheres to the particle.

As the solidification proceeds and the SLI approaches the particle, the gap width, \(d\), will vary in time according to the relationship:

\[
\frac{dd}{dt} = - \frac{dR_f}{dL} (V_S - V_p)
\]

where \(R_f\) is the distance between the center of the particle and the tip of the bump (or trough) on the SLI interface under the particle, \(L\) is the distance between the center of the particle and the unperturbed SLI, and \(V_S\) is the solidification velocity.

The evolution of particle velocity can be analyzed by solving the system of equations composed by Equation 1 and Equation 2. Experiments performed during the USMP-4 mission were used for validation (Figure 2). It can be seen that the model results match very well with the experimental results at higher particle radii and reasonably well at lower particle sizes.
The dynamic model can be used to demonstrate the interplay between the particle velocity and the SLI velocity. Figure 3. shows the variation in time of $V_p$ and of the velocity of the tip of the bump (or trough) of the SLI, $V_t$, for a case when the particle is continuously pushed by the SLI that has a solidification velocity $V_S = 0.3 \, \mu m/s$ for the aluminum-zirconia system. It can be observed that initially the particle is at rest. As the interface approaches it, the tip velocity increases to values far exceeding the value of $V_S$. At the same time, the particle begins to move because it is being pushed by the SLI. Its movement is also accelerated in the first stage. In the second stage, when the particle velocity reaches a certain value, the tip velocity begins to decrease rapidly, passing through zero, to some negative value. This is happening when the particle velocity exceeds the solidification velocity $V_S$, and therefore the perturbation of the SLI becomes unstable and begins to remelt. However, this process is accompanied by an increase of the gap width, which leads to a decrease of the pushing force acting on the particle. The result is that $V_p$ begins to decrease while $V_t$ increases again. This interplay continues with a decreasing amplitude until a steady state is achieved, i.e., $V_p = V_t = V_S$. Note that steady state can be achieved only for sub-critical values of $V_S$.

![Figure 3. Particle velocity ($V_p$), SLI tip velocity ($V_t$), and particle - interface distance (d) versus time, for a sub-critical solidification velocity $V_S = 3 \times 10^{-5} \, m/s$ (Al-ZrO$_2$ system, $R_p = 2.5 \times 10^{-4} \, m$)](image)

**II. Analysis of Liquid Convection Effects**

Besides the drag force, the interaction force, and the virtual added mass force, the particles are affected by three principal lifting forces. They are: 1) forces resulting from random velocity components greater than the terminal velocity of the particles; 2) Saffman force due to velocity gradient in the liquid and relative translation velocity between the liquid and the particles; 3) Magnus force due to relative translation and rotation velocity between the liquid and the particle. Equation 1 was rewritten in non-dimensional form with the further addition of the Saffman and Magnus forces (Equation 3):

$$\frac{dV_p}{dt} = \frac{3k^*}{2\left(\rho_p + C_A \rho_L\right)} \left\{ \left(\frac{a_o}{a_o + d}\right)^2 \frac{Re}{We} - 3k^* R_p \frac{V_p}{d} \right\} + \frac{V_{rel}}{R_p \left(\frac{\rho_p}{\rho_L} + C_A\right)} \left[ 1.54 \sqrt{Re S_{avg}} + \frac{3}{4} Re R_p \omega_{rel} \right]$$

where $a_o$ is the atomic size, $k^*$ is the thermal conductivity ratio, $\omega_{rel}$ is the rotational velocity of the particle relative to the liquid, $V_{rel}$ is the translation velocity of the particle relative to the liquid, and $S_{avg}$ is the average liquid velocity gradient ahead of the SLI. It was assumed that the particle and the liquid have the same density. Consequently the calculations are independent of the orientation of the gravity vector with respect to the solidification velocity vector. The Reynolds number and Weber number are given respectively as: 558
\[ \text{Re} = \frac{V L \rho}{\eta} \quad \text{We} = \frac{V^2 L \rho}{\Delta \gamma_0} \]

In the above equations, \( V \) is the characteristic velocity (taken as the maximum convection velocity), \( L \) is the characteristic length (taken as the boundary layer width of the liquid velocity), \( \rho \) is the liquid density, \( \eta \) is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid and \( \Delta \gamma_0 \) is the surface energy difference. A dimensionless equation like Equation 3 allows for comparison of “dynamically similar” systems.

Three different interaction regimes are identified for various ranges of convection velocities. For high convection velocities, there is no interaction between the SLI and the particle because the lift forces are much higher than the interaction force (Figure 4a). This is observed at normal gravity levels. As the gravity level decreases, the convection velocity also decreases and allows for interaction between the SLI and the particle because the lift and interaction forces are of the same order of magnitude (Figure 4b). The critical velocity for engulfment is higher as compared with the case of no convection. As convection further decreases, the lift forces become much smaller than the interaction force (Figure 4c) and convection does not influence the critical velocity anymore. The forces in these figures have been obtained for zirconia particles in a pure aluminum melt. The convection velocities at different gravity levels have been obtained from reference 13. A parabolic liquid velocity profile has been assumed and the quantities \( S_{\text{avg}} \) and \( V_{rrel} \) in Equation 3 have been obtained for this velocity profile.

![Graphs showing forces at different convection levels](image)

Figure 4. Comparison between lift and interaction forces for various convection levels.

Equation 3 was used to calculate the range of Reynolds numbers corresponding to the three convection regimes. The following results were obtained:

- **High convection regime**: no particle-interface interaction, \( \text{Re} > 0.6 \)
- **Moderate convection regime**: increased critical velocity, \( 0.1 > \text{Re} > 0.6 \)
- **Low convection regime**: no effect on critical velocity, \( \text{Re} < 0.1 \)

III. Numerical Model – No Convection

The complicated problem of particle engulfment and pushing (PEP) can be simplified by minimizing convection ahead of the SLI. This is the rationale for microgravity experimentation. Under the assumption of no-convection we have also developed a numerical model that accounts for the influence of the solutal field 14.
The 2-D numerical model for SLI tracking during the solidification of pure substances and alloys has been developed. The model is based on the finite difference formulation and uses a fixed Cartesian grid. The SLI is represented by a discrete set of markers that are moving according to the material thermophysical properties and the values of the transport variables (heat, solute concentration) in the vicinity of the interface. The model is capable to simulate solidification of pure substances as well as binary alloys. The model also accommodates changes of the interface temperature because of capillarity or solute redistribution. Another important feature of the model is that it is capable to describe the change of the solid/liquid interface shape and the development of segregation regions in the gap between an inclusion and the interface. This is a particularly difficult problem because of the length scales involved in the calculation. Indeed, the transport equations must describe events at the submicron level in the gap as well as at the macrolevel in the volume surrounding the particle.

Calculations for directional solidification of an Al-2wt% Cu alloy in the vicinity of a zirconia particle are shown in Figure 5. Specifically, the figure depicts the time evolution of the SLI as it approaches the particle at a velocity $V = 0.2 \mu m/s$. It can be observed that at $t = 7.19$ s from the beginning of simulation the interface forms a bump because the thermal conductivity of the particle is less than that of the melt, that is $k_p/k_L < 1$. At this stage, the particle/SLI distance is large and solute diffusion is not obstructed. The thermal field determines the outcome. However, as solidification proceeds, solute diffusion is partially blocked by the particle. The localized solute accumulation decreases the melting temperature and a trough begins to form on the interface bump ($t = 12.7$ s). This solute accumulation increases as the interface further approaches the particle. Consequently, the depth of the trough also increases ($t = 20.1$ s). The concentration profile presented in Figure 5 demonstrates solute trapping in the particle/ interface gap.

![Figure 5. Time evolution of the SL interface (Al-2 wt% Cu alloy, ZrO$_2$ particle $R_p = 22.5 \mu m$, $V = 0.2 \mu m/s$)](image)

**IV. Experimental Work**

Extensive ground and limited microgravity ($\mu g$) directional solidification experiments were performed to evaluate the critical velocity of engulfment of insoluble particles by an advancing SLI. The $\mu g$ experiments were performed during shuttle flights in 1996 (LMS) and in 1997 (USMP4) in preparation for more intricate Space Station experimentation. For the experiments performed during the first flight, metallic matrices (aluminum and Al-Ni alloy with zirconia particles) were used. During the second flight we used transparent metal analogue materials (succinonitrile/polystyrene particles and biphenyl/glass particles). The latter allowed for observation of the interaction of the particles with the advancing solid/liquid interface in-situ and in real-time.

During ground experiments with the aluminum/zirconia particles (500 $\mu m$ diameter) system the observed critical velocity of engulfment was between 1.9 and 2.4 $\mu m/s$. For subsequent $\mu g$ experiments, each sample containing a high purity aluminum matrix with about 2 vol.% zirconia particles, was subject to three different
solidification velocities ranging from 0.5 to 20 μm/s. X-ray transmission microscope pictures of all samples were taken before and after flight. This allowed for a non-destructive characterization of the particle distribution and the possibility to check the samples for soundness in the pre-flight stage. By comparing the pre- and post-flight particle distribution, pushing was observed at a solidification velocity of 0.5 to 1 μm/s. The management of free surfaces was solved in one sample by a spring and piston mechanism. In the other one an expansion void was provided at the hot end. In both cases sound samples were obtained.

The drawback of metallic matrices is their opaqueness. Since analysis is limited to a post-mortem comparison, no direct observation of the SLI-particle interaction is possible. During the USMP-4 mission, a total of eight experiments were performed with transparent matrices in the μg glovebox facility. These experiments allowed for the observation in real time. The particle sizes ranged from 1 to 20 μm for polystyrene and 2-10 μm for glass. The data indicated the existence of a lower and upper bound for the critical velocity of engulfment. Comparison with ground data demonstrated again that a lower critical velocity is obtained in the absence of convection during μg experiments.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, in support of the microgravity experiment entitled “Crystal Growth of Selected II-VI Semiconducting Alloys by Directional Solidification,” the viscosity of HgZnTe pseudobinary melt was measured using an oscillating-cup viscometer [1] at NASA/ Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). An unexpected time drift of the measured viscosity, which shows a slow relaxation phenomena at temperatures near the liquidus point, was reproducibly observed. Two sets of data were obtained by cooling the Hg$_{0.84}$Zn$_{0.16}$Te melt from 850°C and stabilizing at temperatures of 790°C, which is just above the liquidus temperature, and stabilizing at temperature of 810°C. While it took one day to reach equilibrium at 810°C, five days were required at 790°C. A similar relaxation phenomenon was also observed in the measured density of the same liquid [2]. Furthermore, in the density measurements of the HgCdTe melts, which is the pseudobinary system studied in another flight experiment entitled “Growth of Solid Solution Single Crystals,” a negative thermal expansion was reported [3]. The liquid density increases from the liquidus point to a maximum value at a temperature approximately 70°C above the liquidus, where normal thermal expansion progressively resumes.

Possible mechanisms for the observed relaxation phenomena during temperature cycling in the HgZnTe melts and for the anomalous thermal expansion observed in the HgCdTe melts could be attributed to either macroscopic or microscopic inhomogeneities. Macroscopic inhomogeneities can be present, for instance, due to insufficient mixing during sample preparation. In fact, any local departure from stoichiometry will significantly change the thermophysical properties of the melts. An inhomogeneity can also arise from the evaporation/condensation of mercury into/from a free volume in the ampoule. This could create a thin mercury boundary layer around the sample, thus modifying the wetting condition of the melt to the ampoule wall and changing the surface tension of the top free surface of the melt. It is, however, unlikely that this effect would be present only in the small temperature range of 790 to 810°C and not be observed at higher temperatures. Finally, bubble formation in the melt may cause significant effects. Although direct observation of the melt during the density measurement [2] did not show any, the existence of small bubbles was still possible.
The nature of the relaxation effect more likely can be attributed to microscopic inhomogeneities. Density and composition fluctuations in the melts near the liquidus point can be significantly different from those at higher temperature. For instance, heterophase fluctuations in the form of subcritical clusters of the second phase can be present [4]. For the ionic binary and ternary systems, as compared to single-element melts, heterofluctuations would be more likely to occur. Any changes in the temperature will induce a redistribution in the cluster size and composition. This is a diffusion-controlled process of heat and mass transfer, which may be similar to the Ostwald ripening phenomenon and can be very slow.

High quality single crystals of compound semiconductors are needed for various electro-optical applications. At present, the majority of the semiconducting crystals are grown from the melt. Consequently, the pre-crystallization phenomena in the liquid phase are critical because the state and structure of the melt affects the structure and properties of the crystals formed from it. A fundamental understanding of molecular structural dynamics in melts will be helpful in understanding the relations between the interfacial flows and molecular attachment mechanisms, including those generating lattice defects. If the relationship between the processing conditions of the melt and the microstructural development of the solid is well understand then a first-principles design of materials with the desired properties can be realized. Therefore, an in-depth study on the time-dependent structural dynamic processes taking place in the vicinity of the solid-liquid phase transition as well as the in-situ structural analysis of the alloy homogenization process in the melt is needed to understand and to improve the crystal growth processes.

Thermophysical properties of the melts are required for any meaningful investigation of the crystal growth processes, in particular for testing the detailed predictions of numerical models. Thermal and electrical conductivity, viscosity and density are basic thermophysical properties of semiconductor melts. The experimental values of these properties as functions of temperature and composition are required for virtually all melt systems in the field of microgravity materials processing as well as in the area of fluid physics. However, because of restrictions, such as toxicity, high vapor pressure and contamination, imposed by the II-VI melts at elevated temperatures, the samples are required to be sealed inside closed ampoules. Hence, the thermophysical data on an overwhelming majority of the technologically important II-VI melts are scarce and inaccurate due to the difficulties, the complexity in operation and the serious performance limitations of existing techniques. The ability to accurately measure these properties of semiconductor melts as functions of temperature and composition would significantly increase the quality of the research and would make numerical modeling work more meaningful. For instance, accurate data on thermal conductivity for the ternary solid and liquid systems as functions of temperature and composition are needed for the detailed numerical simulation of the solid-liquid growing interface during the microgravity solidification experiment. Such data will also be valuable in the area of fundamental fluid physics.

Therefore, it is proposed to conduct ground-based experimental and theoretical research on the structural fluctuations and thermophysical properties of molten II-VI compounds to enhance the basic understanding of the existing flight experiments in microgravity materials science programs and to study the fundamental heterophase fluctuations phenomena in these melts by:

1) Conducting neutron scattering analysis and measuring quantitatively the relevant thermophysical properties of the melts such as viscosity, electrical conductivity, thermal diffusivity and density as well as the relaxation characteristics of these properties to advance an understanding of the structural properties and the relaxation phenomena in these melts and
2) Performing thermodynamic analyses on the melts to interpret the experimental results.
I. Experimental

To support the two microgravity materials science flight experiments entitled “Crystal Growth of Selected II-VI Semiconducting Alloys by Directional Solidification,” and “Growth of Solid Solution Single Crystals” we propose to perform measurements on the II-VI melts, which include the HgTe binary as well as the pseudobinaries of the HgCdTe and HgZnTe systems. The measurements include neutron scattering, viscosity, electrical conductivity, thermal diffusivity, density and volumetric expansion coefficient. Measurements will be performed under two sets of experimental conditions. Firstly, the measurements as a function of time near the liquidus point, including temperatures below the liquidus temperature on the supercooled liquid, will provide the basic information on heterophase fluctuations in the vicinity of the solid-liquid phase transition. Secondly, the measurements as a function of temperature from the liquidus to higher temperatures will be performed to study the structural transition as well as the semiconductor-metal transition, which typically cover a wide temperature range.

A. Neutron scattering analysis

Neutron scattering will be employed to study the heterophase fluctuations near the liquidus temperature as well as at higher temperatures in the HgTe binary as well as in the HgCdTe and HgZnTe pseudobinary melts of various compositions. The samples will be prepared inside a fused silica crucible. The initial experiments will involve the determination of the radial distribution function using a low wavelength or high momentum transfer setup. Two sets of experimental measurements will be performed: measurements as a function of time near the liquidus point and measurements as a function of temperature from the liquidus to higher temperatures. The results will provide basic information on the liquid structure and will dictate the selection of further experiments.

B. Viscosity and electrical conductivity

It is proposed to employ the rotating magnetic field technique to monitor the viscosity and electrical conductivity of HgTe, HgCdTe and HgZnTe melts under two different experimental conditions: (1) the viscosity and electrical conductivity measurements as a function of time near the liquidus point; i.e. about 30°C below and above the liquidus temperature and (2) the measurements as a function of temperature from the liquidus to higher temperatures. The results will provide basic information on the heterophase fluctuations near the liquidus temperature as well as the semiconductor-metal transition in the melt over a wide temperature range.

C. Thermal diffusivity measurements

A dynamic measurement of the thermal diffusivity using the laser flash method [5,6] has been employed previously to determine the thermal conductivity of various composite materials as well as those systems that have to be enclosed in closed ampoules due to their high vapor pressures or toxic nature. In this method, the front surface of a small disk-shaped sample is subjected to a very short burst of radiant energy from a laser pulse with a radiation time of 1ms or less. The resulting temperature rise of the rear surface of the sample is measured and thermal diffusivity values calculated from the data of temperature rise versus time. The thermal diffusivities of Hg_{1-x}Cd_xTe solids and melts [7], pure Te, Te-rich HgCdTe and Te-rich HgZnTe melts [8] were determined using this technique. Recently, using the technique we have also measured the thermal diffusivities for Hg_{1-x}Zn_xTe solids and melts [9]. However, the relax-
ation characteristics of the measured thermal diffusivities on these melts were not investigated. It is therefore proposed that the laser flash technique will be established at MSFC to study the heterophase fluctuations and the relaxation characteristics in the molten II-VI systems. The samples will be prepared inside a fused silica crucible. Two sets of experimental conditions will be performed: the measurements as function of time near the liquidus point and measurements as function of temperature from the liquidus to higher temperatures. The results will provide basic information on the heterophase fluctuations near the liquidus temperature as well as on the semiconductor-metal transition over a wide temperature range.

D. Density and volume expansion coefficient

The density and volume expansion coefficients for the Hg$_{1-x}$Cd$_x$Te ($x \leq 0.2$) [3] and Hg$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$Te ($x \leq 0.16$) melts [2] were established at MSFC using a pycnometric method. The measurements were carried out in thermometer-shaped fused silica ampoules, which were placed vertically inside a transparent furnace and the meniscus heights measured using a cathetometer. From our experience with the measurements on HgZnTe melts, the shape of the meniscus was highly curved and changed abruptly with time, precluding the employment of a more accurate technique such as optical interferometry. As pointed out earlier, the measured density vs. temperature plot for the HgCdTe [3] melts exhibited a maximum, and an inhomogeneous structure model for the liquid [10] was adopted to explain this anomalous volume expansion. On the other hand, a relaxation phenomenon similar to the measured viscosity of HgZnTe melts was observed in the measured density for HgZnTe melts [11]. It is proposed to measure the density of these pseudobinary melts with specific improvements in the ampoule design, the isothermality and the stability of the furnace. Beside HgCdTe and HgZnTe melts, the two sets of measurements, as described in previous sections, will also be performed on the HgTe binary system.

II. Theoretical

A. Associated solution model for the liquid phase

The general theory of the associated solution model presented by Brebrick et al., which was employed for the In-Ga-Sb and Hg-Cd-Te systems [12] will be adopted. In the treatment of the Hg-Cd-Te system, the liquid is assumed to consist of Hg, Cd, Te, HgTe and CdTe species. The mole fraction of each species is determined by the atomic fraction of each element, i.e. Hg, Cd and Te, and the equilibrium constants for the association/dissociation reaction. The theory will be generalized to apply to a liquid consisting of any type and number of species as suggested by the neutron scattering analysis. Having chosen the species in the liquid phase, the thermodynamic characterization will be completed by assuming an equation for the excess Gibbs energy of mixing, $\Delta G^e$ of forming the solution from the liquid elements:

$$\Delta G^e = \Sigma (\alpha_{ij} + \beta_{ij} y_j) y_i y_j + \Sigma \Sigma \gamma_{ijk} y_i y_j y_k - \Sigma y_i M \Delta G_i^M$$

where $y_i$ is the mole fraction of species $i$. The $\alpha_{ij}$, $\beta_{ij}$ and $\gamma_{ijk}$ are the composition-independent, temperature-dependent interaction parameters, and $\Delta G_i^M$ is the dissociation energy for the molecular species with mole fraction $y_i^M$. 
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B. Thermodynamic analyses for the heterophase

The previous thermodynamic analysis of these systems was treated under conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium. To modify this analysis such that it can represent a mixture, in which phases can coexist in a finite temperature range, we will include the concept of effective equilibrium. First, the analysis of equilibrium thermodynamics will be reviewed briefly.

(i) Equilibrium thermodynamics.
For simplicity, we will consider a one-component two-phase system. The temperature, T, and pressure, P, are constant through the whole system as a result of thermal and mechanical equilibrium. Let the number of particles in each phase be \( N_i \) with \( i = 1 \) or \( 2 \) so that the total number of particles in the system is fixed as \( N = N_1 + N_2 \). The Gibbs energy, \( G \), is a function of \( T, P, N_1 \) and \( N_2 \), i.e. \( G = G(T, P, N_1, N_2) \) and is given by

\[
G = G_1(T, P, N_1) + G_2(T, P, N_2).
\]

Each of the phases can be treated as uniform - its Gibbs energy satisfies the property of uniformity:

\[
G_i(T, P, N_i) = N_i \mu_i(T, P),
\]

where \( \mu_i(T, P) \) is the chemical potential of phase \( i \). From the equilibrium condition at constant \( T \) and \( P \), when

\[
\delta G = 0, \quad \delta N_1 = - \delta N_2,
\]

which yields the Gibbs phase rule:

\[
\mu_1(T, P) = \mu_2(T, P).
\]

The equilibrium condition given by the Gibbs phase rule implies that two phases can coexist only along the line \( T_0 = T_0(P) \). Therefore, under constant pressure, two phases under equilibrium conditions can only exist at the transition point \( T_0 \) and no coexistence in a finite temperature region around the transition point is possible.

(ii) Effective equilibrium.
One method to construct the thermodynamics effective equilibrium of a mixture in which phases can coexist in a finite temperature range is to abandon the property of uniformity, equation (3). In this case, the effective chemical potential is introduced as

\[
\mu^e_i(T, P, C_i) = (\delta / \delta N_i) G_i(T, P, N_i),
\]

which depends on the number of particles, \( N_i \), through the concentration \( C_i \) defined as \( C_i = N_i / N \) with \( C_1 + C_2 = 1 \). From equation (4) it follows that

\[
\mu^e_1(T, P, C_1) = \mu^e_2(T, P, C_2)
\]

Thus the condition for effective equilibrium is the equality of the effective chemical potentials. Notwithstanding the similarity between the conditions of equilibrium and effective equilibrium, there is a drastic difference between them in that the phase concentrations under effective equilibrium are functions of temperature and pressure

\[
C_i = C_i(T, P) \quad i = 1, 2.
\]

Consequently, under constant pressure the phases can exist in a finite range of temperatures.
In the case of heterophase systems of many components, an added term for the entropy of mixing, \(-N(C_1 \ln C_1 + C_2 \ln C_2)\), will be included in the excess Gibbs energy of mixing, equation (1).

III. Analyses

The neutron scattering measurements will provide the basic information of heterophase fluctuations such as the sizes, structures, chemical identities and lifetimes of the clusters existing in the melts. Based on the neutron scattering results the generalized associated solution model will be adopted to analyze the liquid phase. All of the thermodynamic data for the elements, the binary and the ternary systems will be gathered and selected discriminatively and the interaction parameters between the species will be determined by fitting the calculated results to the experimental data. Then, all of the thermodynamic properties as functions of composition and temperature, including those that are difficult to measure experimentally, can be generated.

After the interaction parameters for the liquid model are fixed, a theoretical description of the associated liquid phase can be established. The theoretical description will be employed to interpret the results of the thermodynamic and thermophysical property measurements (viscosity, electrical conductivity, thermal diffusivity and volumetric expansion coefficient) with proper modification or refinement to the model. Finally, a fundamental understanding of the molecular structural dynamics in these melts will enable us to interpret the various experimental results on the crystal growth of II-VI semiconducting compounds by directional solidification from both the ground-based and space-flight processing. Then, the ultimate goal of utilizing the first-principles design to obtain materials with desired properties can be realized as the relationship between the processing conditions of the melt and the microstructural development of the solid is well established.
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INTRODUCTION

Crystal growth by vapor transport has several distinct advantages over melt growth techniques. Among various potential benefits from material processing in reduced gravity the following two are considered to be related to crystal growth by vapor transport: (1) elimination of the crystal weight and its influence on the defect formation and (2) reduction of natural buoyancy-driven convective flows arising from thermally and/or solutally induced density gradient in fluids. The previous results on vapor crystal growth of semiconductors showed the improvements in surface morphology, crystalline quality, electrical properties and dopant distribution of the crystals grown in reduced gravity as compared to the crystals grown on Earth. But the mechanisms, which are responsible for the improvements and cause the gravitational effects on the complicated and coupled processes of vapor mass transport and growth kinetics, are not well understood.

The materials to be studied in this project are ZnSe and the related ternary compound semiconductors such as ZnSeTe, ZnSeS and ZnCdSe. The scientific objectives and priorities of this investigation are:

1. Grow ZnSe crystals in reduced gravity using Physical Vapor Transport (PVT) processes:
   a. to establish the relative contributions of gravity-driven fluid flows to (i) the non-uniform incorporation of impurities and defects and (ii) the deviation from stoichiometry observed in the grown crystals as the results of buoyancy-driven convection, irregular fluid-flows and growth interface fluctuations.
   b. to assess the amount of strain developed during processing at elevated temperatures and retained on cooling caused by the weight of the crystals.
   c. to obtain a limited amount of high quality space-grown materials for various thermophysical and electrical properties measurements and as substrates for device fabrication and thus assess device performance as influenced by a substantial reduction in gravity-related effects.
(2) Perform in-situ and real-time optical measurements during growth to independently determine:
- the vapor concentration distribution by partial pressure measurements using optical absorption.
- the evolution of growth interface morphology and instantaneous growth velocity by optical interferometry.
- and thus help to simplify the complexity of the coupled mass transport and growth kinetics problem.

(3) Evaluate the additional effects of gravity on the PVT process in the future flight experiments by examining:
- the dopant segregation and distribution in the Cr doped ZnSe.
- the compositional segregation and distribution in the ternary compounds grown by PVT.

I. Experimental

The main disadvantage of PVT growth technique is that the growth rate is usually low and inconsistent. Therefore, a systematic and complete study was performed to optimize the mass flux in the ZnSe PVT system. Firstly, from the results of a one-dimensional diffusion analysis [1,2], four experimentally adjustable parameters, the source temperature, the deposition temperature, the partial pressure ratio over the source (vapor phase stoichiometry) and the residual gas (CO, CO₂ and H₂O) pressure, determine the diffusive mass flux in a PVT system. However, two of these four parameters, the partial pressure ratio over the source and the residual gas pressure, are more critical than the others. These two parameters are critically dependent on the proper heat treatments of the starting materials for optimum mass flux. Secondly, the pertinent thermodynamic properties were determined. The partial pressures of Zn and Se₂ over ZnSe(s) were measured for several samples by the optical absorption technique [3] and the standard Gibbs energy of formation of ZnSe(s) from Zn(g) and 0.5Se₂(g) was found to be independent of the sample stoichiometry. The Zn-Se phase diagram was described using an associated solution model for the liquid phase and the behavior of the thermodynamic properties of the system pertinent to the PVT process, such as the partial pressures of Zn and Se₂ along the entire three-phase curve, were calculated [4]. The associated solution model was then extended to the Zn-Se-Te system and the thermodynamic properties, such as the partial pressures of Zn, Se₂ and Te₂ along the three-phase curve for various ZnSe₁₋ₓTex (0 < x < 1) pseudobinary systems were established. Thirdly, an in-situ dynamic technique [5] was set up for the mass flux measurements which has the advantages over the previous techniques in that (1) instantaneous flux (instead of average value) was measured and (2) multiple data points were determined from one ampoule. The mass fluxes in the ZnSe PVT system were measured for source materials provided by various vendors and treated with different heat treatment procedures. Fourthly, the residual gas pressures and compositions in the processed ampoules were measured and it was found that (1) carbon and oxygen in the residual gas were mainly originated from the ZnSe source materials and (2) the oxygen content can be significantly reduced by an hydrogen reduction treatment [6]. Fifthly, various heat treatments were conducted to control the partial pressure ratio over the source and the effectiveness of the treatments was evaluated by partial pressure measurements [7]. Finally, the optimum hydrogen reduction and vacuum heat treatment procedures were established for the source to maximize the mass flux in the ZnSe PVT process.

The crystal growth activities were concentrated on a novel three thermal-zone translational growth in a closed system. In order to study the effects of gravity on the various properties of the grown crystals the growth experiments were performed with the growth direction at the angle of 0° (vertical destabilized configuration), 90° (horizontal configuration) and 180° (vertical stabilized configuration) to the gravity vector direction. The self-seeded and seeded growths of ZnSe as well as the self-seed growths of
ZnSeTe and Cr doped ZnSe were conducted. The grown crystals were characterized by various techniques. These methods included spectroscopy (atomic absorption, spark source mass spectroscopy and secondary ion mass spectroscopy), X-ray diffraction (Laue reflection, rocking curve and reciprocal lattice mapping), synchrotron radiation images from a white X-ray beam (reflection and transmission), microscopy (optical, electron, and atomic force), sample polishing and etching and optical transmission. The electrical and optical characterization was performed by optical transmission and photoluminescence measurements.

The effects of gravity vector orientation were studied by comparing the following characteristics of the vertically and horizontally grown ZnSe crystals:

1. Grown crystal morphology: the morphology of the as-grown, self-seeded ZnSe crystals grown in the horizontal configuration grew away from the ampoule wall and exhibited large (110) facets which tended to align parallel to the gravitational direction [8]. Crystals grown in the vertical configuration grew in contact with the ampoule wall to the full diameter and when the furnace translation rate was too high for the mass flux, the crystal growing surface became morphologically unstable with voids and pipes embedded in the crystal. The as-grown seeded ZnSe crystals in both the horizontal and vertical configurations showed similar characteristics in the morphology as described above for the self-seeded growth.

2. Surface morphology [8,9]: the as-grown surfaces of the horizontally grown ZnSe and Cr doped ZnSe crystals were dominated by (110) terraces and steps. On the other hand, the as-grown surface of the vertically grown ZnSe crystals showed granular structure with tubular features (200nm OD, 75nm ID and 25nm in height) on the top. The as-grown surface of the vertically grown Cr doped ZnSe crystals showed a network of high plateaus with each island 30-70nm in diameter and 3.5nm in height. Numerous nuclei with diameters around 20-50nm and heights of 1-7nm were observed on top of these islands.

3. Segregation and distribution of defects and impurities [10]: from secondary ion mass spectroscopy mappings, for the horizontally grown self-seeded ZnSe crystal, [Si] and [Fe] showed clear segregation toward the bottom of the wafer cut axially along the growth axis. For the vertically grown seeded ZnSe crystal, [Si] and [Cu] showed segregation toward the peripheral edge of the wafer cut perpendicular to the growth axis. From the photoluminescence mappings of near band edge intensity ratios, it was determined that all of the horizontally grown crystals showed the following trends in the radial and axial segregation of [Al] and [V_{Zn}] due to buoyancy driving force and diffusion boundary layer: [Al] segregates radially toward the top and axially toward the first grown region and [V_{Zn}] segregates radially toward the bottom and axially toward the first grown region. The as-grown surface of the seeded vertically stabilized grown crystal showed [Al], [Li and/or Na] and [V_{Zn}] segregate radially toward the center. Finally, the as-grown surface of the self-seeded vertically destabilized grown crystal showed [Al] and [V_{Zn}] segregate radially without an apparent pattern. The Cr concentration in the horizontally and vertically grown Cr doped crystals was determined by optical absorption and the segregation coefficients, \([C_r_{crystal}] / [C_r_{source}]\), were 0.015 and 0.085, respectively [9].

4. Axial compositional variation in ZnSeTe [11]: the mole fraction of ZnTe in the grown ZnSe_{1-x}Te_{x} crystals, x, was determined from precision density measurements on slices cut perpendicular to the growth axis. The vertically (stabilized) grown crystals showed less axial variations and better agreement with the source compositions than the horizontally grown crystals. The composition of the initial grown crystals and the compositional variations in the horizontally grown samples were not consistent with the one-dimensional diffusion model.
The experimental results clearly showed that the convective irregular flows caused by the buoyancy-driven perturbation in the flow field in the vicinity of the growing surface resulted in non-uniformity in the axial and radial incorporation of impurities and defects as well as a deviation from stoichiometry.

*In-situ* and real-time measurements of partial pressure using optical absorption and measurements of the growth interface morphological evolution and instantaneous growth velocity using optical interferometry during growth were performed to study the coupled mass transport and growth kinetics problem. The growth furnace, optical monitoring set-up and growth ampoule design for *in-situ* optical monitoring during the PVT growth of ZnSe were constructed and optimized [12]. The results of the partial pressure measurements during the growth of ZnSe(1S)-5 ampoule [12] indicated that (1) partial pressures of Se$_2$ measured along the ampoule length was inconsistent with the results of the one-dimensional diffusion model and (2) the source composition shifted toward Se-rich conditions during the run, i.e. the grown crystal was more Zn-rich than the source.

Michelson and Fabry Perot optical interferometers were set up for *in-situ* monitoring of the growing surface of the crystal. The Michelson setup was flexible, i.e. the optics were easily adjusted both before and during growth, however the fringe patterns were not stable due to the thermal convection of the surrounding air. It was shown that a modification of the ampoule significantly suppressed this noise. Also, this effect is not expected to be of significant consequence in the reduced gravity environment. The Fabry-Perot interferometer provides good quality fringe patterns, but the optics were rigid and difficult to adjust during the crystal growth run. Using the interferometric techniques, the thermal expansion coefficient of ZnSe was measured between 25°C and 1080°C. Phase maps of the growing crystal surface were constructed in real-time using fringe data from both interferometric set-ups. A visual observation of the growing crystal was performed and the results can be correlated with the phase map results [12].

Other characterization techniques were also performed on the grown single crystals of ZnSe [13]. The impurities and defects in the grown crystals were studied by glow discharge mass spectroscopy (GDMS) and low temperature photoluminescence (PL) measurements. The PL results on the starting material and the grown crystals are consistent with the low impurity levels measured by GDMS. The crystalline quality of the grown crystals were examined by synchrotron white beam X-ray topography (SWBXT) and high resolution triple X-ray diffraction (HRTXD). The SWBXT shows that, aside from twins, the overall crystalline quality of the vapor grown ZnSe crystals, especially in the contactless grown region, was quite high. The HRTXD results are in line with the SWBXT findings. The comparison between the HRTXD on a chemical-mechanically polished and a cleaved surface seems to indicate that polishing damage can obscure the true microstructure in the as-grown ZnSe crystals.

**II. Theoretical**

Besides the one-dimensional diffusion model, the transport process modeling also included:

1. Two-dimensional analytical description of fluid flow using thermal conditions (no solutal effects) for a typical growth experiment to estimate the maximum flow velocities for the vertical and horizontal configurations. The calculated maximum shear (perpendicular to growth direction) flow velocity was $5.2 \mu m/s$ for the horizontal configuration and $0.22 \mu m/s$ for the vertical configuration under $1 g_0$ condition (where $g_0$ is the gravity level on Earth).

2. Two-dimensional numerical modeling of the thermal environment of the growth furnace and a seeded ampoule, including both radiative and conductive heat transfer, predicted a temperature drop of $2.2^\circ C$ from the edge to the center on the seed surface.
two and three-dimensional numerical modeling of physical vapor transport process using finite element technique to treat both thermal and solutal induced buoyancy forces [14]. Both compressible and Boussinesq fluids were assumed for a system of multiple transport species with residual gas. The results of the two and three-dimensional calculation agreed well with the benchmark studies. The effects of gravity on the flow field were examined by plotting the differences between the calculated flow velocities for various gravity levels and that for zero gravity. The calculated maximum shear flow velocity difference under 1g₀ condition was 50μm/s for the horizontal configuration and 9.4μm/s for the vertical configuration. The maximum allowable acceleration level during the flight experiments was established by taking the criterion that the maximum shear velocity is equal or less than 10% of the crystal growth rate. This resulted in the requirement of a maximum residual longitudinal acceleration level of $2.7 \times 10^{-3} \, g₀$ and a transverse level of $1.0 \times 10^{-4} \, g₀$ for the flight experiments.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE INVESTIGATION

Crystals grown without being in contact with a container have superior quality to otherwise similar crystals grown in direct contact with a container, especially with respect to impurity incorporation, formation of dislocations, and residual stress in the crystals. In addition to float-zone processing, detached Bridgman growth, although not a completely crucible-free method, is a promising tool to improve crystal quality. It does not suffer from the size limitations of float zoning and the impact of thermocapillary convection on heat and mass transport is expected to be negligible. Detached growth has been observed frequently during µg experiments [1]. Considerable improvements in crystalline quality have been reported for these cases [2]. However, neither a thorough understanding of the process nor a quantitative assessment of the quality of these improvements exists. This project will determine the means to reproducibly grow GeSi alloys in a detached mode and seeks to compare processing-induced defects in Bridgman, detached-Bridgman, and floating-zone growth configurations in GeSi crystals (Si \(< 10\) at\%) up to 20mm in diameter.

Specific objectives include:
• measurement of the relevant material parameters such as contact angle, growth angle, surface tension, and wetting behavior of the GeSi-melt on potential crucible materials;
• determination of the mechanism of detached growth including the role of convection;
• quantitative determination of the differences in defects and impurities for crystals grown using normal Bridgman, detached Bridgman, and floating zone (FZ) methods;
• investigation of the influence of a defined flow imposed by a rotating magnetic field on the characteristics of detached growth;
• control of time-dependent Marangoni convection in the case of FZ growth by the use of a rotating magnetic field to examine the influence on the curvature of the solid-liquid interface and the heat and mass transport; and growth of benchmark quality GeSi-single crystals.
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I. Microgravity Relevance

Prior to the beginning of this investigation, the most reliable environment for obtaining detached Bridgman growth was reduced gravity. At this time, we and others are repeatedly growing partially detached Bridgman samples in unit gravity. Nonetheless, the reasons for completing the microgravity parts of this investigation still remain viable:

- The comparison of samples grown by detached growth with float-zone samples of the same diameter is fundamental to this study because the float-zone technique is truly and completely containerless in contrast to detached Bridgman growth. Terrestrial floating zones of this material are limited to diameters of about 8 mm. Therefore, these larger diameter floating-zone experiments can only be conducted in a reduced gravity environment.

- The occurrence of detachment during Bridgman growth is postulated to be dependent upon the difference in gas pressures in the crucible above and below the melt and it is further believed that the evolution of gases at the growth interface is required to maintain the necessary pressure difference [3, 4, 5]. Determining whether this pressure difference is essential in all cases is one of the objectives of this investigation. If the growth and contact angles are favorable, detachment will take place without a pressure difference. This will only be possible for very few material-crucible combinations. Gas evolution and the resulting maintenance of the pressure difference will be strongly effected by convection in the melt, which is dominated in the Bridgman configuration by buoyancy-driven flows. Thus, to the extent that this phenomenon is necessary for detachment, the conditions for detached growth will differ significantly between unit gravity and microgravity because of the influence of gravity on convection in the melt.

- The effect of an intentional pressurization of the volume below the meniscus either by using pressurized gas [6] or by changing the temperature profile, as in this project, is limited by the emission of bubbles under gravity once the pressure of the hydrostatic head is attained.

- Segregation effects due to significant differences in density between Ge and Si have to be considered during the growth of GeSi alloys. Experiments have shown that the orientation of the gravity vector is essential in respect to the segregation profile of GeSi Bridgman-grown crystals. In order to avoid gravitational effects it is essential to grow GeSi crystals under microgravity.

- Finally, the FZ growth of GeSi alloys is accompanied by interesting differences in the shape of the growth meniscus (compared to Ge or Si) due to the interaction between thermocapillary and solutocapillary effects. The specifics are discussed later but the full understanding of the interaction of these two effects, which might also influence detached growth, will require comparison between $1g$ and microgravity results.

II. Results

There is a common understanding that the main factors influencing detachment include the previously mentioned pressure differences along the meniscus, a high growth angle, and high contact angles between the sample material and the crucible/ampoule. In addition to the surface tension and its temperature and composition dependence, the wetting angles $\theta$ of $\text{Ge}_{1-x}\text{Si}_x$ melts with a variety of crucible materials are therefore of great interest for investigating detached Bridgman growth. To obtain this information sessile drop measurements of Ge (36 experiments) and $\text{Ge}_{1-x}\text{Si}_x$ ($x \leq 12 \text{ at.\%}$) (23 experiments) on different substrate materials (fused silica, sapphire, AlN, Si$_3$N$_4$, pBN, SiC, glassy carbon, coated graphite, diamond) in active vacuum, slight overpressure of Argon, and forming gas (2% hydrogen in $5N$ argon) were conducted. These have shown that at least for Ge-Si melts, pyrolitic boron nitride (pBN) has the highest contact angle (Figure 1) and is therefore most likely to promote detach-
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Figure 1. Contact angles on different substrate materials from sessile drop measurements.

Figure 2. Concentration dependence of the surface tension of Ge-Si-melts at 1090°C for pBN and glassy carbon substrates. The slopes are 1 and 1.5 mN/m at%, respectively. Additional measurements on pBN are under way.

ment during Bridgman growth. The experiments also showed that it is necessary to use forming gas and have an additional carbon getter in the system to maintain these angles over several days. All substrates reacted with the Si-containing melts to a certain extent, including pBN. In the latter case the effect on the contact angle was small.

Correspondingly, the boron content, measured by glow discharge mass spectrometry, reached values of only $10^{17}$-$10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ after 3 days of processing.

Surface tensions, including both temperature and compositional dependences, were determined from these measurements, also. These parameters are required to model the float-zone growth of Ge$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ as well as the meniscus shape and the possible influence of Marangoni convection during detached-Bridgman growth. The compositional dependence of the surface tension is shown in figure 2 and has a value of about 1-1.5 mN/m at%. The values for the temperature dependence of the surface tension were on the order of 0.08-0.12 mN/m K.

The growth angle is the second parameter along with the contact angle that is important for detached crystal growth [7]. It was possible to determine the growth angle of GeSi by evaluating video images of GeSi floating zone crystal growth. The result for a 5 at% Si sample was $9.5 \pm 1^\circ$. Thus, the measured growth angle of GeSi corresponds well with the measured angle of Si ($8-11^\circ$) [8, 9] and Ge ($7-12^\circ$) [9, 10].

Partially detached Bridgman growth of Ge$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ (x £ 2 at.%) has been achieved repeatedly in both Freiburg and Huntsville for samples up to 15 mm in diameter. The best results, in accordance with the sessile drop contact angle measurements have been obtained using pBN as the crucible material, but detachment also has occurred in one case in a fused silica ampoule. There is no single typical characterization of the detachment, but there are some similarities. Some ingots have been detached over 90% of the circumference for an axial length ~2 cm while others have been completely or nearly completely detached around the circumference for lesser axial lengths. Detachment near the initial growth interface, reattachment for a short distance (~1-3 mm) and a second detachment followed by a final reattachment near the last-to-freeze part of the ingot have been repeated numerous times. Recently, several samples
Figure 3. Profilometer measurements of a 0.9 x 1.2 mm² surface area (left) and a plot of the height along the red line.

Figure 4. Temperature profile for the detached-Bridgeman technique. a) Profile while melting the feed material and sealing the ampoule. b) Growth profile after establishing a pressure difference in the ampoule.

have been grown with 5 or more cm of detached growth. Detachment is detectable by changes in the surface features of the ingot including the appearance of growth facets and by a reduction in the radius where detachment occurs. This reduction has been observed to be up to 30 μm in Ge with smaller reductions in GeSi alloys. Profilometer measurements confirm the identification of attached and detached regions (figure 3).

GeSi crystal growth experiments with up to 2 at% Si were conducted in a 7-zone furnace. The temperature profiles are shown in figure 4. The initial gas pressure in the ampoule was 600 mbar forming gas. After melting the feed material to separate the top gas reservoir from the bottom gas volume (profile a in figure 4), the temperature in zones 1 and 2 were lowered and the temperature profile b in figure 4 resulted. Using this procedure, it is possible to achieve a pressure difference inside the ampoule with P1<P2. With these profiles, growth experiments were conducted in closed end pBN and fused silica ampoules. In both cases, partially detached crystals were obtained. Crystals grown in closed end pBN tubes were detached over as much as 90% of the length.
The theoretical analysis of this arrangement is well advanced. It is based on the hypothesis that the pressure in the trapped gas volume must support the sum of the hydrostatic head of the melt column, the gas pressure at the top free surface of the melt, and the capillary pressure drop across the meniscus. A thermal model of the growth system including the furnace, ampoule, and sample has been developed to track the solidification process. This model permits the calculation of the temperature distribution in the lower gas cavity and in the gas volume above the melt. The calculated pressure in the gas volumes is based on the initial mass of gas in the cavities, the perfect gas law, and the instantaneous temperature distribution in the cavities. The pressure in the lower gas volume does not include any contributions from the possible evaporation of dissolved gases from the melt into the gas volume, and thus represents a conservative estimate of the pressure in that cavity. As the ampoule is translated through the thermal environment and with increasing crystal length, the temperatures of the two gas reservoirs as well as the volume of the lower reservoir change. This leads to a time-dependant variation of the pressure in the two gas reservoirs and thus a variation in the thickness of the detached gap and shape of the meniscus. Figure 5 is a plot of the gap thickness verses the length of detached growth for one of the experimental conditions. Results indicate that detachment starts with a relatively small gap thickness and increases steeply at about 2 cm of detached growth where the gap thickness is about 50μm. Detached growth beyond this point is calculated to require a significant increase in the gap thickness that may not be achievable in practice due to potential thermo-capillary instabilities. These are two-dimensional axisymmetric calculations and contact between the sample and ampoule at any point would permit increased (partially) detached lengths.

Ge$_{1-x}$Si$_x$ (x £ 10 at.%) single crystals have been grown by the float-zone technique applied within a radiation heated monellipsoid mirror furnace [11]. The boron-doped (≥1-2·10$^{17}$ at/cm$^3$) feed crystal consisted of synthesized Ge$_{0.95}$Si$_{0.05}$ polycrystalline material. All crystals were grown using a <100> Ge seed. The etch pit density is about one order of magnitude lower than the EPD of Bridgman grown crystals. Compositional axial and radial profiles have been determined. The maximum silicon concentration was 10 at %. All crystals show a characteristic distortion of the interface morphology near the crystal edge (figure 6). This disturbance was not observed in silicon-free Ge:Ga-doped (≥$10^{18}$ at/cm$^3$) reference crystals and is thus likely to be caused by concentration-dependent (solutal) convection. Because this type of interface morphology does not appear in Bridgman samples, it is thought to be caused by solutocapillary convection due to the concentration dependence of surface tension and a segregation coefficient larger than one. The effect of solutocapillary convection is also evident in corre-
Figure 6. Floating zone growth of Ge and GeSi. (a) Interface morphology of gallium-doped Ge reference sample showing smooth, convex interface morphology. (b) Enlarged view of the edge of a GeSi sample showing the structure not seen in the Ge sample grown under similar conditions. (c) Half of a GeSi melt zone showing the flow rolls in the thermocapillary and the solutocapillary dominated regions.
sponding numerical simulations of the melt zone. In essence, we assume an additional, smaller solutocapillary convective cell immediately ahead of the growing interface. This cell is driven by the concentration gradient in the concentration boundary layer, similar to the mechanism described in [12, 13]. The main effect of this cell is a change in the morphology of the solid-liquid interface at the crystal edge. The radial concentration distribution does not change noticeably within the resolution limits of the EDX system used. By using a static axial magnetic field (B ≤ 400mT) this radial distortion can be reduced and the irregular bending of the interface curvature is shifted toward the crystal edge but can not be eliminated completely.
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I. Hypothesis and Objective

Materials with directional properties are opening new horizons in a variety of applications including chemistry, electronics, and optics. Structural, optical, and electrical properties can be greatly augmented by the fabrication of composite materials with anisotropic microstructures or with anisotropic particles uniformly dispersed in an isotropic matrix. Examples include structural composites, magnetic and optical recording media, photographic film, certain metal and ceramic alloys, and display technologies including flat panel displays. The new applications and the need for model particles in scientific investigations are rapidly outdistancing the ability to synthesize anisotropic particles with specific chemistries and narrowly distributed physical characteristics (e.g. size distribution, shape, and aspect ratio).

While there has been considerable progress toward developing an understanding of the synthesis of powders composed of monodispersed, spherical particles, these efforts have not been transferred to the synthesis of anisotropic nanoparticles. Amphiphilic molecules can be used to prepare either “water-in-oil” or “oil-in-water” micelles, and these organic “template” structures have been used to control the size of growing inorganic particles. Larger concentrations of the segregated phase leads to the formation of bilayer structures. In our laboratories, we have demonstrated that these anisotropic micellar structures can be used as templates to prepare anisotropic particles in both metallic and inorganic salt systems. This project aims to extend the methods that have been developed to other inorganic particle systems and to increase our level of understanding of how anisotropic particles are formed at lamellar templates.

As part of our studies, we make extensive use of model membrane systems prepared by Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) methods in order to efficiently survey possible template systems and establish the important chemical and geometric features of the templates that influence particle growth. Motivation for studying single-layer systems is two-fold. First, the chemical and structural properties of LB films are easily manipulated and characterized, allowing us to tailor the template system to the inorganic material being formed. Secondly, LB films on surfaces are less subject to the convectional shear, sedimentation, and agglomeration normally experienced by particles synthesized in the bulk solution. The surface confined bilayers can be used to establish how particle growth is limited by chemical and geometric considerations in the absence of
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convection and sedimentation effects. Results from the surface confined studies are continuously utilized in the design and choice of solution micellar systems as they are tailored to the desired inorganic materials. The program uses what is learned on the model systems to develop large-scale preparations of the targeted inorganic materials at bilayer structures formed from “oil-in-water” segregated phase systems. It is these systems that will eventually lead to high yield, monodisperse preparations.

II. Justification for Microgravity Experiments

The advantages of a microgravity environment for studying crystallization, nucleation and growth processes are well documented. In the present project, minimizing convectional induced fluid shear and sedimentation in the microgravity environment should allow extended organic templates to form rather than fragments or “rafts” that result at normal Earth’s gravity. Convection limits the size of uniform template domains and also creates a non-uniform size dispersion. These imperfections in the template structures make it difficult to assess the role that the chemical and geometric identities of the template play in controlling particle size and dispersion. Reducing convection will also minimize the agglomeration of particles that are produced. Sedimentation is less of a problem than convection in the synthesis and processing of nanoscale particles or particles with nanometer scale in at least one dimension. Analysis demonstrates that the displacement due to gravity becomes less dominant as the particle size becomes smaller than about 0.25 μm. In contrast, sedimentation will begin to mask template effects as particle sizes increase beyond several hundred nanometers.

III. Metal Particles Formed in Free Standing Bilayer Templates

 Templating in free standing bilayers can be used to produce metal platelets as well as the semiconductors previously described. Figure 1A shows the effect of preparing silver and platinum particles in a bilayer system with little or no metal ion binding at the polar head group. In contrast the amine co-surfactant system (pentylamine/sodium dodecylsulfonate-toluene-water) and a bilayer composed of water and octylamine produces tabular-shaped Pt and Ag particles, respectively (Figures 1B and 1C). A variety of metallic platelets have been prepared in the water-octylamine system including Au, Cu, and Ag/Pd alloys of special interest to the electronics community.

IV. Langmuir-Blodgett Model Studies

To further study the templating effect, gold, silver and platinum particles have been grown at Langmuir-Blodgett templates. The growth of gold and silver particles have been reported previously, so the templating of platinum particles is reported here. Particles were formed by photoreduction of [PtCl₄]²⁻ trapped within LB bilayers. LB films were formed from the following surfactants: octadecylamine (ODA), benzyldimethylstearylammonium chloride monohydrate (BDSA), 4-hexadecylaniline (HDA), and dipalmitoyl-DL-α-phosphatidyl-L-serine (DPPS). The series of films, each with different N-containing headgroups, allows us to study the influence of specific interactions on particle templating. Figure 2 shows Pt particles grown from each of these LB films. Only the ODA film produces plate-like single crystal particles with well-defined faces. This observation is consistent with results from the free-standing templating described above, where plate-like particles were only observed when the bilayer templates contained amines.
Figure 1. TEM photomicrographs of Pt and Ag particles produced in bilayer systems. (A) Pt particles produced in an AOT-heptane-water bilayer system without specific polar group templating; (B) Pt particles produced in a pentylamine/sodium dodecylsulfonate-toluene-water bilayer system with specific polar group templating and; (C) Ag particles produced in an octylamine-water bilayer with templating.

Specific interactions between the amine and the surface of Pt stabilize the single crystal plate-like particles. It should be noted that, in principle, HDA and DPPS could provide similar specific interactions, but DPPS reacts with Pt\(^{2+}\) to form a stable complex, and HDA polymerizes during the photoreduction of Pt\(^{2+}\).

V. Mechanism of Particle Growth at Lamellar Templates

The results on metal particles, along with our previous work on semiconductor systems, has now led us to a better, yet still incomplete, understanding of how the layered templates lead to anisotropic particles.\(^5\)\(^6\) The organic assembly regulates particle growth through a combination of three different processes, which vary in relative importance for any given template/particle system. The first process is that of confinement. The template defines a space in which the particle can grow. A second process is through specific interactions between the template and the particle. Here, the template acts similarly to an adsorbate or poison in homogeneous preparations and stabilizes certain crystallographic faces at the template interface. Finally, the template controls mass transport to the growing particle. The diffusion is easier parallel to the template walls, and particles will grow in the directions that material is supplied.

We have observed that there are at least two general mechanisms that lead to the templating of two different classes of platelike particles. Each mechanism takes advantage of the processes of confinement, specific interactions and mass transport. The first we will call crystal templating, where the products are anisotropic single crystal particles. These particles result from a slow nucleation event, giving relatively few nuclei, and subsequent growth of the individual crystals.\(^10\) The anisotropic shape results from a combination of crystallization physics (determined from the solid-state structure of the material), specific interactions between the template and growing crystal faces, and directional transport of the reactant to the crystal.\(^11\) Using micellar templates, we have observed single crystal metal platelets with dimensions up to several hundred nanometers and the size dispersion is broad. Using LB templates, particle sizes are somewhat larger, up to several microns, but there is also substantial polydispersity. The factors that control the size
Figure 2. Platinum particles grown by photoreduction of [PtCl$_2$]$_2$ in LB films of (a) DPPS, (b) BDSA, (c) HDA, and (d) ODA. Only the ODA film produces plate-like particles with flat faces that are similar to the metal particles formed from free standing templates (see Figure 1).

and polydispersity are not yet clear, yet we hypothesize that the size and uniformity of the template domains are important.

The second mechanism we will call aggregate templating. Here, the products are assemblies of smaller single crystal particles that aggregate in the shape of a platelet. The constituent particles need not have the same shape of the final product, and are most often spherical. The mechanism involves rapid nucleation followed by diffusion of the nuclei to form the platelets. The ultimate particle shape is limited by the vectoral diffusion of nuclei, which in turn is controlled by the shape of the template. At first glance, the influence of specific interactions on particle shape would appear to be less important in this mechanism, however, the chemical make-up of the template can affect the rapid nucleation event which in turn influences the polydispersity of the product. Particles formed through aggregate templating have a smaller dispersity than the single crystal particles. Preparations yielding particle sizes ranging from a few nanometers up to hundreds of nanometers have been developed for CdS in micelle templates.$^1$

VI. Some New Directions

In addition to the templated synthesis of metal particles we have begun studies on two additional facets of self-assembled systems, enzyme catalyzed particle synthesis$^{12}$ and room temperature synthesis of metal oxides. In the former work a urea-urease substrate-enzyme couple was used to synthesize aluminum basic sulfate from 15°C to 40°C by exploiting the pH increase created by the urease mediated breakdown of urea to ammonia and carbonate. Under certain conditions
discrete, submicron, spherical Al(OH)_{y}(SO_{4}) particles were produced via precipitation from homogeneous solution in contrast to the large particles of broad size distribution produced by the more traditional thermal breakdown of urea. It was shown in extended kinetic studies at 25°C that the anhydrous metal oxide is the stable phase of both undoped and Y-doped zirconia, an important material for a variety of applications including structural ceramics and high temperature fuel cells. Experiments are anticipated that will combine the enzyme-induced precipitation reactions with low temperature synthesis within bilayer self-assembly systems to produce unique particles of heretofore thermodynamically intractable materials such as Y-doped zirconia and optoelectronic materials such as CuInSe_{2}.
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The objectives of this ground based research is to measure the liquid/vapor interfacial surface energies of succinonitrile (SCN) and alloys of succinonitrile and acetone using Surface Light Scattering Spectrometer. Liquid/vapor interfacial energy measurements will be made near and above the melting point and are the primary goal of this proposal. A measurement of viscosity also results from the Surface Light Scattering technique employed. Interfacial free energies between the phases enters into many analysis of phase transformation and flow, including nucleation, dendritic growth, interface stability, Ostwald ripening, and Marangoni flow.

Succinonitrile (SCN) is useful as a model for the study of metal solidification, although it is an organic material, it has a BCC crystal structure and solidifies dendriticly like a metal. It is also transparent and has a low melting point (58.08°C). Succinonitrile has been and is being used extensively in NASA's Microgravity Materials Science and Fluid Physics programs and as well as in several ground-based and microgravity studies including the Isothermal Dendritic Growth Experiment (IDGE) due to Glicksman and co-workers and subsequently in several theoretical and numerical studies of dendritic growth. Previous measurements of succinonitrile (SCN) and alloys of succinonitrile and acetone surface tensions are extremely limited. We believe the data sought through this proposal have significant basic physical property data value and thus the work proposed will provide needed data in support of NASA's Microgravity program research.

Under the sponsorship of NASA's Advanced Technology Development program, the Surface Light Scattering spectroscopic technique to measure surface tension/energy and viscosity has been developed. This relatively new and unique technique has several advantages over the classical methods such as, it is non invasive, has good accuracy and measures the surface tension and viscosity simultaneously. The accuracy of interfacial energy values obtained from this technique is better than 1% and viscosity about 10%. Succinonitrile and succinonitrile-acetone alloys are well-established model materials with several essential physical properties accurately known - except the liquid/vapor surface tension at different elevated temperatures. We will experimentally determine liquid/vapor surface energy and liquid viscosity of succinonitrile and succinonitrile-acetone in the temperature range from their melting point to around 100°C. Preliminary studies in our laboratory at Glenn Research Center demonstrated that the surface light scattering spectrometer is capable of measuring SCN liquid/vapor surface tension at different temperatures. This method is not only limited to liquid/vapor systems but also to liquid/liquid interfaces also and thus we plan a feasibility study of solid/liquid surface tension measurements using this novel technique. The success here will represent a significant advancement to the materials research and development community.
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OBJECTIVE

The central focus of this research is to establish key scientific concepts that govern the selection of cellular and dendritic patterns during the directional solidification of alloys. Ground-based studies have established that the conditions under which cellular and dendritic microstructures form are precisely where convection effects are dominant in bulk samples. Thus, experimental data cannot be obtained terrestrially under pure diffusive regime. Furthermore, reliable theoretical models are not yet possible which can quantitatively incorporate fluid flow in the pattern selection criterion. Consequently, microgravity experiments on cellular and dendritic growth are designed to obtain benchmark data under diffusive growth conditions that can be quantitatively analyzed and compared with the rigorous theoretical model to establish the fundamental principles that govern the selection of specific microstructure and its length scales.

In the cellular structure, different cells in an array are strongly coupled so that the cellular pattern evolution is controlled by complex interactions between thermal diffusion, solute diffusion and interface effects. These interactions give infinity of solutions, and the system selects only a narrow band of solutions. The aim of this investigation is to obtain benchmark data and develop a rigorous theoretical model that will allow us to quantitatively establish the physics of this selection process.

I. Introduction

Cellular and dendritic patterns are most dominant for metallic alloys processed by solidification techniques. The formation of a cellular or a dendritic structure is accompanied by microsegregation of solute, which results in a nonhomogeneous material. This nonhomogeneity in composition not only influences mechanical properties, but it can also generate stresses or lead to the formation of a new stable or metastable phase in intercellular region that can significantly alter the properties of the material. Thus the reliability of products made by solidification techniques such as casting, welding, melt spinning, atomization and laser processing of materials largely depends upon our ability to control the microstructure.

A sequence of directional solidification experiments has been designed to quantitatively establish the fundamental principles that govern cell/dendrite microstructure selection. As the solidification velocity is increased, or the temperature gradient decreased, the interface undergoes several transitions: planar to small amplitude cells, to deep cells, and finally to dendrites. We shall first
show that these changes in microstructures occur at low velocities where thermosolutal convection is dominant. We shall then present the results of a numerical model that predicts microgravity level required to obtain diffusive growth. Ground-based experimental studies in the Al-4.0 wt % Cu system, and the analysis of the results will then be described.

II. Need for Microgravity

In order to establish the presence of convection, we have developed a detailed numerical model for the directional solidification process [1,2]. We considered the vertically upward solidification of a binary liquid of initial composition C₀ (in % solute) inside a two-dimensional rectangular cavity. The vertical walls are rigid solid walls that represent the three-zone thermal assembly and are impervious to mass flux. The three-zone assembly consists of an isothermal cold zone wall at temperature T_c, an isothermal hot zone wall at temperature T_h, and a no-flux adiabatic zone between them. The system of coupled nonlinear equations were written in coordinate frame fixed with the uniformly moving solid-liquid interface, and it included Boussinesq approximated Navier-Stokes equations, and the heat and solute transport equations. These equations are completely described by thermal and solutal Rayleigh numbers, the ratio of vertical to horizontal temperature gradients, the Peclet number based on growth rate, the partition coefficient, the Prandtl number, the Lewis number and the aspect ratio. The proper choice of the heat transfer coefficients was done through regression analysis of computed axial and radial temperature profiles with measured experimental data in our ground-based system. Numerical calculations were carried out for conditions characteristic of solidification of Al-4.0% Cu alloys. The growth rate of 1.0 µm/s was selected since it was the smallest growth rate in our planned experimental study, and it would give the largest fluid flow effect. The extent of convection was examined by considering solidification in tubes of different inner diameters, varying from 0.6 mm to 6 mm. These calculations show that the convective velocity is orders of magnitude larger than the diffusive velocity for samples of diameter larger than 6 mm. One needs to use sample diameter smaller than 1 mm to obtain conditions for which the convective velocity is smaller than the diffusive velocity in the Al-4.0 wt % Cu system under 1g conditions. The use of smaller than 1 mm diameter under terrestrial condition shows that one would require microgravity level of 10⁻⁴ g to directionally solidify 1 cm diameter samples under diffusive conditions. These calculations were validated by an independent set of experiments carried out in samples of different diameters that were grown in the same experiment. These ground-based experimental results will now be described.

III. Ground-Based Experiments

Ground-based experiments have been carried out to study following aspects of cellular growth. (1) Establish the conditions under which cellular and dendritic microstructures are influenced by convection effects, (2) Quantitatively characterize the velocity-thermal gradient regime in which cellular structures would be stable under purely diffusive growth conditions, i.e. under microgravity conditions. These data were used to define the experimental matrix for microgravity experiments. (3) Determination of system parameters for Al-4.0 wt % Cu alloys. (4) A methodology for the post-solidification analysis of samples. This included three-dimensional reconstruction of the microstructure and the effect of quenching on the displacement of the interface.
An experimental technique was developed to reduce convection under 1g conditions by solidifying alloys in tubes of smaller diameters. Several experiments were carried out in the Al-4wt% Cu alloy system using thin tubes of diameters varying from 6.0 mm down to 0.4 mm [3,4]. A bundle of thin samples of varying diameters was placed inside the 5.0 mm diameter tube, and all samples were directionally solidified simultaneously in a single experiment. Thus, the thermal profile and the translation rate imposed on the samples were identical except for the degree of convection that varied with the tube diameter. Since convection effects are gradually reduced with decreasing sample size, quantitative evaluation of convection on microstructural development can be obtained.

In the presence of convection, a significant curvature of the interface was observed with the interface protruding in the center. This was due to convective transport that gave rise to a higher concentration at the walls than at the center. From the experimental measurements of the height of the protrusion, coupled with the known value of $G$, the difference in interface temperature between the center and the wall, $\Delta T$, was calculated for different sample diameters, as shown in Figure 1. The steepling effect becomes negligible when the diameter is reduced below 0.6 mm.

![Figure 1. The difference in interface temperature between the center and the wall as a function of sample diameter showing that the steepling effect becomes larger as the sample diameter is increased. Planar interface growth at $V=0.4 \mu m/s$, $G=7.0 K/mm$.](image)

The effect of convection giving rise to steepling is also accompanied by solute segregation [5,6]. Quantitative composition measurements for planar and cellular growth were carried out which conclusively showed that fluid flow effects become negligible only when the sample diameter is equal to less than 1.0 mm. The composition profiles for planar interface growth, Figure 2, show that the profiles become identical when the sample diameter is less than one, which is consistent with our results of the numerical analysis.

Reducing the sample diameter (decreasing the extent of convection) results in the following: The tip temperature decreases, the primary arm spacing increases, and the planar-to-cellular and cellular-to-dendritic transitions occur at lower growth speeds for a given temperature gradient. The critical velocity for these transitions were found to be higher in the presence of convection, although the effect on cellular to dendritic transition was quite small because of the higher velocity at which this transition takes place. Figure 3a shows the experimental results in Al-Cu.
system in which a thin sample was directionally solidified inside a large sample, and it is clearly observed that the interface in the outside region where convection effects are significant stabilizes the planar growth. In the finer sample, where diffusive growth occurs, a cellular structure is seen. Similar results were also observed in the Sn-Cd alloy, shown in Figure 3b.

Figure 2. Composition ahead of a planar interface in samples of different diameters. Al-4.0 wt % Cu directionally solidified at V = 0.4 µm/s, G = 7.0 K/mm. [4].

Figure 3. The formation of a cellular structure inside a thin tube, whereas a planar front is present in the larger outside region where convection effects were found to stabilize the planar front growth. (a) Al-Cu alloy, (b) Sn-Cd alloy. The transverse section was taken just below the solid-liquid interface [4].

(2) Experimental matrix

Since diffusive growth could be obtained only in samples of diameter 1.0 mm or less in Al-Cu system, detailed experiments were carried out in thin samples of 0.6 mm diameter to identify planar, cellular and dendritic microstructures as a function of G and V in Al-4.0 wt % Cu alloys. The results are shown in Figure 4, which shows that cellular structures at G=100 K/cm are observed for the velocity range of 0.43 to 9.0 µm/s. Consequently, our first experiments are planned in the cellular regime close to the cell-dendrite transition to include both the cellular and dendritic microstructures. Ten different experiments at fixed G=100 K/cm will be carried out at velocities of 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 8.5, 9.0, 9.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 µm/s. This will give five data in the deep cell regime, one in the cell-dendrite transition region, and three in the dendritic regime.
Figure 4. Microstructures observed in samples of 0.6 mm diameter in Al-4.0 wt % Cu as function of G and V. The line M-S represents the prediction of the linear stability analysis.[4].

The samples will be quenched after steady state is reached, and they will be analyzed to characterize the shape of the interface including the tip radius, primary spacing, and composition profiles. Subsequent experiments will be carried out in the planar to shallow-cell transition region and in the dendritic region.

(3) System parameters for the Al-4.0 wt % Cu system

Accurate values are available in the literature for the phase diagram, thermal parameters and interface energy. Two major parameters whose values have not been obtained precisely are the anisotropy in interface energy and the diffusion coefficient in the liquid. Detailed ground-based studies have been carried out to examine the shape of a fine liquid droplet in solid on the (001) plane of the solid, and the shape of the droplet was found to deviate only slightly from a circle indicating that the anisotropy value is quite small. Precise measurements of the shape are now being carried out. The value of the diffusion coefficient in the liquid has been reported between 3.0 to 5.0 x 10^9 m^2/s. We have carried out detailed composition measurements in the quenched liquid ahead of the interface in samples of different diameters that provided the compositions in the liquid and solid at the interface and the composition gradient at the interface [7]. By using the flux balance equation at the interface, based on diffusive transport only, the value of the effective diffusion coefficient, D_{eff}, was calculated. The results are shown in Figure 5. A larger value was obtained when convection effects were present in larger diameter samples. The diffusion coefficient in thin samples was found to be 1.5 x 10^9 m^2/s. These results again show that the convection effects become important when the diameter becomes larger than 1 mm, and they significantly influence the value of the diffusion coefficient obtained by assuming no fluid flow.

(4) Post-solidification analysis of samples

Detailed ground-based studies were carried out to analyze the accuracy of the reconstruction of the three-dimensional shapes of cells from the images of successive sections obtained from micromilling. Detailed experimental studies are described by Yu et al. [8].
Another important factor in the precise analysis of the shape of the interface is the effect of quenching. Detailed studies of quenching were thus carried out and the cooling rate was measured for each quenching experiment. Detailed composition measurements were also carried out to obtain the change in composition in the solid induced by quenching. The displacement of the interface was then determined as a function of the quenching rate [9]. An optimum quenching rate of 100 K/s was found to give a minimum displacement of the interface. Higher quenching rates changed very little the interface displacement. It was shown that the displacement always occurs along the growth direction with each element of the interface largely moving in the growth direction. Thus, the shape of the interface, as well as the tip radius, in the quenched sample was found to differ only negligibly from their values before quenching.

IV. Conclusions

These ground-based experimental studies clearly demonstrated the presence of significant convection in bulk samples. Although this experimental method permits access of the diffusive regime, this technique cannot be used to characterize microstructures for which the microstructural length scale is of the order of the sample diameter. Since sample diameters of 1mm or less is required for diffusive growth under 1g conditions, only a single cell can form. There is no selection for the formation of a single cell, so that it is not possible to obtain diffusive growth terrestrially in bulk alloy samples that are large enough to establish the selection criterion or to obtain statistically meaningful distribution of spacing of cell/dendrite arrays. Microgravity experiments are thus planned to obtain cellular and dendritic microstructures under diffusive growth conditions. Numerical models using the boundary integral and the phase field methods are being developed to precisely obtain the steady state shape of cellular interface and the variation in primary spacing and tip radius as a function of G and V. A comparison of the benchmark data with these model will allow us to establish the fundamental principle that dictates the selection of primary spacing. Furthermore, it will allow us to develop appropriate criterion for the cell to dendrite transition.
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OBJECTIVES

The central focus of this research is to establish fundamental principles that govern the dynamical selection of interface patterns during the directional solidification of model transparent materials. Several ground-based studies on primary cellular/dendritic spacing have clearly established that the primary spacing does not have a unique value under given growth conditions. Rather, the selection of the spacing is governed by the history, and experiments with the same history lead to a reproducible pattern. Thus, the precise understanding of the pattern evolution requires the knowledge of the dynamics of spacing selection. The goal of this research is to quantitatively establish the complete dynamics of interface pattern selection. In addition, the conditions for transitions from planar to cellular and cellular to dendritic structures under dynamical conditions of growth will also be established.

In order to obtain benchmark data on the dynamics of pattern formation, a transparent model system will be used in which the time-evolution of the pattern can be continuously imaged and analyzed. These experimental results will be coupled with a detailed modeling of the pattern evolution by using the phase field approach. The benchmark data obtained under microgravity conditions will allow us to validate the model so that a predictive theory of pattern formation can be formulated. This study is in collaboration with French Space Agency (CNES), and we intend to use the DECLIC hardware that is now being built by CNES.

I. Background

The importance of tailoring microstructures to obtain desired properties of solidified materials has been well established in the literature. In all important commercial solidification techniques, such as casting and welding, cellular or dendritic structure form, and both the mechanical properties and the defect structures are governed by the microstructural characteristics of cells and dendrites.

The difficulty in the development of a fundamental understanding of the evolution of solidification morphologies arises from the complex dynamic interactions between cooperative phenomena such as thermal and solutal diffusion, fluid flow, and anisotropy of both interfacial energy and atomic attachment kinetics. Numerical models are being developed which could take into account all of these factors, provided that independent description of each is available. Complex
fluid flow effects on pattern formation, cannot however, yet be modeled quantitatively, and
benchmark experimental data under diffusive growth conditions are not possible under terrestrial
conditions because of the strong influence of convection on pattern evolution.

In order to minimize convection, several experimental studies have been carried out in transparent systems constrained in two-dimensions. These studies have provided valuable information on the dynamics of pattern evolution and the selection of morphologies and their wavelengths. However, they can not be used to validate the quantitative three-dimensional pattern evolution because of the wall constraints.

An integrated experimental and modeling program is thus proposed in the present study to provide a quantitative description of the dynamics of pattern selection in three-dimensions. This will include simulation of time-dependent three-dimensional pattern evolution using the phase field method to establish the dynamic conditions of planar to cellular and cellular to dendritic transitions, and to provide detailed predictive results on the time-evolution of wavelengths as a function of the history of the growth conditions. In order to validate the model, a comprehensive set of benchmark data in diffusive regime will be obtained under microgravity conditions.

II. Microgravity Relevance

Significant experimental studies have been carried out in thin samples of succinonitrile (SCN) - acetone by the P.I. A detailed and systematic study of microstructure evolution as a function of the thickness of the sample was carried out by Somboonsuk et al. [1], who found that convection effects became important when the sample thickness was larger than 0.3 mm. More detailed studies in bulk samples, 6.0 mm square sides, using vertically upwards growth showed a significant fluid motion during growth [2]. The CNES team has carried out extensive work on the directional solidification of succinonitrile-acetone in the DECLIC prototype, and they have mapped out the significant fluid flow that occurs during solidification in 12 mm samples [3].

Extensive experimental studies in the diffusive regime have been carried out in thin samples (150 \( \mu \)m thick) where the pattern evolution is controlled by diffusive transport [1,4]. Although these studies have provided valuable results on the mechanisms and on wavelength selection, the wall effects significantly influenced the cell shape so that these results in the diffusive regime cannot be quantitatively compared with either 2-D or the 3-D models. Experimental studies in large diameter samples, \( d>3 \) mm, in metallic and organic systems have clearly shown the presence of a highly disordered spatial arrangement of cells or dendrites [2,5], and this disorder is related to the presence of significant convection effects in the melt.

For primary spacing studies, samples of diameters larger than 3 mm are generally used, providing a reasonably large array of cells or dendrites. For these larger specimens, however, it is found that 1g gravity level yields growth conditions dominated by convective transport [5]. These convection effects, for heavier solutes, may give rise to a high degree of radial segregation at the interface and significant nonuniformity in spacing that masks the diffusion controlled wavelength selections. Convection effects can be minimized by utilizing thin specimens (less than 1 mm), even in 1 g conditions [6]. This experimental alternative to reduced gravity effects is limited, however, in that thin samples preclude the experimental observation of evolving cellular or dendritic arrays, since only one or two cells or dendrites can grow. Hence, if the interactions arising between structures of an array which are critical in the spacing selection process, are to be
considered, microgravity experimental facilities are left as the only means of experimental observation of the dynamics of cellular and dendritic growth in the diffusive regime.

Recently, we have developed a rigorous two-dimensional numerical model of thermo-solutal convection in vertical Bridgman system for solidification of low Pr fluid [7]. This model showed that a microgravity level of \( \sim 10^{-4} \) g is required to establish diffusive growth conditions in binary metallic specimens of 12 mm diameter with stable axial solute gradients. The thermal Grashof number, which is a measure of the driving force for thermal convection, is much smaller in a transparent system than in a metallic system. Also, the characteristic temperature difference between the hot and cold zone of the furnace is much smaller in the transparent system due to its low melting point. The viscosity of the transparent system is also much higher, and the thermal conductivities of the solid and liquid are nearly identical. These factors make the transparent system have a lower level of convection than the metallic systems. Thus, the minimum microgravity level required for metal systems could be used as an upper bound for the transparent system. More detailed numerical studies for a transparent system are now being carried out during the first phase of this project. These numerical studies will be supplemented with experimental studies in thin samples to establish the microgravity level required for diffusive growth in 12 mm diameter samples.

III. Ground-Based Studies

The ground-based studies have been focused on the development of the apparatus, and on the use of thin samples to characterize the importance of the orientation of the solid and the determination of the experimental matrix for our microgravity experiments.

A. Experimental apparatus

For ground-based studies, an experimental unit is designed in which a sample of 12 mm diameter can be solidified vertically upwards. In addition to the basic directional solidification unit used for metallic systems, this apparatus has several important modifications.

1. In order to observe and record interface pattern evolution with time, two CCD cameras will be used: one from the side to obtain longitudinal growth and one from the top to obtain a transverse view. The camera at the side is mounted on an independent translating stage so that it can be positioned and maintained near the interface during growth. Our initial results show that high quality images of three-dimensional growth structures can be obtained, Figure 1. We are also incorporating an endoscope, placed inside the liquid at the top, to obtain images of interface. In addition to the cameras, ground-based studies will also incorporate laser interference technique to reconstruct the shape of the low amplitude cell.

2. In order to take proper images, it is necessary to have a larger region for the observation of the interface. Thus, instead of using the traditional heater and cooler, we have designed our sample tubes with a thin ITO coating which is transparent.

3. In ground-based experiments, the presence of fluid flow causes a significant curvature of the interface. The interface is depressed at the center, so that one could only image the pattern that is close to the wall and the wall significantly influences this pattern. Thus, a planar interface front is required. Accordingly we have designed a small booster heater, to be placed...
near the cold zone that can give a flat interface. We have completed the design of this heater and incorporated it into our system. The images obtained without and with the booster heater are shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Observation of a three-dimensional cell/dendrite from the side.](image)

(a) (b)

Succinonitrile-1.0 wt% salol, V = 0.8 μm/s. (a) Non-planar interface shows only the array at the wall. G = 2.3 K/mm. (b) Use of a booster heater allows a three-dimensional view, G = 1.2 K/mm.

B. Experiments in thin samples

Several experiments have been carried out in thin samples to characterize the dynamics of pattern evolution in the succinonitrile system. First, we have examined the importance of interface anisotropy on pattern formation.

In order to examine the effect of orientation on interface pattern development, several experiments were carried out in the succinonitrile - acetone and the Pivalic acid-ethanol systems under different growth conditions that gave the final cellular or dendritic patterns [8]. The basic effects of anisotropy in both these systems under different growth conditions were found to be the same.

Figure 2 shows a typical result obtained in the succinonitrile-acetone system. Of the two grains, the right grain that became unstable first had $\psi=0$, which is the angle between the preferred crystallographic direction, i.e. [001], and the heat flow direction. Also, the initial instability amplifies faster for $\psi=0$, as seen in Figure 2b. As the perturbed interface propagates, the spacing selection begins to occur in the right grain by the process of cell elimination, and some characteristic spacing distribution is established shortly. In contrast, the grain on the left, $\psi=25^\circ$, shows that the initial spacing is smaller, but as cells become inclined and go through the tip-splitting instability process, a more chaotic structure results, which after a long time gives a significant disorder in spacing. In order to characterize the wavelength selection, results of experiments in the cellular regime were analyzed. Figure 3a and 3b show the Fourier transforms of two patterns that were growing at different values of $\psi$. After a short time, a single wavelength was dominant for the orientation $\psi=0$. Two dominant peaks are observed for the case in which $\psi=25^\circ$. Thus, we conclude that: (i) the critical velocity for the planar interface instability appears to increase as $\psi$ deviates from zero, (ii) the initial spacing of cells is coarser when $\psi$ is smaller, and (iii) more disorder in spacing is observed as $\psi$ increases. These studies indicate that it is important to control the orientation of the crystal for the quantitative studies of pattern formation, and our initial microgravity experiments will require the crystal orientation close to $\psi=0$. A technique for producing single crystal of required orientation is now being developed.
Figure 2. Interface pattern evolution in two grains in which \( \psi = 0 \) in the right grain, and \( \psi = 25^\circ \) in the left grain. SCN-1.2 wt% acetone, \( G = 3.1 \text{ K/mm} \), \( V = 25.4 \text{ \( \mu \)m/s} \).

Figure 3. Fast Fourier transform of interface shapes with (a) \( \psi = 0 \), and (b) \( \psi = 25^\circ \). Succinonitrile-1.7 wt% acetone, \( V = 0.53 \text{ \( \mu \)m/s}, G = 2.3 \text{ K/mm} \).

IV. Theoretical Modeling

The computationally efficient phase-field approach developed by Karma and Rappel [9] for equiaxed thermal dendrites has been extended to the directional solidification of a dilute binary alloy. The extension to directional growth has already been carried out for an idealized symmetric model with equal solute diffusivity in the solid and liquid phases and parallel solidus and liquidus slopes. In order to obtain quantitative predictions, this approach will be extended to the standard one-sided model of a dilute binary alloy with negligible solute diffusion in the solid phase and non-equal solidus and liquidus slopes. Preliminary results indicate that it is possible to construct a dilute alloy phase-field model that yields the same dramatic increase in computational efficiency as for thermal equiaxed dendrites using the reformulated asymptotics of the thin interface limit of Karma and Rappel [9]. Initial results for the time evolution of interface pattern are shown in Figure 4 in which \( \psi = 0 \) is considered. Calculations in 2-dimensions were carried out assuming zero anisotropy and a finite anisotropy. The absence of anisotropy gives a very disor-
ordered array, whereas a small amount of anisotropy is shown to sharpen the pattern selection. Phase-field computations are now being extended to 3-dimensional patterns.

Figure 4. Phase field calculations of the cellular pattern evolution with time. (a) Isotropic interface energy, (b) small anisotropy in interface energy.
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Symbols

\(a\) Radius of the particle
\(f_{H}\) History force
\(f_{s}\) Stokes force
\(f_{VM}\) Virtual mass force
\(g\) Local gravity acceleration
\(S\) Scaling number \(\frac{\alpha \omega}{2} = \frac{\Omega}{v} \left(\frac{a}{3}\right)^2\)
\(\alpha\) Fluid-to-particle density ratio
\(\eta\) Particle-to-fluid amplitude ratio \((1 + b_i/a_i)\)
\(v\) Kinematic viscosity
\(\rho\) Density
\(\tau_p\) Characteristic time \(2\rho P a^2/9\mu\)
\(\Omega\) Angular frequency of the fluid surrounding the particle
\(\omega\) Dimensionless angular frequency = \(\Omega \tau_p\)

I. Introduction and Summary

SHIVA (Spaceflight Holography Investigation in a Virtual Apparatus) will expand our understanding of the fundamental physics of particle movement in fluids by exploiting the power of holography in a spaceflight experiment¹. In addition, the study will exploit the movement of particles in fluids to observe and quantify microgravity phenomena that are extremely important in materials sciences with applications both in space and on earth. The regime under scrutiny is the low Reynolds number, Stokes regime or creeping flow, which covers particles and bubbles moving at very low velocity. The equations describing this important regime have been under development and investigation for over 100 years and yet a complete analytical solution of the general equation had remained elusive yielding only approximations and numerical solutions. In the course of the ongoing NASA NRA, the first analytical solution of the general equation was produced by members of the investigator team using the mathematics of fractional derivatives. This opened the way to an even more insightful and important investigation of the phenomena in microgravity.

The proposed flight experiments have several closely related objectives directed towards understanding and exploitation of the movement of particles in fluids. One is to validate the new
analytical solution to the equation of motion for a particle in the Stokes flow regime and to gain an understanding of its limits of validity. A second objective is to provide experimental knowledge that will allow us to push the limits of the solutions. Consequently, the experiments have been designed also to provide empirical data for conditions that have escaped accurate theoretical modeling. This includes interacting particles, particle-wall interactions, bubbles, and Reynolds numbers larger than unity. The flight experiments will provide an opportunity to collect data that can be used not only to validate, but to expand our existing theoretical foundation.

Another important objective of the experiment is to exploit our understanding of the movement of particles in fluids and new advanced diagnostics tools made available by this research to observe and measure effects of residual acceleration and g-jitter in the space station. These tools will allow us to accurately quantify the quasi-steady acceleration and its variations that are believed to be extremely important in materials processing experiments such as crystal growth. This is achievable by accurately measuring the movement of a sphere in a known fluid over time. An even more accurate technique developed during this study is to measure the time varying separation between spheres that are lighter and heavier than the fluid; this provides a direct measure of residual acceleration and low frequency g-jitter. In selected cases, the separation between the two spheres varies by as much as four times the movement of the fluid; providing an amplification effect for the measurement. This will provide valuable information to compare with and to complement other acceleration measuring equipment under development for the Space Station.

The objectives of SHIVA will be achieved by recording a large number of holograms of carefully selected particle fields and fluids in space under controlled conditions, bringing the holograms back to earth and extracting the precise three-dimensional position of all of the particles as a function of time. We have demonstrated that having the holograms to study on earth is essentially equivalent to being back in the space environment for the particle tracking operation. (Leading to the term “virtual spaceflight chamber”.) The accuracy needed to achieve the objectives of the project has been demonstrated in ground experiments. A limited amount of data will be recorded in video to provide real time data as a back up and allow ground based scientists to monitor the progress of the experiment.

A variety of forcing functions for the particle field will include both natural forces of the Space Station environment and applied forces. A sinusoidal movement will provide a fundamental forcing function for validating the equations.

The Space Station provides an ideal environment for SHIVA. Potential for conducting limited parts of the experiment in a ground-based laboratory has been identified and some of these have been carried out. In general the space environment is required for the overall experiment, especially for cases containing very heavy particles, very light particles, bubbles, collections of particles and for characterization of the space environment and its effect on particle experiments. Lightweight particles and bubbles typically rise too fast in a gravitational field and heavy particles sink too fast. In a microgravity environment, heavy and light particles can be studied side-by-side for long periods of time.
II. Theory

During the theoretical effort, we developed a procedure to solve the equation of motion exactly (to the approximations made in the derivation of the equation) for a generic, uniform flow field. Of the various special cases we have treated, the one selected for the experiment is concerned with the motion of a sphere that is allowed to move under the forces generated by a sinusoidal surrounding field. Three force terms in the equation are considered, the Stokes force, the virtual mass force, and the history term. The history term is usually neglected because it is the most difficult to include. Therefore, we have concentrated somewhat on regimes where the history term is not negligible since these are the least understood of cases of interest.

A scaling analysis on the forces that depend on the fluid-to-particle density ratio yielded the value of a critical forcing frequency for which the history term effects are maximized in harmonic Stokes flows. Depending on the forcing frequency, the forces acting on the particle can be dominated by either the steady-state Stokes drag (low frequencies) or by virtual mass effects (at high frequencies). When the forcing frequency is of the order of the critical frequency $\frac{9\nu}{a^2}$, all forces are of the same order of magnitude and must be considered. Figure 1 shows graphically the scaling of the individual forces. As an example, a case under study is when the fluid (Dupont Krytox) is twice as dense as the particle (polystyrene), i.e. $\alpha = 2$. For this case, theory shows that the history term is most important at an oscillatory frequency of 60 Hz. ($\omega = 1$).

The analysis shows that when $S=1$ ($\alpha \omega = 2$) the amplitude of the history drag force is three times larger than the amplitude of the virtual mass and the Stokes drag forces. When the value of the product $\alpha \omega$ is much smaller than 2, the Stokes drag dominates. For values of $\alpha \omega$ much larger than 2, the virtual mass force is dominant. Based upon these results we have designed the experiment to operate around the value of $S=1$.

One experiment, therefore, is to measure the amplitude of the particle in an oscillating fluid versus the scaling parameter, $S$. In particular we are interested in the ratio of the particle-to-fluid amplitude ratio and its comparison with and without inclusion of the history term. Figure 2
shows the predicted particle-to-fluid amplitude ratio for the case described above. For a fluid amplitude of 100 micrometers, the usual solution for the particle amplitude would predict 150 micrometers, while the new solution predicts 125 micrometers. Our experimental accuracy for amplitude measurement, therefore, must be better than 25 micrometers to detect the difference. Experiments so far show that we are well within this limit.

III. Experiments

Figure 3 illustrates one of the ground experiments that have been done in preparation for flight experiments. The particle is released at the bottom of a fluid filled cell. The fluid is constrained to move with the cell. The cell is vibrated in a sinusoidal motion with an amplitude up to 200 microns at 60 and 120 Hz. Therefore, we can measure precisely where the fluid and particle are at all times. As the particle rises, it attempts to follow the sinusoidal movement of the fluid; however, it follows a quasi-sinusoidal path with negative phase difference and larger amplitude (see particle and fluid motion in the figure).
Figure 4 shows the edge of a 2 mm diameter particle reconstructed from a doubly exposed hologram where the particle is captured at its amplitude extremes. The amplitude of vibration is 100 microns. Clearly the center of the line representing the edge of the particle can be located to better than 5 microns, which is the desired resolution.

Figure 4. Reconstructed image of the edge of a particle from a doubly exposed hologram. The particle moved 100 microns between exposures. The image in the right figure has been optically high pass filtered to enhance the edge image.

In a parallel set of experiments the cell is mounted on a traverse that is driven by a stepper motor. The system is capable of moving the cell by up to 200 microns at frequencies up to about 20 Hz. A particle was dropped into the cell and the position of the particle was monitored by a separate laser trigger that starts a timer when the particle passes through the beam. The timer is then used to fire a shutter after a preset time delay.

Figure 5 shows images for a falling 3mm diameter ceramic sphere taken from a triply exposed hologram made with one-millisecond exposures. Figure 5a is the image of a sphere that is attached to the cell window, while Figure 5b is the falling particle in the fluid. The edge of the particle can easily be located in these images to a few microns.

Future experiments will include particles that are lighter than the fluid launched at the bottom of the cell. This will also provide testing of launching concepts that will be used in the spaceflight experiment.
Figure 5. Vibrating three-millimeter diameter ceramic sphere recorded at two ends of the vibration amplitude in a triple exposure, in-line hologram. Edge location resolution is better than five microns. a) Three exposure image of falling 3mm ceramic sphere. b) Image of 3mm ceramic sphere attached to window.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate the preliminary instrument concept. A laser diode will produce a diverging light that illuminates the test cell after collimation. As the light passes through the chamber, it will pick up particle and crystal profile information and in-line holograms will be recorded on 70-mm film. This ability will allow the particle’s position to be precisely tracked, thus permitting the detection of very small motions.
Figure 6. Spaceflight system concept.

Figure 7. Perspective view of the flight hardware.

Figure 8 shows how the shearing plate is installed in the system. The wave shearing plate splits the beam that has passed through the test cell into two beams that are laterally shifted in space. The two beams interfere with each other providing a measurement of the gradient in phase across the wavefront. The wavefront that has passed through the depletion zone surrounding a particle will be interfered with a wave that is adjacent to the particle providing an infinite fringe inter-
ferogram of the depletion zone. The amount of the shift will be approximately 0.8 the thickness of the shear plate for glass. We require a shift of at least 0.5 centimeters. The shearing plate and the mirror can be formed on the same optical element for rigidity. The shear plate can be a piece of glass that is coated for 50% reflection on the first surface and 100% reflection on the second surface. This mode of operation will allow us to perform not only waveshearing interferometry but also digital holography.

![Image of wave shearing interferometer configuration](image)

Figure 8. Wave Shearing Interferometer Configuration.

The purpose of adding waveshearing interferometry and digital holography capability to the system is to allow observation and measurement of temperature and concentration gradients that will be purposely introduced into the cell for part of the experiment. In the most general case, we will investigate the movement of a growing and/or dissolving crystal in the fluid. Such a crystal has a depletion zone associated with it that will complicate the situation. Figure 9 shows such a crystal observed during the Spacelab 3 crystal growth experiment.

![Image of free-floating crystal observed in Spacelab 3 experiment](image)

Figure 9. Free floating crystal observed in Spacelab 3 experiment.

A small free-floating crystal (inside the circle denoting the depletion layer) has broken away from the main seed and moves through a TGS solution in a Spacelab 3 crystal growth experiment. Double exposure holographic interferometry clearly shows the depletion zone around the growing crystal as well as the effects of the motion on the growth rate. The higher concentration of the fringe frequency on the leading edge indicates a higher concentration gradient and higher growth rate as it moves through the solution (in the direction of the arrow). This was the first time the long theorized depletion zone and effects of movement on growth rate had been observed in space. This crystal was monitored for many hours during (and after) Spacelab 3 providing much of the inspiration for the SHIVA project.
IV. Summary and Conclusions

The objectives of the experiment are to:

1. Collect a sufficient amount of data describing the movement of particles in fluids in microgravity to allow us to validate our analytical solution of the general equation of motion.
2. Collect data on the movement of particles in fluids in microgravity that will be useful in extending the current theory beyond presently available theory.
3. Develop, test, and apply the method for measuring quasi-steady acceleration by tracking particles in fluids.
4. Quantify the low frequency acceleration environment of the space station.
5. Observe and quantify quasi-steady g and g-jitter effects and microconvection on particles in fluids.
6. Characterize the ability of isolation tables to isolate experiments containing particles in liquids.
7. Understand the interaction between the particle and fluid sufficiently to allow particles to be used to track fluid movement.

The feasibility for achieving these results has already been established in the ongoing, ground-based NASA Research program, which led to the "virtual spaceflight chamber" concept.
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Zeolites and molecular sieve materials, in general, are ordered framework structures with highly regular, ordered cages and channels of nanometer scale. Their tailored structure, stability and activity led to the development of numerous, traditional applications in hydrocarbon conversion, size/shape selective catalysis and separation processes. Molecular sieve thin films are highly desirable for the preparation of novel chemical reactors, selective chemical sensors and membranes. However, the preparation of zeolite films and membranes for demanding applications, like membrane reactors and hydrocarbon or permanent gases separations, is hindered by the lack of suitable membrane formation processes leading to films with controlled microstructures, and by the limited fundamental understanding linking microstructure with separation properties. Our research objective focuses on addressing the critical issues of microstructure control and predictive mathematical modeling linking processing and microstructure with separation performance. We are developing simulations with the ultimate goal of developing predictive models based on fundamentals of crystal growth, colloidal interactions, and transport phenomena. Along with these fundamental studies, we are exploring potential applications of zeolite films for separation of close boiling hydrocarbons.

The feasibility of selective separations has been demonstrated by several research groups, by using thin (several microns) zeolite films on porous supports. One successful method for synthesizing those films is the secondary grain growth technique, which has the advantage of decoupling zeolite nucleation from the film growth. In that method, a coating of crystals is initially deposited on the support, which is further treated hydrothermally.

The growth of the zeolite silicalite-1 (structure type MFI) crystals, either deposited on supports or in dilute suspensions, has been studied both experimentally and theoretically.

Seeded growth of TPA-silicalite-1 seeds in suspension was studied using Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) as the primary experimental technique. The effect of the total silica concentration, temperature, and total seed concentration was examined. The molar compositions of the synthesis solution examined are $x\text{SiO}_2: 9\text{TPAOH}: 9500 \text{H}_2\text{O}: 4x\text{EtOH}$, with $x=5,10,20,40,50,60,80,120$. Those compositions are correspondingly referred as C1–C8 from hereon. It has been shown, in agreement with other reports in the literature, that primary units (subcolloidal particles) having a size of approximately 2.8 nm are present in the synthesis mixture. These particles are believed to be pre-organized inorganic-organic composite structures, and their role in nucleation and growth of silicalite-1 is still poorly understood. It is desired to examine whether silicalite growth
by addition of subcolloidal particles is a possible mechanism. From the DLS results it has been observed that at high concentrations (C2~C8) of silica in the solution, growth is observed, with a linear growth rate that is practically independent of the total silica added to the system. Growth is activated with an activation energy of ~90 kJ/mol which is also independent of the silica concentration. The seed concentration over the range (0.1x10⁹~5.9x10⁹ seeds/cm³ of sol) does not affect the above conclusions.

To describe growth of diluted suspensions of seeds (ideally an isolated particle), we employ a transport growth model using the DLVO⁴,⁵ theory to account for the presence of an energy barrier to coagulation. For interacting particles performing Brownian motion, the general transport equation of the colloidal particles, with respect to a central static sphere of radius R is

\[
\frac{\partial c}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{r^2} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left[ D r^2 \frac{\partial c}{\partial r} + r^2 c \frac{D}{kT} \frac{\partial V}{\partial r} \right],
\]

where \(c\) is the subcolloidal particle concentration, \(D\) is the diffusion coefficient of the subcolloidal particles, \(k\) is the Boltzmann constant, \(V\) is the potential describing the effect of an externally applied force field to the mutual diffusion, and \(r\) is the distance from the center of the seed. In deriving the above equation, it has been assumed that (i) the superposition principle is applicable to both hydrodynamic and colloidal forces, (ii) neither temperature nor density gradients exist, and (iii) the particles are spherical, non rotating, and isotropic.

In order to solve Equation 1, boundary conditions have to be specified. The most common boundary condition at the surface, referred to as the perfect sink model⁶, assumes that all the subcolloidal particles arriving at the surface of the static particle get irreversibly incorporated into it. The flux of the subcolloidal particles arriving at the static particle attains a quasi-steady-state value when \(t >> R^2/D\), which is the characteristic time for diffusion of the subcolloidal particles over a length \(R\). The time \(t\) needed for the crystal size to increase by \(R\) is \(R/k_{\text{growth}}\), where \(k_{\text{growth}}\) is the linear growth rate. In order for the quasi-steady-state approximation to be valid, the characteristic time for growth has to be much larger than the diffusion one. Using typical values for the radius of the silicalite seeds and the diffusion coefficient of the subcolloidal particles, the time necessary to achieve quasi-steady-state is estimated to be of the order of milliseconds which is much smaller than the characteristic time of growth estimated from our experiments. Considering that the mass rate of growth is equal to the arriving mass flux, the expression for the growth rate has been derived. The rate of radius change of the seed is

\[
\frac{dR}{dt} = \frac{Dc_s (R+r_s)}{R^2W} \frac{4}{3} \pi r_s^3.
\]

where \(W\) is the stability ratio.

The stability ratio is a measure of the difference between the number of collisions in the absence of interactions between two particles and the actual number when interactions are taken into account. The decrease in the frequency of collisions, between interacting particles compared to the one for non-interacting particles performing Brownian motion, is caused by an energy barrier the subcolloidal particles have to overcome before they come in contact with the growing crystal-lite. Due to the existence of this barrier, a growth mechanism through the addition of subcolloidal particles will appear to be activated, with an activation energy that depends on the potential used. The stability ratio is obtained from
\[ W = 2 \int_{0}^{\infty} \frac{e^{-\frac{u^2}{2}}}{(u+2)^2} \, du, \quad (3) \]

where \( u = \frac{2d}{R+\ell} \), and \( d \) is the closest distance between the surfaces of the two particles.

In order to apply the above analysis to the growth of silicalite seeds, the interactions between particles have to be described. When we come to consider the long-range interactions between macroscopic particles in liquids, the two most important forces are the van der Waals and electrostatic (DLVO theory). The interactions between a glass sphere and the surface of a silicalite membrane have been quantified by using Atomic Force Microscopy force measurements\(^7\). It is shown that they can be fitted with a model that assumes constant surface charge as the particles approach each other. Same type of interactions was further assumed between the subcolloidal particles and the silicalite seeds, with their parameters measured by independent experiments (zeta potential, conductivity) at the conditions of the growth.

![Figure 1. Comparison of experimentally measured growth curves (open symbols) with simulated ones (lines).](image)

In Figure 1 the experimental results are compared with the simulation ones for one synthesis composition, at four different temperatures. Despite the variation of the model input parameters (the error bars indicate the standard deviation due to fitting of growth rate curves in an Arrhenius graph), Figure 2 depicts a very good agreement between the calculated and the experimental activation energies over the range of synthesis compositions examined. This result shows that over the range of the compositions examined, the activation energy is practically independent of composition. The activation energy was calculated from the fitted linear growth rates of the simulation results. These results strongly indicate that association of subcolloidal particles with the crystal, followed by fast rearrangements on the crystal surface, is a possible mechanism of silicalite growth. In such a case, the apparent activation energy observed during the silicalite growth can be attributed to the repulsion that is caused by the overlap of the electrical double layers of the silicalite seeds and the subcolloidal particles as they approach each other. The constant charge or constant potential approximations that have been used are the two limiting cases for the interactions, but they are a first good approximation when no detailed information about the surface behavior is available.
By considering the effects of size in the interaction potentials, it is also possible to explain the stability of the seeded suspension and understand why the smaller subcolloidal particles (of diameter ~2.8 nm) are more likely the ones contributing to the growth. Our results support a mechanism where the rate-limiting step for growth of silicalite is the addition of subcolloidal particles.

The final size of the nanocrystals studied by DLS was around 300 nm. It is not possible to examine growth by DLS at larger sizes due to crystal precipitation and multiple scattering problems. This is not the case, though, for the film growth studies. As the initially spherical crystals grow bigger, (mesoscopic length size) they start exhibiting distinct facets. As the faceted seeds grow further, they impinge upon each other, creating a continuous, polycrystalline film. Starting with randomly oriented seeds, we have been able to prepare preferentially oriented membranes during secondary growth. The preferred orientation is due to the anisotropic growth rates of the zeolite grains that lead to an evolutionary selection process during columnar growth according to the classical van der Drift model. We have performed a series of simulations on the growth of polycrystalline, faceted MFI using a front tracking technique in two spatial dimensions. The growth in two dimensions is modeled by considering a simplified description of the shape of silicalite crystals based on a single growth rate parameter, $\alpha$, describing the relative crystal facet velocities. Our model simulates the growth of the zeolite membrane, starting from seeds with initial random orientation and position, by tracking the motion of all corners where facets from the same grain and different grains meet. The temporal evolution of film growth shows that grain boundaries are straight, but undergo abrupt changes in direction when two grains from different crystals meet. The computer simulation clearly captures the two major characteristics of the evolutionary grain selection, i.e., with increasing film thickness (i) a preferential orientation of the crystallites develops, and (ii) the average grain size increases. Consequently, the grains become increasingly columnar. Such columnar microstructures are common features of polycrystalline MFI films. This can be attributed to the competitive growth among adjacent crystal grains. Much of the growth is understood by considering its dependence on the growth rate parameter, $\alpha$. For example, as the parameter is increased, we observe a significant increase in the surface roughness. Figure 3 clearly shows good qualitative agreement of the growth simulations with a typical silicalite membrane as observed with the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).
The distribution of grains in the final film grown is also studied in order to quantify the development of the preferred orientations during vertical growth. Specific for the case of silicalite, the crystallographic orientation distribution (texture) analysis shows two peaks that sharpen during film growth. The first peak position is common to all idiomorphs and may be derived directly from the orientation of the largest radial vector (c-axis) perpendicular to the substrate. The second peak position is dependent on the growth rate parameter and is derived from the orientation of the second largest radial vector in two dimensions.
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Figure 3. Qualitative comparison of computer simulations of growth of an MFI membrane with an SEM image of MFI grown by the secondary growth technique under hydrothermal synthesis.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) pole figure measurements were performed on MFI membranes grown by secondary growth under hydrothermal synthesis. This type of measurement is used to obtain direct information on the orientational distribution of specific lattice planes in the membrane. The results obtained also show two peaks that are consistent with the peaks observed in the orientational distribution function obtained from the simulations. Therefore, while this second peak had been experimentally observed, the mechanisms that give rise to its existence were not well understood until now.

During the ground based studies we will further develop the mathematical models guided from growth experiments and microstructural characterization. Microgravity experiments will help bridging the gap between the in-situ submicrometer crystal growth studies and the film evolution studies by extending the DLS measurements (e.g. by limiting precipitation). Membranes prepared under microgravity will be valuable in linking processing methods with the microstructure of molecular sieve films. This will allow for clear benchmarking for the practical benefits of the potential for defect elimination when growth takes place in microgravity by comparing the microstructure and the performance in membrane applications for films developed in microgravity with films grown in our lab.
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COARSENING IN SOLID-LIQUID MIXTURES
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INTRODUCTION

The late-stages of a first-order phase transformation process are usually characterized by the growth of second-phase domains with low interfacial curvature at the expense of domains with high interfacial curvature. This process, also known as Ostwald ripening or coarsening, occurs in a wide variety of two-phase mixtures ranging from multiphase solids to multiphase liquids, and has a significant impact on the high temperature stability of many technologically important materials. Unfortunately, an understanding of the dynamics of ripening processes is not in hand. Many of the recent theories for the effects of a finite volume fraction of coarsening phase on the kinetics of Ostwald ripening have proposed divergent expressions for the dependence of the coarsening rate of the system on the volume fraction of coarsening phase, for a review see [1]. As there are virtually no experimental data of sufficient quality to differentiate between these theories, or even provide qualitative information on the coarsening dynamics of low volume fraction systems, the controversy over the dependence of the coarsening rate of the system on the volume fraction remains unresolved.

Previous NASA sponsored work showed clearly that solid-liquid mixtures consisting of Sn-rich particles in a Pb-Sn eutectic liquid are ideal, and perhaps unique, systems in which to explore the dynamics of the Ostwald ripening process. The high coarsening rate in these systems permit accurate kinetic data to be obtained and the thermophysical parameters necessary to make a comparison between theory and experiment are known. However, in a terrestrial environment experiments can be performed only at the relatively high volume fractions of solid where the presence of a solid skeletal structure prevents large-scale particle sedimentation. This precludes experiments aimed at testing theories that predict the coarsening kinetics in low volume fraction systems. Even in these high volume fraction solid-liquid mixtures, however, it is unclear that the particles are truly motionless. As the theory assumes that the particles do not move during the coarsening process, an unambiguous comparison between theories of diffusion controlled Ostwald ripening and experiment is difficult, if not impossible, using terrestrial-based experiments.

The primary objective of the Coarsening in Solid-Liquid Mixtures (CSLM) experiment was to measure the temporal evolution of the average size-scale of a solid-liquid mixture during coarsening and then use this data to test theory without any adjustable parameters. In addition, the experiment was designed to provide information on the effects of gravity on the morphology of solid-liquid, the mixtures that are found during coarsening.
I. Spaceflight Results

The Coarsening in Solid-Liquid Mixtures experiment was flown on STS-83 and STS-94. We performed seven coarsening experiments on STS-83, and nine on STS-94. A considerable amount of data was acquired from these experiments. All totaled, approximately 25,000 micrographs have been taken. In the course of performing these experiments a great deal has been learned about the system and its behavior in a microgravity environment. The success of these experiments shows clearly that Pb-Sn solid-liquid mixtures, along with a microgravity environment, can be used to obtain unique data on the coarsening behavior of two-phase systems.

Most importantly, the experiments have shown that solid-liquid mixtures consisting of Sn-particles in a Pb-Sn eutectic liquid processed in microgravity are ideal systems in which to study the coarsening process. The microstructures of the 10% volume fraction solid samples processed on the ground shows extensive sedimentation and particle shape accommodation, see Figure 1. In contrast, an identical sample processed in microgravity displays nearly spherical, uniformly distributed, solid particles, see Figure 2. This result is of central importance as it indicates that performing experiments in space using the Pb-Sn system will enable us to produce the long-awaited data that can serve as a test of the theories of Ostwald ripening.

In addition to the Ostwald ripening experiments, we performed experiments to determine the temporal evolution of grain boundary grooves. These experiments provided a measurement of the entire thermophysical-parameter dependent portion of the coarsening rate constant, in particular, the product of the solid-liquid interfacial energy and the solute diffusion coefficient in the liquid. We find that to within the scatter of the data the grain boundary grooves develop at the same rate in microgravity as on the ground. Thus, we can conclude that the ground-based data originally taken by Hardy were not influenced by convection of the liquid.

![Figure 1. Microstructure of a ground-processed solid-liquid mixture after 36600s of coarsening. The particles are white and the matrix is black. The entire cross-section of a 1 cm diameter sample is shown.](image)
The most successful series of experiments were those using samples with a 10% volume fraction of solid. This is quite fortunate as virtually all theories for Ostwald ripening make predictions at this volume fraction. For a more detailed description of the experiments see [2-4]. A summary of the results of the experiments using a 10% volume fraction of solid is given below:

- The experiments showed unambiguously for the first time that a system could coarsen via a transient Ostwald ripening process. This was detected by observing changes in the scaled particle size distribution, see Figure 3, and the radial distribution function during coarsening, see Figure 4.
- These experiments produced the first measurement of the radial distribution functions in a system with sufficiently low volume fraction that it can be compared to theory, see Figure 4. This result exceeded our expectations, as prior to flight we were concerned that the solidification process would disturb the spatial arrangement of the particles. It clearly does not on the length-scales sampled in the experiments.

![Figure 2. Microstructure of a space-processed solid-liquid mixture after 36600s of coarsening. The particles are white and the matrix is black. The entire cross-section of a 1cm diameter sample is shown.](image)

- The absence of gravitationally induced sedimentation allows us to make measurements of the coarsening kinetics with unprecedented accuracy, far better than on the ground. The absence of sedimentation along with the large number of particles measured in the experiments allowed us to identify the presence of transient Ostwald ripening.
- The near-DC microgravity levels are sufficiently small that coarsening experiments for much longer times can be performed than were previously thought possible.
- The scaled particle size distributions are quite similar to those predicted by theories of transient coarsening, see Figure 3. These particle size distributions are, however, different from the steady state distributions, reinforcing our assertion that transient Ostwald ripening is present.
- The coarsening rate is slightly higher than that predicted by theory of transient Ostwald ripening.
Figure 3: Experimentally measured and calculated particles size distributions using a time dependent theory for Ostwald ripening $\rho = R_{ps}(t)/<R>_{ps}(t)$, where $R_{ps}(t)$ is the radius measured on a plane of section and $<R>_{ps}(t)$ is the average particle radius measured on a plane of section for purposes of comparison a theoretically predicted steady state PSD also shown. a), b), and c) show the PSD’s at 880s, 5810s, and 36600s respectively.

The analysis of samples with higher volume fractions shows that the rate constant increases with the volume fraction of solid. In addition similar transient coarsening has been observed in samples with volume fractions of 20% and 30%. We are continuing to analyze the high volume fraction samples. The major conclusion to be drawn from these experiments is that the steady state theories that are commonly used to analyze data are not applicable to this experiment. Since experimental artifacts easily mask such transient effects it is possible that previous experiments that report a disagreement with theory have been unknowingly performed in this regime.
Figure 4. Radial distribution function (RDF) for four different coarsening times. The distance from a particle center is, x. The AV steady state RDF is the theoretical prediction for a steady state coarsening process.
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During the last two years, we have developed a number of models to help optimize the benefits of applying steady or periodic magnetic fields during the bulk growth of semiconductor crystals on Earth or in microgravity.

I. Rotating Magnetic Field

A rotating magnetic field (RMF) is created by connecting the successive phases of a multiphase AC power source to inductors at equally spaced azimuthal positions around a crystal-growth furnace. The RMF has an essentially constant spatial pattern which rotates at a constant angular velocity around the centerline of the furnace. Recent experiments have indicated that an RMF with a magnetic flux density of 5-10 mT and a frequency of 50 or 60 Hz can lead to more uniform crystals. The body force produced by an RMF is three-dimensional and unsteady. Previous researchers averaged this body force over time. We presented the first calculations of the three-dimensional, unsteady melt motion driven by the entire body force. The results showed that the error in using the temporal average of the body force is indeed very small for the frequencies and field strengths being used in current experiments. Most experiments with RMF's have used frequencies of 50 or 60 Hz. While an RMF produces desirable mixing, it can also lead to undesirable hydrodynamic instabilities. There was a hypothesis that a high-frequency RMF, with the body force concentrated near the periphery of the melt, might yield the beneficial mixing without the deleterious instabilities. We investigated this hypothesis with modelling. First we developed an efficient method to determine the distributions of the magnetic field and electromagnetic body force for any frequency, including very high frequencies. Next we studied the melt motion driven by a high-frequency RMF. The results showed that the flow pattern changes radically as the frequency is increased, leading to very strong flows confined to small parts of the melt. The model indicated that increasing the frequency reduces the desirable mixing, while increasing the undesirable instabilities, so that the 50 or 60 Hz currently in use is optimal for the current small experiments and lower frequencies will be optimal for future larger experiments.

II. Rotation with a Steady, Weak, Transverse Magnetic Field

An RMF produces radially inward flow near the crystal-melt interface. For many semiconductors, rejected dopant becomes concentrated near the centerline because the crystal-melt interface is concave into the crystal, and radially inward local flow increases this undesirable radial segregation. One way to produce an outward flow is to apply a steady, transverse magnetic field and to rotate the entire crystal-growth process about its centerline. There are two reasons why an RMF with a fixed process is different from a fixed magnetic field with a rotating process. First, creating a small azimuthal velocity in an otherwise quiescent melt with an RMF is different from...
creating a small perturbation of a rigid body rotation with a steady, weak, transverse magnetic field, because in the latter case the flow is dominated by the Coriolis force due to the rigid-body rotation. Second, the RMF can rotate at 3000 rpm (50 Hz), while crystal-growth processes cannot be rotated at more than 20 to 30 rpm in practice. In order to obtain comparable mixing, the field strength of 0.005-0.01T for the RMF must be increased to approximately 0.1T for the rotating process. Both differences make it more difficult to achieve an axisymmetric flow, while deviations from axisymmetry produce undesirable rotational striations. In our first paper on the subject, we treated the melt motion in a rotating cylinder with a steady transverse magnetic field. We showed that there are practical combinations of angular velocities and magnetic field strengths that produce essentially axisymmetric radially outward flows with velocities which are large enough to modify the radial distribution of dopants. In our second paper, we treated the floating-zone process with thermocapillary and buoyant convection, with crystal and feed-rod rotation and with a steady transverse magnetic field. With only buoyant and thermocapillary convection, there is radially inward convection over an outer annulus of the crystal-melt interface. Rotation or the transverse magnetic field separately decrease the magnitude of this inward flow, but cannot stop or reverse it. The combination of rotation and a transverse magnetic field produce an axial variation of the centrifugal force due to the azimuthal motion which easily overwhelms the buoyant and thermocapillary convection and produces radially outward flow over the entire crystal-melt interface. For a typical system, rotation at 20 rpm with a field of 0.1T leads to a strong and axisymmetric radial velocity, and crystals grown under these conditions do indeed have much less radial segregation.

III. Thermoelectromagnetic Convection

During crystal growth, variations of the absolute thermoelectric power and of the temperature can drive a circulation of thermoelectric current through the melt and crystal. If a magnetic field is used to damp the buoyant, thermocapillary or solutal convection, the interaction of the thermoelectric current and the externally applied magnetic field produce an additional melt motion called a thermoelectromagnetic convection (TEMC). A number of experimental results for crystal growth with very strong magnetic fields have been tentatively attributed to TEMC. In addition, if a weak magnetic field is used to control convection or to stir the melt during crystal growth in microgravity, TEMC may be very important. We began with two studies of TEMC with strong axial magnetic fields, one for the Bridgman process and one for the floating-zone process. These studies showed that for an axisymmetric flow with magnetic field strengths of 1 to 5T, the radial and axial velocities are several thousand times smaller than the azimuthal velocity, i.e., 1-2 μm/s versus 5-10 mm/s. Our next study focused on crystal growth in microgravity. Of the magnetic damping furnaces currently being considered for future experiments on the International Space Station, one furnace would have a steady magnetic field with a flux density of approximately 0.2T and another would have a magnetic field with a flux density of 5 mT which could be either steady or periodic, i.e., an RMF. We treated TEMC in a cylindrical Bridgman ampoule with either a moderate or weak magnetic field, i.e., either 0.2T or 5mT, respectively. For a moderate magnetic field, the thermoelectric current is intrinsically coupled to the melt motion, which is thus a true magnetohydrodynamic flow. For a weak magnetic field, the thermoelectric current and electromagnetic body force are decoupled from the melt motion, which is an ordinary hydrodynamic flow driven by a known body force. The results showed that indeed TEMC may be very important for any crystal growth in microgravity with magnetic damping or stirring.
Until recently all studies of TEMC, including our own, assumed an axisymmetric temperature. However the experiments which produced the unexpected results tentatively attributed to TEMC involved deviations from axisymmetry in the heat flux into the melt. We developed the first model of TEMC with a nonaxisymmetric temperature and with a strong axial magnetic field. The results reveal that for each azimuthal Fourier component of the melt motion except the axisymmetric one, the radial, axial and azimuthal velocities are all comparable and are directly proportional to the magnitude of the corresponding Fourier component of the temperature variation. As a result, if there is even a very small deviation from axisymmetric in the heat flux to the melt, the nonaxisymmetric radial and axial velocities may be many times larger than those in the axisymmetric flow. These results help explain the unexpected experimental results and support the previous hypothesis that they are due to TEMC.

IV. Transient Mass Transport with a Strong Magnetic Field

A primary purpose of controlling the melt motion with an externally applied magnetic field is to produce uniform distributions of dopants and species in the crystal. Recent experiments involving the vertical Bridgman process with a steady, five-tesla, axial magnetic field produced the first bulk-grown alloyed crystals with radially uniform distributions of species. However much more understanding of the mass transport of dopants and species is needed in order to optimize the benefits of a magnetic field. Magnetic damping reduces mixing so that the mass transport never reaches a quasi-steady state and remains intrinsically unsteady for the entire period of twelve hours to two weeks needed to grow a crystal. The many models which assume a quasi-steady state are therefore not appropriate and lead to erroneous predictions. All previous treatments of transient mass transport have involved the simultaneous time integration of the Navier-Stokes, internal-energy and mass-transport equations. With such an approach, a numerical code must be run on a massively parallel supercomputer for several hundred hours in order to simulate about 15 minutes of actual crystal growth. Clearly such an approach cannot be extended to the actual crystal-growth period of twelve hours to two weeks and certainly cannot be used to investigate many different magnetic field strengths and configurations in order to optimize the benefits of the magnetic field. Fortunately a far more practical approach yields accurate predictions of the transient mass transport for the entire crystal-growth period. While the mass transport is intrinsically transient and never reaches a quasi-steady state, both the melt motion and the temperature reach quasi-steady states in a few seconds with a strong magnetic field. Thus quasi-steady state solutions for the melt motion and temperature can be used in an unsteady treatment of the dopant and species transport. The key element is that inertial effects and convective heat transfer are negligible for strong magnetic fields. One paper was focused on defining the error associated with the neglect of inertial effects and convective heat transfer for each magnetic field strength. For a relatively large system with the buoyant convection due to terrestrial gravity, the error due to neglect of inertial effects and convective heat transfer is less than 4% for a magnetic flux density of 0.4T and this error decreases rapidly as the flux density is increased from this value. For the vertical Bridgman process with mercury-cadmium-telluride or germanium-silicon, the magnetic flux density for a 4% error is smaller. For the Bridgman process in microgravity, the required magnetic flux density scales as the square root of the residual acceleration.

We developed the method to use quasi-steady state solutions for the melt motion and temperature in a transient treatment of the dopant transport for the entire period to grow a crystal. We then applied this method to Bridgman growth in microgravity with a steady axial magnetic field.
Next we presented an extensive parameter study of dopant distributions in crystals grown on Earth by the vertical Bridgman process with different magnetic field strengths and at different growth rates\textsuperscript{13}. This study revealed that the key parameter reflecting the effects of varying both the magnetic field strength and growth rate is the number of complete circuits completed by the buoyant convection during the entire period to grow the crystal. As the magnetic field strength or the growth rate is increased, this number decreases and the dopant distribution in the crystal approaches that for diffusion-controlled growth. As the magnetic field strength or the growth rate is decreased, this number increases and the dopant distribution in the crystal approaches that for the well-mixed limit.

**V. Peltier Marking with Magnetic Damping**

In the Peltier marking process, an electric current is passed axially through the crystal and melt for a very short period of time. This creates a band of higher or lower dopant concentration in the part of the crystal solidified during the current pulse, and this band reveals the instantaneous shape of the crystal-melt interface when the crystal is later cut and etched. If a strong, steady, axial magnetic field is used to control the buoyant convection, the radial redistribution of the Peltier current due to the curved crystal-melt interface interacts with the axial magnetic field to produce a strong melt motion during the brief period of the Peltier pulse. We developed a model for the melt motion due to Peltier marking with a magnetic field\textsuperscript{14}. This model helps explain the dopant distributions in crystals grown by the vertical Bridgman process with a strong axial magnetic field and with Peltier marking. In addition this method can be used to produced a controlled amount of mixing at any time during crystal growth. Some microgravity experiments involve crystallizing and remelting the same sample under different conditions with \textit{in situ} methods to measure the properties of each crystal before remelting. In these experiments it is often necessary to wait a long time after remelting in order to allow the dopant distribution in the melt to become uniform before growing the next crystal. A magnetic field and an electric current like the Peltier pulse can be used to mix the melt after each remelting, thus eliminating the long wait between experiments.

**VI. Magnetic Stabilization of Thermocapillary Convection**

While the floating-zone process has advantages over the Bridgman process, its biggest disadvantage is the striations produced by the periodic flow arising from the thermocapillary instability. A magnetic field can be used to stabilize the thermocapillary convection and eliminate the striations. We developed a model for the stabilization due to a strong magnetic field which is parallel to the free surface\textsuperscript{15}. The results showed that the primary effect arises from the electric currents produced inside the thin Hartmann layers adjacent to the crystal-melt and feed-rod-melt interfaces. The results showed that the critical Marangoni number increases linearly with increasing Hartmann number, and this corrects the previous erroneous conclusion that it varies as the square of the Hartmann number which was based on a model which neglected the electric field.
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I. Introduction and Background

Investigation of process-property-structure relationships in high temperature liquids is essential to a scientific understanding of the liquid state and technological advances in liquid-phase processing. This research is concerned with the effects of processing variables on the behavior and properties of molten oxides. It uses containerless experimental methods to eliminate container-derived contamination, allow equilibration with controlled p(O₂) atmospheres, and avoid heterogeneous nucleation by container walls to access highly non-equilibrium liquids.

Research during the first four years (June 1996-June 2000) included investigation of binary alumina-silica (Al₂O₃-SiO₂), alumina-magnesia (Al₂O₃-MgO), and alumina-yttria (Al₂O₃-Y₂O₃) materials. The major emphasis of the research was on fragile undercooled alumina-yttria melts. These melts exhibit a highly non-Arhennian viscosity vs temperature dependence [1], large heat capacity relative to the crystalline solid, and a polyamorphic phase transition. A separate Flight Definition project is in progress to perform microgravity experiments that determine the viscosity in this fragile liquid and the mechanism of polyamorphic phase transition. The research on alumina-magnesia melts has for the first time provided pure and homogeneous glass samples of the forsterite. This result is of special interest because forsterite is a member of the very abundant olivine family of minerals.

Accomplishments described in this report were to:

1. Investigate liquid-phase processing, undercooling, and solidification of binary alumina-silica, alumina-magnesia, and alumina-yttria materials under non equilibrium conditions.
2. Investigate the temperature dependence of the viscosity of deeply undercooled melts.
5. Develop collaborative research activities in the processing of oxide liquids and the characterization of novel products.
6. Publish and present results.
II. Experimental Methods

The compositions investigated were 40.0-90.0 mole% alumina with 10-60 mole% silica, 50-66 mole% magnesia with 33-50 mole% silica and 50-80 mole% alumina with 20-50 mole% yttria. Binary alumina-yttria materials with other rare earth oxides substituted for yttrium oxide were also investigated. Spheroidal specimens ca. 0.3 cm. in diameter were made by laser hearth melting of high purity oxide powders [2]. The specimens were levitated in an aero-acoustic or aerodynamic levitator in argon, oxygen or metered gas mixtures. Levitated specimens were heated with a cw CO$_2$ laser beam. Progress of the melting experiments was observed optically or with a video camera and the specimen temperature was measured using optical pyrometry. Temperature data were recorded at rates up to 100 Hz using LabView computer programs developed in the work.

III. Results

A. Liquid-Phase Processing Experiments

**Alumina-silica:** Containerless processing enabled glass formation from binary alumina-silica compositions containing up to 72 mole% aluminum oxide. Compositions close to that of mullite, Al$_6$Si$_2$O$_{13}$, readily formed glass at cooling rates of approximately 200 C/s.

**Alumina-magnesia:** Glasses were synthesized from several compositions containing from 50-66 mole% MgO including forsterite (Mg$_2$SiO$_4$) and enstatite (MgSiO$_3$). The critical cooling rate for glass formation from molten forsterite was on the order of 700 K/s under containerless conditions. Figure 1 shows representative cooling curves for Mg$_2$SiO$_4$ samples of different sizes processed under containerless conditions. This was the first successful synthesis of bulk forsterite glass, even splat quenching experiments which employed cooling rates on the order of $10^6$ K/s yielded only a few percent glass [3]. Forsterite is the Mg-rich end-member of the olivine family (iron-magnesium silicates) which is considered to be the most abundant mineral in the universe, and principal component of interstellar material [4]. The fact that glass formed relatively easily from this “island” silicate under containerless conditions suggests a mechanism by which such non-equilibrium phases can form in the “containerless environment” of outer space.

Measurements of the enthalpy of vitrification and crystallization behavior of the glasses are being performed by Dr. Jean Tangeman and Professor Alexandra Navrotsky at the Thermochemistry Facility at the University of California-Davis, preliminary evaluation of the data including NMR studies, shows that the forsterite glass has a relatively high enthalpy of vitrification and is composed of an expanded silicate structure.

Neutron diffraction measurements were completed on the glass by Dr. Chun Loong at Argonne National Laboratory. The diffraction data are being reduced to yield the radial distribution function, G(r), for the glass. Structural studies by synchrotron X-ray scattering have also been performed by Dr. Kentaro Suzuya at the SPRing 8 in Japan.

**Alumina-yttria:** Compositions centered around yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG, Y$_3$Al$_5$O$_{12}$) followed different solidification paths depending on the process conditions. Melts processed in oxygen undercooled by 800-900 C and spontaneously crystallized to form YAG, or undercooled...
Conditions for formation of single and two-phase glasses formed from rare-earth oxide-alumina materials were established. Liquids formed from $\text{Y}_3\text{Al}_5\text{O}_{12}$ and $\text{Er}_3\text{Al}_5\text{O}_{12}$ and from $\text{Lu}_3\text{Al}_5\text{O}_{12}$ exhibit the liquid-liquid phase transition. The glasses have a cloudy appearance, due to the formation of spheroids of one glass phase in a matrix of a second glass phase.

Clear, brilliant, single phase glasses were obtained from $\text{La}_3\text{Al}_5\text{O}_{12}$, $\text{ErLaYAl}_5\text{O}_{12}$, $\text{LaAlO}_3$, and YAG compositions containing 5 or more molar % $\text{La}_2\text{O}_3$ substituted for $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$. Formation of two glasses is attributed to nucleation and growth of the second liquid at a temperature below the equilibrium liquid-liquid transition temperature. Addition of lanthanum depressed the phase transition temperature and/or the nucleation temperature below the glass transition temperature so that the liquid-liquid phase transition was not observed. The results were analyzed in the context of first order liquid-liquid phase transitions and the enhancement of single phase glass formation in melts that contain a high proportion of 4-coordinate aluminum ions [5].

The aluminate glasses were characterized by hardness and spectral transmission measurements. The materials have a Vickers hardness in the range 700-900. The spectral transmission extends to wavelengths $ca.\ 5\ \mu m$. 
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Glass formation from liquids containing La$^{3+}$ cations partially or completely substituted for Y$^{3+}$ in
the Ln$_3$Al$_5$O$_{12}$ composition was investigated. Substitution of La greatly enhanced glass forma-
tion. Based on the structural measurements on pure Y$_3$Al$_5$O$_{12}$ material described later in this
report, we hypothesize that the larger cation stabilizes four-fold coordination of aluminum in the
liquid which tends to result in longer range order and easier glass formation.

B. Investigation of Melt Viscosity

Formation of glass demonstrates that the viscosity of the melt increases significantly when it is
undercooled. This observation prompted experiments to pull fibers from the undercooled melt at
intermediate temperatures [1]. The fiber pulling experiments provide an indirect measure of the
viscosity of the undercooled melt. This technique has been applied to study the viscosity of
various molten aluminates over a wide range of temperatures. The results confirm that under-
cooled molten YAG is an extremely fragile liquid [6] with the onset of increased viscosity occurs
at a temperature ca. 600°C below the melting point.

Similar measurements on materials containing lanthanum substitute for yttrium suggest that these
lanthanum-bearing materials form significantly “stronger” liquids which are relatively good glass
formers. Fiber pulling is supported over a wider range of temperature from the La-substituted
materials. Conversely, substitution of erbium for yttrium makes the liquid more fragile.

C. Liquid Structure

Y$_3$Al$_5$O$_{12}$: The total structure factor, S(Q), and radial distribution function, G(r), of liquid
Y$_3$Al$_5$O$_{12}$ (YAG) were determined over the temperature range from 1770-2230 K by synchrotron
X-ray scattering from samples held under containerless conditions in argon and oxygen atmos-
pheres [7]. The S(Q) shows two peaks at 2.18 Å$^{-1}$ and 4.0 Å$^{-1}$, indicative of chemical and
topological short-range order, respectively. Nominal coordination numbers were 4 for Al$^{3+}$ and 6
for Y$^{3+}$ ions. The G(r) has peaks at r 1.8 Å for Al-O, r 2.25 Å for Y-O, and r 3.3-3.6 Å assigned
to metal ions in adjacent AlO$_4$ and YO$_6$ polyhedral ions that are joined by shared O$^{2-}$ ions.
Relative to pure aluminum and yttrium oxides, G(r) for molten YAG has smaller half-widths for
the Al-O and Y-O peaks, and an increased sensitivity to temperature and the ambient gas composi-
tion. Results are shown in Figure 2.

The results support the idea that tetrahedral coordination of Al$^{3+}$ is preserved even in the deeply
undercooled liquid in oxygen atmospheres. In argon, the Al$^{3+}$ coordination increases when the
liquid is undercooled, tending towards octahedral. The results are consistent with reported
density and viscosity data for liquid Y$_3$Al$_5$O$_{12}$.

Al$_6$Si$_2$O$_{13}$: The structure factor, S(Q), and the pair distribution function, G(r), of Al$_6$Si$_2$O$_{13}$ (3:2
mullite) was measured in the normal and supercooled liquid states in the temperature range 1776-
2203 K [8]. Measurements were obtained by synchrotron X-ray scattering on levitated, laser
beam heated liquid specimens.

The S(Q) shows a pre-peak at 2.0 Å$^{-1}$ followed by a main peak at 4.5 Å$^{-1}$ and a weak feature at 8
Å$^{-1}$. The G(r) shows a strong (Si,Al)-O correlation at 1.80 Å at high temperature which moves to
1.72 Å as the liquid is supercooled. The second and third nearest neighbor peaks at 3.0 and
Figure 2. Radial distribution function for undercooled molten Y₃Al₅O₁₂ processed in oxygen (left) and argon (right), error bar is shown inset at the top of the figure. From reference 7.

4.25Å sharpen with supercooling. The short-range structure of the high temperature liquid is similar to that of the corresponding glasses produced by rapid quenching.

D. Characterization of Processed Material

Processed materials were examined by a variety of analytical techniques. Scanning and optical microscopy were used to investigate the morphology of bulk specimens after processing. X-ray diffraction analysis was used to determine the lattice parameters and identify crystalline phases. The SEM experiments were performed at NASA MSFC by Dr. Greg Jerman.

E. Collaborative Research

This project has permitted collaborative research on the processing and properties of oxide materials with scientists at Argonne National Laboratory, Arizona State University, Marshall Space Flight Center, Northwestern University, University of California-Davis and the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign.

Specialized materials characterization facilities at the collaborating institutions have been used in the analysis and measurements of materials properties. The results help to guide the research and the development of new applied materials in independently supported work. The project has supported work at CRI by three undergraduate students in Northwestern University’s Cooperative Science and Engineering Program.

F. Publication and Presentation of Results

Results were prepared for submission to peer reviewed journals and presented at international conferences, workshops, and seminars. CRI has filed a patent application on the new single phase glass materials.
III. Plans

The project was completed in May, 2000. Further work in this area will continue in a follow on project. The new work will investigate effects of anion substitution in the melts by substituting nitrogen for oxygen in the materials. The new work will include experiments to levitate molten materials at elevated pressure in controlled atmospheres.
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I. Introduction and Background

Experimental investigations of undercooled rare earth aluminate liquids have revealed scientifically and technologically interesting properties. These liquids can be deeply undercooled under containerless conditions. The liquids are highly fragile, evidenced by highly non-Arrhenian viscosity vs temperature [1] and a large heat capacity relative to the crystalline solids. A liquid-liquid phase transition has been demonstrated over a wide range of chemical compositions [2,3] and it has been demonstrated that this polymorphism is suppressed if the liquid contains small amounts of the larger rare earth ions such as La$^{3+}$ and Nd$^{3+}$. It has also been demonstrated that the ambient oxygen partial pressure has a significant influence on the behavior of undercooled aluminate liquids, and on the liquid structure.

Bulk glass can be formed at the cooling rates achieved in containerless experiments and glass fibers can be pulled from the viscous undercooled melts. These glass materials have photonic applications based on the lasing properties of rare earth ions. Crystalline materials formed from the liquid or by crystallization of the glass materials have potential high temperature structural applications based on their highly refractory, oxidation resistant, and creep properties.

The goal of this investigation is to perform microgravity experiments to (i) determine the mechanism of the polymorphic phase transition, and (ii) obtain highly accurate viscosity versus temperature results to characterize the fragile liquid behavior. The approach is to (i) determine the kinetics of the liquid-liquid phase transition and (ii) measure viscosities over a wide range of temperatures using the oscillating drop technique in the low viscosity (under-damped) regime and drop relaxation measurements in the higher viscosity (over-damped) regime. The prototype material composition is $Y_3Al_5O_{12}$, with potential variations in Y:Al and rare-earth dopants that extend the temperature range in which polymorphism can be observed, or avoided in the viscosity measurements. Control of the oxygen activities in the liquid is required.

The microgravity investigation is motivated by the facts that containerless conditions are required in the research and the phase transition kinetics cannot be accurately measured in earth-based experiments. Levitator-induced fluid motion, convection, stirring, and gravity-induced sedimentation mixes the two liquids, masks progress of the phase transition, and prevents control of the dissolved oxygen activity when the sample temperatures are changed. The experiments are planned to be conducted on the International Space Station.
designed to exploit the high degree of mechanical, thermal, and chemical quiescence that can be achieved under microgravity conditions.

II. Ground-Based Experiments

Ground-based research using aero-acoustic [4] and aerodynamic levitation [5] techniques at CRI and electrostatic levitation [6] at NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center are being used to define requirements for the flight experiments. The containerless methods are being used in conjunction with CO<sub>2</sub> laser beam heating. Some results of the ground-based experiments are briefly discussed in the following sections.

Polyamorphic phase transition [2] in undercooled liquid YAG, under the rapid cooling conditions required to form glass, results in spheroids of one glass in a matrix of a second glass. Figure 1 presents optical and atomic contrast backscattered electron images (BEI) of sectioned and polished specimens. The images were obtained using an accelerating voltage of 15 kV.

Electron microprobe analyses were performed at ten points in the matrix, the lighter spheroids, and the darker spheroids revealed in the BEI images. Results of the analyses for a YAG-composition sample are summarized in Table I. The mean composition values and standard deviations of the mean values (SD) are given in the table. Each datum is the average of 10 measurements. The compositions of all phases are identical within the measurement errors.

Figure 1. Top left - optical image of a polished section of a two phase Y₃Al₅O₁₂-composition glass. Top right - optical image of a polished section of a single phase La₃Al₅O₁₂-composition glass. Bottom left - low magnification BEI of a two phase Y₃Al₅O₁₂-composition glass. Bottom right - high magnification BEI of a two phase Y₃Al₅O₁₂-composition glass showing regions where the transformed liquid drops have coalesced.
Table I. Results of electron microprobe analysis of $Y_3Al_5O_{12}$-composition glass material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of Specimen</th>
<th>O (At%)</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Al (At%)</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Y (At%)</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matrix</td>
<td>58.91</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>26.34</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>14.75</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light spheroids</td>
<td>58.70</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>26.45</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>14.86</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark spheroids</td>
<td>58.61</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>26.55</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>14.84</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Effects of Ambient Oxygen Pressure

There is increasing evidence that the ambient oxygen partial pressure has a major influence on the behavior of aluminate melts. Pure liquid aluminum oxide exhibits a change in the spectral absorption coefficient with the ambient oxygen pressure and a minimum value at a p(O) value ca. $5 \times 10^{-5}$ atm. [7]. In undercooled liquid YAG, the Al$^{4+}$ ions are primarily 4-fold coordination in oxygen and tend towards 6-fold coordination in UHP argon [8]. We have also observed that glass formation occurs more easily in oxygen than in argon. These results suggest that the liquid can more easily develop the extended range ordering associated with increased viscosity when the aluminum is in 4-fold coordination. Control of oxygen pressure in equilibrium with the melt may thus be used to modify melt properties and perhaps to control the liquid-liquid phase transition in molten aluminates.

B. Effects of Composition

Glass formation occurs from rapidly cooled yttria-alumina liquids under containerless conditions for compositions containing from 23 to 42 molar% yttrium oxide [2]. Outside this range, the maximum cooling rates investigated, on the order of 400 K/s were insufficient to suppress crystallization. All of the glasses in this range of composition show evidence the polyamorphic phase transition. The amount of second phase formed increased with increasing yttrium concentration.

The amount of the second glass phase also changes if other rare earth ions are substituted for yttrium. For example, glasses containing erbium and lutetium are difficult to synthesize and yield about 25% of the second phase. Substitution of lanthanum for yttrium suppresses the phase transition and decreases the critical cooling rate for glass formation. Figure 2 shows examples of four glasses formed under containerless conditions. The cooling rates required to form glass decreased with increasing lanthanum content in the glass materials.

Substitution of lanthanum leads to single phase glass either by making the second liquid unstable relative to the first, or by reducing the phase transition or nucleation temperature for the second liquid below the glass transition temperature. The effects of lanthanum substitution for yttrium have been attributed [2] to a decrease in 6-fold and increase in 4-fold coordination of Al$^{4+}$ when the rare earth ion coordination is increased by substitution of a larger rare-earth ion for yttrium.

C. Temperature Range for Liquid-Liquid Transition

Results obtained in containerless experiments [2,9,10] show that the undercooled liquid with the YAG composition can be undercooled to a temperature of 1300 K before spontaneous nucleation...
of crystalline YAG occurs. Experiments to hold the undercooled liquid in the temperature range above the nucleation temperature of crystals but below the nucleation temperature of the second phase are ongoing. Temperature gradients in the liquid have so far prevented extended duration experiments with the liquid in the "transition temperature" range.

Figure 3 shows our current estimate of the Time-Temperature-Transformation diagram for the YAG composition. The lower part of the TTT curve is based on DTA measurements of the crystallization kinetics of glass samples [11]. The upper section is estimated from the temperature measurements in slow cooling experiments that led to crystallization. The cooling curve shown to be tangent to the nose of the TTT curve is from undercooling experiments at cooling rates just sufficient to avoid crystallization. The shaded area of the figure is the region in which the polyamorphic phase transition is possible. Its upper limit is estimated from Aasland and McMillan [3] and the lower limit is the glass transition temperature observed for La-substituted YAG [12].
Work is in progress to extend these measurements to additional compositions in the yttria-alumina system and to rare earth-doped yttria-alumina compositions. Compositions and experimental temperature ranges for the flight experiments to study phase transition kinetics will be specified.

II. Microgravity Experimental Protocol

Consider a drop of molten \( \text{Y}_3\text{Al}_5\text{O}_{12} \) under mechanically, thermally, and chemically "quiescent" containerless conditions. This means that the liquid can be deeply undercooled without nucleation by container walls, is not stirred, and has uniform temperature and composition. The specimen temperature can be changed rapidly compared to the time required for diffusion-limited equilibration with the atmosphere because the thermal diffusivity is much greater than the diffusivity of oxygen. Thus, chemical quiescence can be maintained in the bulk liquid when the temperature is changed to investigate the undercooled melt. This would not be possible in a stirred sample. The experimental protocol envisioned for kinetic studies is:

1. Prepare the quiescent liquid drop by levitating a solid sample, melting it, equilibrating the liquid at a temperature above the melting point. Stirring may be used to accelerate the equilibration process but will then be stopped to achieve mechanical quiescence.
2. Reduce the liquid temperature to a value at which the phase transition is expected to occur (1300-1675 K). A period of 10-20 seconds will be required to achieve uniform temperature after the heating power is changed.
3. Hold the specimen at the selected temperature to allow partial transition of the liquid to occur. Cool and recover the specimen for later microstructural analysis.
4. Repeat the above procedure using different hold times and temperatures in the undercooled state.

The melt viscosity will be determined from measurements of liquid drop oscillation and deformation. Accurate viscosity data can be obtained on the undercooled liquid using the oscillating drop method [13], when the viscosity value is less than a few Poise. At higher viscosity values, where the liquid is no longer freely oscillating (overdamped), measurements of the relaxation of a deformed viscous drop may be used [14]. The deformed viscous liquid drop relaxes to a sphere when the shaping force is turned off. Changes in the rotation rate of the levitated liquid may be used to deform and allow relaxation of the liquid shape.

III. Science Concept Review

The Science Concept Review was held at NASA MSFC on 28 March, 2000. The review panel members were: Professor Michael Weinberg (Chair), Dr. Roger Araujo, Professor Himanshu Jain, and Dr. Michael DiGiuseppe. CRI scientists present were Dr. Richard Weber, PI, Dr. Paul Nordine, CoPI, Mr. Johan Abadie and Mr. Thomas Key. The presentation was made by Dr. Weber. The NASA Project Scientist, Dr. Mike Robinson presented information about hardware requirements.

The panel provided a summary oral debriefing at the conclusion of the SCR meeting. The panel considered that the project is of high scientific and technological importance and should be given a high priority. The precise requirements for microgravity were discussed in some detail. A key
issue raised by the panel was the need to more precisely define the temperature at which the polyamorphic liquid phase transition occurs. This will be investigated in the ground-based ESL experiments at NASA MSFC. The panel also recommended that two-phase glasses made from compositions with different rare earth oxide to aluminum oxide ratios be investigated.

IV. Publication and Presentation of Results

Results were prepared for submission to peer reviewed journals and presented at international conferences, workshops, and seminars. Additional publications are in preparation.

V. Plans

Research to obtain data on the viscosity of melts formed from alumina-yttria binaries and to establish the nature of the onset of increased viscosity in the undercooled liquids is continuing. The chemical effects resulting from changes in ambient p(O₂) and melt chemistry are being investigated in ground-based experiments. Work is continuing towards the Requirements Definition Review phase of the project in which precise experimental conditions and hardware performance requirements will be defined.
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Polymer dispersed liquid crystals (PDLC) provide a unique opportunity to systematically study phase separation and microstructure development in terrestrial and microgravity environments. The microstructure or morphology of PDLC materials depends on concentration, viscosity, curing temperature, mechanism of phase separation, sample thickness, and gravitational effects. PDLC materials are fabricated using Polymerization Induced Phase Separation (PIPS), Solvent Induced Phase Separation (SIPS), and Thermally Induced Phase Separation (TIPS). Polymer dispersed liquid crystals, sometimes known as liquid crystal and polymer dispersions, are promising new materials for anti-reflective coatings, omni-directional reflectors, electrically switchable Bragg gratings, spatial light modulators, optical interconnects, optical data storage, dynamically variable lenses, and high intensity laser radiation attenuators. The microstructure of PDLC materials range from liquid crystal droplets dispersed in solid polymer matrix, commonly known as the “Swiss cheese” morphology, to alternating liquid crystal droplet and polymer planes, and to a polymeric membrane suspended in the liquid crystal solvent.

We propose a systematic study of polymerization induced phase separation of liquid crystal and polymer dispersions to elucidate the relationship between the process control parameters and the resultant PDLC morphology in the terrestrial environment, and to facilitate the design of a future reduced gravity investigation. The knowledge gained during the ground-based study is immediately applicable to enhancing the properties of current PDLCs. The ground-based study will include: 1) the development of phase diagrams for liquid crystal/prepolymer and/or monomer mixtures, 2) characterization of PDLC microstructure using thermal analysis, optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and electro-optic measurements, and 3) real-time characterization of PDLC microstructure evolution using laser light scattering. The results of the ground-based studies will determine the design of the reduced gravity flight activities. The goal of the project is an enhanced understanding of phase separation processes. The results are applicable to the production of benchmark PDLCs and to the understanding of fluid flow in complex fluids under varying gravitational conditions.
RESIDUAL GAS EFFECTS ON DETACHED SOLIDIFICATION IN MICROGRAVITY

Liya L. Regel and William R. Wilcox

Clarkson University, Potsdam, NY 13699-5814

Detached solidification has been observed in many microgravity experiments [1]. When it occurred, the perfection of the resulting crystals was greatly increased, making them much more useful for electronic and opto-electronic devices. Although detachment has been common, it has also been non-reproducible and erratic, for unknown reasons. Our long term goal is to make it reproducible, which requires a full understanding of the mechanisms underlying it.

Detached solidification was first observed in Skylab experiments about 25 years ago. Our 1995 Moving Meniscus Model [2](Figure 1) provided the first real understanding of the mechanism. Residual gases play a major role in this model, dissolving in the melt at the vapor end of the ampoule, and being expelled across a meniscus into the gap between the growing solid and the ampoule wall. Modeling has shown that detachment is favored by a high dissolved gas concentration, high contact angle of the melt on the ampoule wall, high growth angle, and low melt-vapor surface tension [3-6]. However, many uncertainties remain in the model, primarily because the solubility of these gases in the melt and their influence on its properties are unknown. The objective of the research proposed here is to measure those properties which are most important to the detachment mechanism and with the most uncertainty in their values. Of most interest is the role of oxygen in detached solidification. Over the years it has been proposed that oxygen forms an oxide film, increases the contact angle of the melt on the ampoule wall, and avoids compositional inhomogeneities by stopping Marangoni convection arising from temperature and composition gradients along the meniscus. Thus far, these are only speculative.

Numerous experiments with liquid metals on oxide surfaces show, however, that dissolved oxygen always lowers the contact angle [e.g.,7-9] for liquid metals. (And most molten semiconductors have metallic properties.) This behavior can be understood by examining the terms in the Young equation (without debating the merits or validity of this classical relationship):

$$\cos \theta = \frac{\sigma_{vs} - \sigma_{ls}}{\sigma_{lv}}$$

The surface energy $\sigma_{vs}$ between the vapor and the oxide solid should be relatively unaffected by the presence of trace amounts of oxygen. The surface tension $\sigma_{lv}$ between liquid and vapor is lowered by oxygen adsorption on this surface, in accordance with the Gibbs relationship. (For example, the surface tension $\sigma_{lv}$ of molten silicon shows a dramatic decrease in surface tension with increasing oxygen activity up to the solubility of SiO$_2$, beyond which it increases slightly [10-13].) The solid-liquid surface tension $\sigma_{ls}$ tends to be strongly lowered by oxygen in a metal melt, due to chemical interactions with the solid [7]. One mechanism involves formation of O$^{2-}$.
and positive metal ions that are attracted to the negatively charged oxygen atoms at the oxide surface. In some cases, a new oxide phase forms at the interface. Thus, both $\sigma_{lv}$ and $\sigma_{ls}$ are decreased, thereby increasing $\cos \theta$ and so decreasing the contact angle $\theta$.

Another role sometimes attributed to oxygen in detached solidification is the suppression of convection driven by surface tension gradients along the meniscus. Although we have shown [3] that such Marangoni convection has little effect on the transport of gas into the gap, it would be expected to perturb the distribution of impurity dopant in the resulting crystals. Oxygen adsorption on the meniscus could explain why some crystals solidified with detachment exhibited no such perturbations while others did [1].

We note that only a few measurements have been made for the contact angle of semiconductor materials [14-22]. These measurements were all made using the sessile drop method in sealed ampoules placed in high-temperature tube furnaces. There were no attempts made to measure $O_2$ concentration or contact angle hysteresis. Likewise, we found no references to measurements of contact angles versus the rate of movement of a contact line in either liquid metals or semiconductors.

We plan to measure the following properties of residual gases in molten semiconductors, with initial emphasis on oxygen in indium antimonide:

1. Solubility of the gas in the melt versus pressure and the temperature.
2. Interfacial reaction kinetics between species in the gas phase and in the melt, e.g. $O^-$ in the melt and $O_2$ in the gas.
3. Surface tension of the melt versus gas pressure.
4. Contact angle and contact angle hysteresis of the melt on the ampoule wall.

For experiments with oxygen, a special cell will be constructed with a zirconia oxygen sensor/pump (Figure 2). To measure solubility and interfacial reaction kinetics, the molten semiconductor will be placed in a small cup. The rate of change of oxygen pressure will be monitored after pumping oxygen in or out of the cell.

Surface tension and contact angle will be determined by the sessile drop technique, on surfaces typically used for ampoules, i.e. quartz, carbon-coated quartz, and boron nitride.

Contact angle hysteresis (contact line pinning) will be characterized by the tilting surface method. A sessile drop will be videotaped while the surface is slowly tilted. The frame just prior to sliding (rolling) of the drop down the incline will be used to estimate advancing and receding static contact angles. The apparatus will be placed on anti-vibration mounting in order to avoid vibration causing the drop to break free prematurely.

The information to be gained in this research is essential to the planning of future microgravity experiments on detached solidification. How well do we need to control and to measure the residual gas pressure in the ampoule? Is it desirable to have a high or low pressure of oxygen? of nitrogen? argon?

The information to be gained in this research is also of importance in other crystal growth techniques. In Bridgman growth without detachment, sticking of the crystal to the ampoule wall is
the primary mechanism for formation of dislocations and probably also of grain and twin boundaries. Nucleation of grains and twins depends strongly on the interface between the melt and the ampoule wall. Our prior research on CdTe has shown a strong correlation between the contact angle of the melt and the tendency of the resulting solid to adhere to the wall and for grains and twins to nucleate at the wall. Although it is strongly suspected that oxygen increases wetting by semiconductor melts, there are no data to support this. Surface tension and contact angle are important to the control and success of other crystal growth processes, including Czochralski crystal pulling, shaped crystal growth, and web-dendrite sheet growth.
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Figure 1a. Schematic diagram of detached solidification. Overall view. In this example, the freezing interface and the meniscus move from right to left.
Figure 1b. Schematic diagram of detached solidification. Close-up of meniscus.

Figure 2. Diagram of apparatus to be constructed for measurements in molten semiconductors. Not shown is the light source at the left end and the rod connected to the platform and extending out of the furnace.
USE OF MICROGRAVITY TO CONTROL THE MICROSTRUCTURE OF EUTECTICS

Liya L. Regel, William R. Wilcox, Dmitri Popov, Fengcui Li and Ram Ramanathan

Clarkson University, Potsdam, NY 13699-5814

Directional solidification of eutectics in microgravity has frequently yielded changes in microstructure, particularly with fibrous eutectics [1,2]. Changes in microstructure have also been observed in some experiments performed on Earth in which the convection in the melt was altered. The causes for these changes are unclear, but worthy of investigation because microstructure determines the utility of these materials. Previous theoretical work at Clarkson University showed that buoyancy-driven convection alone should not influence eutectic microstructure. It was assumed that the composition of the melt was at the eutectic, both in the bulk and at the freezing interface. Consequently, for the present project it was hypothesized that convection alters the microstructure indirectly by causing freezing rate fluctuations. Combined with unequal kinetics of fiber termination and nucleation, such fluctuations would coarsen the microstructure of some systems, make it finer for some, and have negligible influence on others. In order to test this hypothesis, experimental and theoretical modeling studies were undertaken. Originally, we had planned to perform experiments on Mir in collaboration with Professor Reginald Smith of Queens University in Canada. Although flight ampoules were prepared and ground-based tests performed, difficulties with Mir forced us to abandon these plans.

In one set of experiments at Clarkson University, oscillations in the freezing rate of the MnBi-Bi eutectic were generated by periodically passing electric current through the system [3,4]. These fluctuations had several effects that had not been reported previously. As the current pulsing density was increased, more grains exhibited irregular structures with the MnBi present as broken lamellae or large irregular pieces (Figure 1). Sometimes MnBi was absent altogether from a grain. Among those grains that maintained a quasi-regular array of MnBi rods, with increasing pulsing current the rods decreased in size and spacing (Figure 2). Our hypothesis had been that a fluctuating freezing rate would increase the rod size and spacing. The rod roundness also increased with decreasing rod size, whether this was caused by current pulsing or by a higher freezing rate (Figure 3).

Directional solidification experiments were also performed on the Al-Si eutectic [5], in the hope that this alloy would be useful for microgravity experiments. Some ingots were solidified during application of the Accelerated Crucible Rotation Technique (ACRT) in order to generate convection. (ACRT not only causes vigorous convection, but also causes the freezing rate to fluctuate.) Some ingots had 0.01 wt% Sr added as a silicon habit modifier, which tends to convert the silicon from flakes to rods. Unfortunately, the scatter in the data did not permit any firm conclusions on the influence of ACRT on the microstructure, although its effect appeared to vary along the length of the ingot. This may indicate that the strong convection caused by ACRT causes the...
composition and doping of the alloy to vary during solidification, leading to a variation in microstructure.

A sharp-interface model was developed that showed freezing rate oscillations can cause departures of the interfacial melt composition from the eutectic [6,7]. This effect becomes more pronounced when one phase projects in front of the other, as is expected in fibrous eutectics. Departures from eutectic composition also occur when nucleation occurs.

A phase-field model [6,8-10] was able to duplicate qualitatively the microstructural changes that were recorded on movie film many years ago by Jackson and Hunt, who observed solidification of eutectic mixtures of organic compounds under the microscope. The phase-field results showed nucleation, lamellar termination, oscillations in volume fractions, and formation of irregular structures. (See, for example, Figure 4. A video can be downloaded from http://www.clarkson.edu/projects/eutectic/euphild.zip.) Freezing rate variations caused the region of perturbed concentration to extend farther into the melt, which would cause the concentration field to be more influenced by convection.

A third model was developed that utilized the results of the previous two. The influence of freezing rate oscillations on entropy production was determined, in the absence of phase nucleation and termination [6,11]. Minimization of energy production led to the prediction that freezing rate oscillations should slightly reduce the eutectic spacing.

All of these observations, theoretical and experimental, tend to conflict with our hypothesis that convection causes changes in eutectic microstructure indirectly by generating freezing rate oscillations. It appears that departures of the interfacial composition from the eutectic may make the composition field, and thereby the microstructure, much more sensitive to convection. These departures from eutectic composition can be caused by freezing rate fluctuations, a stepped interface, or finite interface kinetics.
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Figure 1. Percent of quasi-regular microstructure versus current density.

- V = 2.1 cm/hr, positive current pulses, t = 0.75 s, T = 6 s
- V = 4.3 cm/hr, positive pulses, t = 3 s, T = 6 s
- V = 2.1 cm/hr, positive pulses, t = 4.5 s, T = 18 s
- V = 1.1 cm/hr, positive pulses, t = 0.25 s, T = 2 s
- V = 4.4 cm/hr, negative pulses, t = 3 s, T = 6 s
- V = 5.5 cm/hr, negative pulses, t = 3 s, T = 6 s
- V = 8.0 cm/hr, negative pulses, t = 3 s, T = 6 s
Figure 2. Average rod spacing $\lambda$ versus positive current density.

- $\bullet$: $V = 1.1 \text{cm/hr}, t = 0.25 \text{s}, T = 2 \text{s}$
- $\circ$: same, with continuous current
- $\square$: $V = 2.1 \text{cm/hr}, t = 4.5 \text{s}, T = 18 \text{s}$
- $\Box$: same, with continuous current
- $\triangle$: $V = 4.3 \text{cm/hr}, t = 3 \text{s}, T = 6 \text{s}$
- $\Diamond$: same, with continuous current
- $\Delta$: $V = 9.5 \text{cm/hr}, t = 3 \text{s}, T = 6 \text{s}$
- $\triangleleft$: same, with continuous current

Figure 3. MnBi rod roundness versus $\lambda$.

- $\Diamond$: no current
- $\Box$: $40 \text{ A/cm}^2$ continuous current
- $\triangle$: $8 \text{ A/cm}^2$ pulses
- $\blacklozenge$: $40 \text{ A/cm}^2$ pulses
- $\blacktriangledown$: $72 \text{ A/cm}^2$ pulses

Roundness = $0.92 - 0.037\lambda$

$r^2 = 0.76$
Figure 4. Phase-field simulation of sudden increase in freezing rate of eutectic.
INTRODUCTION

Methods by which radiation shielding is optimized need to be developed and materials of improved shielding characteristics identified and validated. The GCR are very penetrating and the energy absorbed by the astronaut behind the shield is nearly independent of shield composition and even the shield thickness. However, the mix of particles in the transmitted beam changes rapidly with shield material composition and thickness. This results in part from the breakup of the high-energy heavy ions of the GCR which make contributions to biological effects out of proportion to their deposited energy. So the mixture of particles in the radiation field changes with shielding and the control of risk contributions from dominant particle types is critical to reducing the hazard to the astronaut. The risk of biological injury for a given particle type depends on the type of biological effect and is specific to cell or tissue type [1,2,3]. Thus, one is faced with choosing materials which may protect a given tissue against a given effect but leave unchanged or even increase the risk of other effects in the same tissue or increase the risks to other adjacent tissues of a different type in the same individual. The optimization of shield composition will then be tied to a specific tissue and risk to that tissue. Such peculiarities arise from the complicated mixture of particles, the nature of their biological response, and the details of their interaction with material constituents.

Aside from the understanding of the biological response to specific components, one also needs an accurate understanding of the radiation emerging from the shield material. This latter subject has been a principal element of this project. In the past ten years our understanding of space radiation interactions with materials has changed radically, with a large impact on shield design. For example, the NCRP estimated that only 2 g/sq. cm. of aluminum [4] would be required to meet the annual 500 mSv limit for the exposure of the blood forming organs (this limit is strictly for LEO but can be used as a guideline for the Mars mission analysis). The current estimates require aluminum shield thicknesses above 50 g/sq. cm. which is impractical. In such a heavily shielded vehicle, the neutrons produced throughout the vehicle also contribute significantly to the exposure and this demands greater care in describing the angular dependence of secondary...
particle production processes. As such the continued testing of databases and transport procedures in laboratory and spaceflight experiments has continued. This has been the focus of much of the last year’s activity and has resulted in improved neutron prediction capability [5]. These new methods have also improved our understanding of the surface environment of Mars. The Mars 2003 NRA HEDS related surface science requirements were driven by the need to validate predictions on the upward flux of neutrons produced in the Martian regolith and bedrock made by the codes developed under this project [6]. The codes used in the surface environment definition are also being used to look at in situ resources for the development of construction materials for Martian surface facilities. For example, synthesis of polyimides and polyethylene as binders of regolith for developing basic structural elements has been studied and targets built for accelerator beam testing of radiation shielding properties [7]. Preliminary mechanical tests have also been promising.

Improved spacecraft materials have been identified (using the criteria reported by this project at the last conference) as potentially important for future shielding materials. These are liquid hydrogen, hydrogenated nanofibers, liquid methane, LiH, Polyethylene, Polysulfone, and Polyetherimide (in order of decreasing shield performance). Some of the materials are multifunctional and are required for other onboard systems. We are currently preparing software for trade studies with these materials relative to the Mars Reference Mission as required in the project’s final year.

I. Methodologies

The types and energy distributions of particles transmitted through a shield material requires the solution to a transport description of the process with appropriate boundary conditions related to the external space radiation environment. The relevant transport equations are the linear Boltzmann equations derived on the basis of conservation principles [8] for the flux density \( \phi_j(x,\Omega,E) \) of type \( j \) particles moving in direction \( \Omega \) with energy \( E \) as

\[
\Omega \cdot \nabla \phi_j(x,\Omega,E) = \sum \sigma_{jk}(\Omega,\Omega',E,E') \phi_j(x,\Omega',E') \, d\Omega' \, dE' - \sigma_j(E) \phi_j(x,\Omega,E)
\]  

(1)

where \( \sigma_j(E) \), \( \sigma_{jk}(\Omega,\Omega',E,E') \) are the media macroscopic cross sections for various atomic and nuclear processes including spontaneous disintegration. In general, there are hundreds of particle fields \( \phi_j(x,\Omega,E) \) with several thousand cross-coupling terms \( \sigma_{jk}(\Omega,\Omega',E,E') \) through the integral operator in equation (1). The total cross section \( \sigma_j(E) \) with the medium for each particle type of energy \( E \) may be expanded as

\[
\sigma_j(E) = \sigma_{j,\text{el}}(E) + \sigma_{j,\text{sc}}(E) + \sigma_{j,r}(E)
\]  

(2)

where the first term refers to collision with atomic electrons, the second term is for elastic nuclear scattering, and the third term describes nuclear reactive processes and are ordered as \( 10^8:10^3:1 \). This ordering allows flexibility in expanding solutions to the Boltzmann equation as a sequence of physical perturbative approximations. Special problems arise in the perturbation approach for neutrons for which the nuclear elastic process appears as the first-order perturbation and has been the recent focus of research [5] as follows.

The double differential particle production and fragmentation cross sections \( \sigma_{jk}(\Omega,\Omega',E,E') \) of equation (1) are separated into an isotropic contribution and a remainder as

\[
\sigma = \sigma_r + \sigma_{iso}
\]  

(3)
where the remainder $\sigma_r$ consists of only forward directed secondary particles and $\sigma_{\text{low}}$ is dominated by lower energy particles produced in the reaction. The low energy charged particles can be solved analytically [8] but the low energy neutrons require a different solution technique [5]. The solution to equation (1) can likewise be separated into two parts for which $\sigma_r$ appears only in equation (1) with solution $\phi_r$ and a second equation in which $\sigma_{\text{low}}$ appears in equation (1) but with source terms from coupling to the $\phi_r$ field through $\sigma_{\text{low}}$. The solution to equation (1) for $\phi_r$ can be written in operational form as

$$\phi_r = G_{F} \phi_B$$

(4)

where $\phi_B$ is the inbound flux at the boundary, and $G_{F}$ is the Green's function associated with $\sigma_r$ which reduces to a unit operator on the boundary. There remains the evaluation of the remainder terms $\sigma_{\text{low}}$ of equation (1), especially the low-energy neutron transport. The remainder of equation (1) following the separation given by equation (3) is

$$\Omega \cdot \nabla \phi(x, \Omega, E) = \sum [\sigma_{\text{low}}(E, E') \phi_{x}(x, \Omega', E') d\Omega' dE' - \sigma_{F}(E) \phi_{x}(x, \Omega, E) + g_{F}(E, x)$$

(5)

where the source term $g_{F}(E, x)$ results from the collisional $\sigma_{\text{low}}$ source with the $\phi_r$ field. The charged particle fields of equation (8) can be solved analytically [8] leaving the low-energy neutrons fields to be evaluated using energy multigroup methods [5,9]. It requires a solution to a boundary value problem for the distribution of neutron sources along a 512 array of directions about each location within the vehicle where the fields are to be evaluated. The solution methodology implies a great deal of repeated operations (for each direction) with differences only in the distribution of source terms, distances to the boundaries, and boundary conditions which can be done efficiently with a parallel processor. Other parallel operations could also be used in the solution of the $\phi_r$ fields solved by marching procedures.

The extent of the nuclear interaction cross section database required for the transport of cosmic rays spans most nuclear-reaction physics from thermal energies to energies above tens of GeV/nucleon, including a large number of projectile and target material combinations. The types of cross sections required for the transport involve total yields and secondary energy spectra for one-dimensional transport and double differential cross sections in angle and energy for three-dimensional transport. The usual approach to database generation is the use of Monte Carlo models or hydrodynamic models with limited usefulness and success. The uniquely LaRC approach has been to develop solution procedures of the basic quantum mechanics using the multiple scattering formalism [10-15].

II. Validation

Laboratory validation with well defined ion beams and target geometries with high resolution test equipment allows the testing of the atomic/nuclear database and material transmission factors in great detail. One type of database test [16] is shown in Figure 1 for 1.05 GeV/nucleon iron beams on several targets. The results of the quantum multiple scattering model is shown here in comparison with the experiments. The cross section for removal of a few protons is strongly affected by the single particle model for the nuclear wave functions and the development of a cluster model database is required. Only a small sample of ion and material combinations have so far been tested.
Spaceflight testing allows validation of the full complement of methods (environmental models, materials interaction database, computational procedures, methods of analysis) required to produce exposure field estimates. Most validation is limited to measurements in a predominantly 2219-aluminum alloy structure (Shuttle). Earlier testing was with a particle telescope [17] and more recently with a tissue equivalent proportional counter (TEPC) [18] shown in Figure 2 with the model calculation [18]. The discrepancy in the lowest lineal energies in the GCR spectrum is believed in part due to the neglect of pions in the present shielding model and in part from wall effects in the TEPC not included in the detector response model but important for HZE ions [18]. Neutron measurements [19] using four Bonner spheres and activation foils on STS-31 and STS-36 have been very encouraging.

III. Optimization Methods

A large fraction of the shielding on human rated vehicles is from the basic structure and onboard systems [8]. Engineering design usually proceeds with little regard to radiation constraints until the latter stages of the design process, in part, due to the use of Monte Carlo methods which require great amounts of dedicated computer time resulting in design delays [7]. At such a late stage in the design process, a fix of a radiation problem usually involved adding shielding in less than optimum ways (for example, a 5,500 kg vault was added to Skylab requiring additional support structures). A similar problem now exists with the International Space Station in which redesign is in progress. Clearly, improved methods of design in which radiation constraints are entered early into the design process allowing optimum radiation risk mitigation are required. Since the basic structure and onboard systems provide much of the shielding, the optimization of the spacecraft shielding cannot be done in a vacuum and is inherently a multidisciplinary design process. With the rapid expansion of high performance computing and communication, there is increased emphasis on multidisciplinary optimization (MDO) methods and radiation constraints analysis needs to be added to the collection of tools available to mission design teams. It also requires that materials proposed for other mission design requirements (structure, thermal, noise reduction, expendables) are multifunctional in character since their radiation shielding properties impact the radiation constraints.

IV. Future Materials Research

Required materials research falls into three categories: First is the improvement of computational models and associated databases. Second is the development of multifunctional material properties for use in system optimization procedures. Third is the design of optimum radiation protective materials to finish out deficiencies in the shield design at minimum mass and costs.

A. Computational models and databases

The computational models required are the basic atomic and nuclear physics models for database evaluation and the associated transport models which combine these databases to evaluate material transmission properties. Three issues discussed in prior sections relate to needs in the nuclear database and transport procedures. First, the few proton removal cross sections depend on the representation of the outer shells of the nuclear models. Most reaction codes (e.g., Monte Carlo) rely on single particle wave functions whereas the few proton removal cross sections depend on clustering effects and the direct knockout of such clusters. The QMSFRG code [13]
accounts for clustering but lacks a complete database of nuclear cluster models to perform the evaluation except in the case of a few light nuclei. Second, the mesons are in part responsible for the discrepancy in the low lineal energy GCR spectrum and needs to be added to the nuclear database and transport procedures and efforts on developing such a database has started. Third, there are several thousand energy and angle dependent cross sections for each material constituent required in shielding analysis. Very few of these cross sections have been validated in laboratory experiments and a systematic measurements program is required. The requirements for such a measurements program is discussed elsewhere [8]. Finally, although the HZETRN codes are more than a 1,000 times faster than the corresponding Monte Carlo codes even greater speed by using massively parallel processors along the usual 512 angular rays will greatly enhance the computational efficiency. Such speed is critical to the early entry of radiation constraints in the design process and optimization procedures.

B. Multifunctional materials optimization

Radiation shield optimization requires an evaluation of the design materials and making appropriate design choices at each step of the design process. Many choices will be driven by design requirements other than shielding and will usually be among less than perfect shield materials. The shield performance of candidate materials for each specific application need characterized to allow optimum choices to be made in the design process. New materials for specific applications need developed with enhanced shielding characteristics. Many such choices have already been identified for future designs. For example, polymer composites are preferable to aluminum alloys. Food and water are known effective shield materials and have been utilized in past design considerations. Hydrogen or methane fuels are potentially important materials for protection. We have proposed developing sound absorbing materials which are efficient radiation shields for use in crew areas. Recent advances in hydrogen storage in graphite nanofibers may have a large impact (3-6 times better than aluminum) on radiation safety in future spacecraft design.

C. Optimum protective materials

The requirements for a high performance shield material is to maximize the number of electrons per unit mass, maximize the nuclear reaction cross section per unit mass, and minimize the production of secondary particles. Thus, the transmitted LET spectra of hydrogen shows almost universal attenuation above a few keV/µ resulting in good attenuation of biological effects independent of biological model used. On the other hand, materials with less hydrogen content such as water experience attenuation only above 20 keV/µ. The LET attenuated components of higher Z materials continues to increase to higher values reaching 50 keV/µ for lead [1]. The maximum performance is for liquid hydrogen which we use to define the maximum performance limit of any material as shown in Figure 3. It is a challenge to materials research to develop materials approaching these performance levels.

V. Concluding Remarks

At the beginning of this project, the shield design technology was at Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 3-4. The laboratory testing with relevant particle types has provided valuable data for model improvements and database validation. Future improvements will be more evolutionary than revolutionary as interaction models are relatively mature, which was not the case a few
years ago and as confirmed by the blind test conducted by the LBNL group [16]. Future improvements are expected to be incremental. An opportunity for comparison with flight measurements on a large 2219 aluminum alloy structure allowed us to rapidly move the TRL to include level 6-7 elements in the project. The use of the tissue equivalent proportional counter (TEPC) with its broad spectral capability and the time resolved methodologies allows testing of codes and databases for both trapped proton spectra and galactic cosmic rays. This comparison added to the evidence that the pions may be the next most important component to add to the current technology, and consequently a low energy database for pion production has been prepared. The addition of higher energy multi-pion processes is in progress and will be funded out of another program. Only modest improvements to the exposure field are expected for spacecraft but the enhanced model may play a more important role for the Mars surface. Additional testing of the codes and database will take place on ISS in the near future. As a final note, the identification of polyethylene as a relatively efficient shield material under this project has resulted in an on-going activity with JSC for the augmentation of the ISS design to reduce the cancer risks of the astronauts in ISS operations.
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Figure 1. Charge-changing cross sections for ΔZ from -1 to -14 for 1.05 GeV/nucleon 56Fe incident on C, Al, Cu, and Pb targets. The solid lines are predictions from QMSFRG.

Figure 2. TEPC measurements on STS-57 compared to model calculations.
Figure 3. Maximum performance factors for any material relative to aluminum.
IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF GRAVITY RELATED DEFECT FORMATION DURING MELT GROWTH OF ELECTRO-OPTIC SINGLE CRYSTALS: SILLENITES, BISMUTH SILICATE (Bi$_2$SiO$_{20}$)

M. Wiegel and A.F. Witt

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139

OBJECTIVES

A research program is being conducted which is expected to lead to the identification and control of gravitational effects which adversely impact, through their interference with the growth process, critical application specific properties in the photorefractive sillinete system Bi$_2$SiO$_{20}$.

The research places focus on a class of materials with acousto-optic, piezo-electric and outstanding electro-optic properties, which suggest a broad spectrum of device applications. Realization of the full potential of these materials remains impeded, primarily because of our current inability, in ground-based experiments, to control during growth adequately composition (on a micro scale), critical crystal defect formation as well as confinement related contamination and appearance of lattice stress.

Selective reduction of the primary driving force for convective melt flows, achieved in micro gravity growth experiments, is expected to:

- greatly facilitate the establishment of cause and effect relationship for defect formation,
- advance our understanding of the crystal growth process and thus
- provide for enhanced property control during crystal growth and
- establish a basis for the development of effective defect engineering directed at the optimization of application-specific properties in BSO and in electro-optical materials in general.

Research results

1) When conducting BSO growth by the Czochralski technique it was observed that the growth behavior under conventional conditions, ambient uncontrolled open air or controlled flow of purified or synthesized air, differs significantly from that encountered in closed or dynamic systems with varying partial pressures of oxygen. It was found moreover that in closed systems with reduced oxygen partial pressure, the confinement material, platinum, becomes subject to embrittlement and severe intergranular corrosion. Considering the importance of melt confinement in space experiments, detailed studies of the melt-platinum interaction, in particular of the wetting behavior of BSO melts under varying ambient conditions were conducted.
2) A system was assembled which permits the photographic recording (CCD camera at 640x480 pixels) of sessile drops of BSO melts on Pt and alloyed Pt substrates under varying, controlled ambient conditions. Contact angles are measured when steady state was reached after expansion of the contact area between the BSO melt and the substrate. Images were stored in a computer and a Sobel edge detector was used to resolve the contour of the liquid vapor interface. Using a Matlab code the surface tension of the melt and the contact angles were extracted from the computed contour diagrams. The viability of the approach was tested with substances listed in CRC tables. The test results indicated excellent agreement with published data. It was found that in the partial pressure range from pure oxygen (1 atm) to ~10 torr the contact angle changes from ~10° to about 40°. For the same experimental conditions (10 minutes of melt confinement contact time), the mode of melt confinement interaction changes from no noticeable effect on the substrate to significant corrosion and embrittlement.

It was found that wetting of Pt by BSO melt is significantly reduced if platinum is alloyed with gold (Au). An extensive study of wetting, embrittlement and corrosion of the Pt<sub>95</sub>Au<sub>5</sub> is currently being conducted.

Because of reports on differences in the wetting behavior on the ground and in space, wetting experiments have been designed for conduct during KC-135 flights. (Results were reported at this conference).

3) Related to design of adequately controllable and quantifiable growth experiments on the international space station, a Bridgman-type growth system has been designed, was characterized and tested. The heat pipe based system operates with two control T/Cs in the gradient (growth) region and permits growth interface stabilization as well as growth interface morphology control from convex through planar to concave. The system has been used for growth of BSO, both undoped and doped. Single crystal growth (seeded) was confirmed, significant reduction of off core striation formation was observed, as was absence of central coring. In two growth experiments the grown single crystals exhibited filamentary second phase formation (previously predicted from thermal measurements but not as yet reported to be observed in growth experiments).
ON THE CONTROL OF THE EFFECTS OF GRAVITY ON SOLIDIFICATION MICROSTRUCTURES USING OPTIMALLY DESIGNED BOUNDARY HEAT FLUXES AND ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

Nicholas Zabaras* and Rajiv Sampath

Sibley School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Cornell University, 188 Frank H.T. Rhodes Hall
Ithaca, NY 14853-3801
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The main objective of this work is to design and test computational techniques that can be used to control the microstructures that are developed during directional solidification processes.

Gravity plays an important role in the obtained microstructures mainly by influencing the melt flow mechanisms as well as the solute diffusion processes. Since these effects remain present even under a reduced gravity environment, we address inverse design solidification problems that result in desired microstructures at various gravity levels.

Our main design variables are the thermal mold/furnace conditions as well as the strength and orientation of an externally applied electromagnetic field. We select these continuous variables such that a desired growth velocity \( V \) and temperature gradient \( G \) are achieved near the freezing interface that correspond to desired microstructures. In our preliminary work, we are interested to design processes with spatially uniform growth velocity under stable growth conditions.

These design problems are inverse problems with overspecified thermal conditions (temperature and flux) on one part of the boundary and no-thermal conditions on another part of the boundary. They are posed as functional optimization problems. The exact gradient of the cost functional is obtained via the solution of an adjoint continuum problem. A sensitivity problem is also defined and is used in the implementation of the conjugate gradient method.

Since electromagnetic fields have a direct effect on the strength of the melt flow, the consideration of designing appropriate strengths and direction of electromagnetic fields simultaneously with continuous boundary heating/cooling conditions for various strengths of gravity enhances the success of the solidification design process.

These design techniques are useful for the development of the next generation of furnaces for controlled crystal growth. In particular, the availability of mathematical models for solidification control via optimally designed thermal boundary fluxes and electromagnetic fields is essential for the development of multiple-zone automated furnaces. Further development of such inverse techniques will enhance our ability to develop new advanced directional solidification process designs for cast microstructure control.
DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT FEM BASED INVERSE METHODS FOR:

- Controlling growth velocity $V$ and freezing interface heat flux $G$ to obtain desired microstructures
- Delaying or eliminating morphological instability
- Eliminating or reducing the effects of convection on the solidification morphology
- Improving macroscopic and microscopic homogeneity of the final crystal

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

- Proper adjustment of the cooling/heating furnace conditions
- Controlled variation of the solid-liquid interface growth velocity
- Use of electromagnetic fields for conducting melts in order to suppress or control the melt flow
- Proper rotation of the furnace/crucible to control the melt flow and solute distribution
- Solidification in reduced or gravity free environment to reduce the effects of buoyancy driven melt flow
Figure 4.

Thermal gradient (G) and growth velocity (V) are the main variables which determine the form and scale of microstructures.

Figure 5.

**Inverse Problem Statement**

Find the cooling conditions on \( \Gamma_{sl} \) and the heating conditions on \( \Gamma_{sl} \) such that a desired stable growth is achieved.

**Inverse Heat Conduction Problem**

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Solar balance:} & \quad \Delta Q = V(1-k)c \\
\text{Phase diagram:} & \quad T = T_c + mc \\
\text{Stability condition:} & \quad G(T_c) \\
\end{align*} \]
Figure 6.

Solute balance:
\[ DG = V(1-k)c \]

Phase Diagram:
\[ T = T_c + mc \]

Stability condition:
\[ G = mG + \varepsilon(y,0) \]

Adiabatic

LIQUID
\[ V \] (Given)

Adiabatic

With a guessed heat flux \( q_{ol} \) and without using the equilibrium equation solve the following direct problem:

Define the cost functional as a measure of the deviation from thermodynamic equilibrium:

\[ J(q_{ol}) = \frac{1}{2} \left\| T(x,t;q_{ol}) - [T_m + mc(x,t;q_{ol})] \right\|^2_{L^2([0,t_{max})} \]

Figure 7.

- Define the inverse problem in the liquid domain in an optimization sense:

  Find a quasi solution \( \overline{q}_{ol} \in L_2(\Gamma_{ol} \times [0,t_{max}]) \) such that:

  \[ J(\overline{q}_{ol}) \leq J(q_{ol}) \quad \forall \quad \overline{q}_{ol} \in L_2(\Gamma_{ol} \times [0,t_{max}]) \]

- Solve the above minimization problem using the nonlinear Conjugate Gradient Method (CGM):

  Needs gradient information → Needs descent step size

  Continuum adjoint problem → Continuum sensitivity problem
Figure 8.

Figure 9.
In low-gravity environment, the action of Marangoni convection is significant. A preliminary design study has shown that thermal flux design combined with appropriate magnetic field and microgravity strength and orientation can lead to a desired flat-interface growth.

SOLIDIFICATION SIMULATION
MATERIAL: Germanium-Antimony

Normal gravity
No magnetic field

Reduced gravity
Horizontal magnetic field

Implement design methods for desired interface growth conditions for several metallurgical and semiconductor materials.

Address flow control problems to stratify or restrict the melt flow to achieve macroscopic homogeneity.

Develop computational methods for simultaneous design of magnetic fields and thermal fluxes.

Incorporate microstructure evolution models to achieve desired microstructures based on optimal macroscopic design solutions.

Develop inverse methods for computational design of eutectic solidification models.


The Microgravity Materials Program, through its 98-HEDS-04 Research Announcement, has called for research to support "enhanced human radiation protection through the development of light weight soft goods with high radiation protection characteristics." Given the nature of the particle flux from the Galactic Cosmic Radiation (GCR), and the many constraints on the depth and type of shielding in spacecraft and planetary habitats, it is clear that the health risks these particles present to astronauts in deep space cannot be entirely eliminated. It is the objective of this project to develop a highly accurate model of GCR transport so that NASA can develop and validate the properties of protective shielding materials with the best available information. The validity of the GCR transport model depends in large part on having accurate and precise input data in the form of the charge-changing and fragment production cross sections for the heavy ions of greatest biological significance. The accuracy of the transport model can be evaluated and enhanced by employing the following three-step strategy.

1. New cross section data will be made available to the NASA-Langley scientists responsible for the transport codes, and will be used as inputs to the codes.
2. The codes will be used to predict additional cross sections and/or details of the radiation field behind realistic shielding arrangements, where the materials and configurations may be quite complex. Mock-ups of the shielding configurations suitable for use in accelerator experiments will obtained by the NASA-Langley co-investigators.
3. The transport model predictions will be tested in accelerator-based experiments. The time scale for one pass through these steps is well-suited to a four-year schedule. Over a longer term, these steps may be repeated, leading to still further refinements of the transport code, new predictions, and an additional round of measurements, until the desired predictive accuracy is achieved. The focus of this work is primarily on the first of these steps, the determination of fragmentation cross sections, which will be the main task in years one and two. The detailed strategy for carrying out the remainder of the program is more difficult to specify, as it depends on unpredictable factors such as the extent to which the transport model must be modified, schedules for accelerator time, target fabrication, etc.

Energetic high energy heavy ions particles comprise only a small fraction of the charged particle flux in the Galactic Cosmic Radiation (GCR), but the fact that they produce extremely dense tracks of ionization in matter makes them a source of risk to astronauts on long-duration missions outside the geomagnetosphere. Owing to practical limitations on shielding mass, many such ions and their fragmentation products will penetrate a spacecraft or planetary habitat wall and deliver...
a radiation dose to personnel inside. An incident particle deposits a dose proportional to its Linear Energy Transfer in water (LET), which goes as the square of the charge Z of the particle. Iron ions (Z = 26) are the highest-Z particles found to be abundant in the GCR. They have LETs in the range 150-300 keV/μm and contribute significantly to the “free space” dose (the dose in the absence of shielding), despite the fact that protons are about 2000 times more prevalent in the GCR flux. Other heavy ions present in significant numbers in the GCR include silicon (Z = 14), oxygen (Z = 8) and carbon (Z = 6). Because the risk from high-LET radiation has long been recognized by NASA to be a potentially serious problem, a wide-ranging program encompassing research in nuclear physics, radiation biology, and microdosimetry has been underway for several years. Significantly, several recent radiobiology experiments show important biological effects – including genomic instability – arising from irradiation with GCR-like particles, iron in particular. Some of these appear to be unique effects of high-LET particles. Also, a recent model calculation (Health Physics, 68(1), 50-8, 1995) suggests that at some depths of certain shielding materials, dose equivalent and rates of cell transformation induced by the GCR are greater than they would be with no shielding. These results underscore the need for an accurate model of the transport of GCR particles through shielding, in order to properly assess and, insofar as is possible, minimize their effects.

Uncertainty in nuclear cross sections leads to a large uncertainty (a factor of 2-3) in specifying the attenuation characteristics of shield materials (NASA Conference Publication 3360, 1997). For example, estimates of the attenuation of the dose equivalent behind aluminum shielding vary widely, depending on the choice of model. On the basis of a calculation by Letaw et al. (Adv. Sp. Res., 9(10), 1989), it appears that only 2.5 g/cm² of aluminum is required to reduce the annual GCR exposures at solar minimum to an acceptable value of 0.45 Sv. However, using the NUCFRG2 model (Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B94 95-102, 1994), the required depth of aluminum is over 50 g/cm².

Some of the quantities of fundamental importance to GCR transport, such as charge-changing cross sections and heavy-fragment production cross sections for high-energy iron particles, have been published by the LBNL group (Phys. Rev. C56, 388-397, 1997). These results resolve discrepancies between two previous measurements and thus greatly reduce the uncertainties on the reported cross sections. Other relevant data have been published by Weber et al. (Phys. Rev. C41, 520-532, 1990), but with only low-mass targets pertinent to heavy-ion transport through interstellar space. Many relevant cross sections remain unmeasured, or measured with large uncertainties. Analysis of data already obtained by the LBNL group will yield many new data points, particularly in the area of light-fragment production, and will reduce the uncertainties in others.

This project is entirely ground-based, with no need for flight experiments or the use of NASA’s reduced-gravity facilities.
GROUND BASED EXPERIMENTS IN SUPPORT OF MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
RESULTS - VAPOR GROWTH OF ORGANIC NONLINEAR OPTICAL THIN FILM
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INTRODUCTION

This work is specifically focused on explaining previous results obtained for the crystal growth of an organic material in a reduced gravity environment. On STS-59, in April 1994, two experiments were conducted with N,N-dimethyl-p-(2,2-dicyanovinyl) aniline (DCVA), a promising nonlinear optical (NLO) material. The space experiments were set to reproduce laboratory experiments that yielded small, bulk crystals of DCVA. The results of the flight experiment, however, were surprising. Rather than producing a bulk single crystal, the result was the production of two high quality, single crystalline thin films. This result was even more intriguing when it is considered that thin films are more desirable for NLO applications than are bulk single crystals. Repeated attempts on the ground to reproduce these results were fruitless.

A second set of flight experiments was conducted on STS-69 in September 1995. This time eight DCVA experiments were flown, with each of seven experiments containing a slight change from the first reference experiment. The reference experiment was programmed with growth conditions identical to those of the STS-59 mission. The slight variations in each of the other seven were an attempt to understand what particular parameter was responsible for the preference of thin film growth over bulk crystal growth in microgravity. Once again the results were surprising. In all eight cases thin films were grown again, albeit with varying quality. So now we were faced with a phenomenon that not only takes place in microgravity, but also is very robust, resisting all attempts to force the growth of bulk single crystals.

The space growth parameters and samples were analyzed and the results were used to guide a systematic terrestrial investigation through the optimization and control of the growth cell orientation to the gravity vector, substrate temperature, deposition rate, and background pressure. The task was extended to include experiments with other NLO organic materials related to DCVA, vapor pressure measurements for the evaluation of the experimental transport situation, nitrogen background pressure variation during the heat-up and steady-state growth, thermal profile variation during the heat-up period, heat-up rates variation, supersaturation modification during the steady-state growth, and the substrate material variation.
1999 has been a breakthrough year for our ground based experiments in support of microgravity research results. Results of our work in 1999, since January when the first DCVA thin film was successfully grown on the ground, have yielded many encouraging and revealing results. A series of ground experiments launched an investigation into the parameters that control the thin film growth, revealing a very complicated system. We have established two thresholds behind which we must stay in order to grow these films. The first is a threshold for background nitrogen pressure below which bulk crystals grow rather than thin films. The second is related to the limiting conditions in terms of temperature.

The typical NLO organic material has at least one benzene ring, but more often will contain two benzene rings, which are either directly joined together or joined via an ethylene or azo linkage. A strong donor of electron density, such as a dialkyl amino group and strong acceptor of electron density, such as cyano group, are placed at the extreme ends of the conjugated molecule. This is done so that when placed in an electromagnetic field, such as a laser beam, electron density can flow from one end of the molecule to the other, creating a change in dipole moment and refractive index. It is this property that makes these materials useful for NLO applications. The NLO response is fast because the effects are derived almost exclusively from the movement of electrons, as opposed to setting the ions in motion as in LiNbO₃, KD₂PO₄, or BaTiO₃. Growth of large, highly-ordered organic crystals is very difficult, and very few groups are continuing work in this area. In addition, the final shaping of the NLO material into a device favors the organic thin films. Therefore, the results of our ground work may have technological significance and may lead to new pathways to produce crystalline organic thin films in a variety of electronic and optical applications.

I. Material Properties

The DCVA is a donor/acceptor-substituted aromatic compound. The NLO properties of this new material have been recently [1] characterized by the Alliance for Nonlinear Optics in USA. The experimental second harmonic generation (SHG) powder test [1] using the YAG:Nd laser at 1064 nm revealed a weak and barely visible 532 nm signal, even at high power. These results were published in 1998 and they confirmed the results of our SHG experiments carried out on the DCVA space-grown thin films and published in 1997 [2,3]. At that time, our explanation was given based on the visible absorption spectrum of DCVA. The spectrum showed the onset of absorption around 532 nm. Using a Raman shifter at 1907 nm, DCVA gave a strong signal that is about 10 times that of urea [1]. The material displays thermal stability with no glassy state, polymorphism or polymerization in the melting-solidification cycles of the Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) repeated scans [3]. The five year old space-grown DCVA thin films proved to have thermodynamic and photochemical stability. All these features are important to withstand many conventional semiconductor fabrication processes.

II. Description of the Crystal Growth Facility

A versatile flight-qualified Moderate Temperature Facility (MTF) has been developed for materials processing in space [4]. The MTF is capable of growing crystals and thin films on Earth and in space on a wide variety of carriers, including the International Space Station. The four successful flights on the United States Space Shuttles (STS-40, STS-57, STS-59, and STS-69) have demonstrated the MTF materials processing capability. Follow-up flight experiments
with electro-optic device-quality prepared substrates, are manifested for June 2001, on the STS-105, and on the 12A.1 mission in October 2002 on the International Space Station (ISS). The NLO Station hardware is presently being designed for the integration into the EXPRESS (Expedite the Proc essing of Experiments to Space Station) Rack of the ISS. During the ground or space experiments the MTF is housed in a sealed canister and consists of a mounting structure, a vacuum vent valve assembly, a backfill assembly, a temperature controller, and the PVT (Physical Vapor Transport) hardware.

![Figure 1](image-url)

**Figure 1.** Cut-away view of assembled Moderate Temperature Facility oven. Primary components are: (A) inner cylinder, (B) crystal growth cell, (C) vacuum vent port, (D) mounting brackets, (E) outer cylinder, and (F) polyimide foam insulation.

The PVT hardware consists basically of six ovens. Construction of each of the ovens is identical, and is shown in a cut-away view in Figure 1, with a crystal growth cell installed in one end. The oven's power consumption is less than 3 W at 140°C. This thermal efficiency was achieved by addressing all three forms of heat loss: radiative, convective, and conductive. Radiative heat loss was minimized by using concentric cylinders with high reflectance and low emissivity. Convective heat loss was reduced by evacuating the area between the aluminum cylinders through the vent port in the outer cylinder. Conductive heat loss through the concentric metal cylinders was minimized by a special support mechanism consisting of a set of aramid strands impregnated with a high temperature, low viscosity epoxy. The polyimide foam insulation also plays a role in reducing conductive heat losses by thermally insulating the growth cell from the inner aluminum cylinder. The crystal growth cell is a semi-closed ampoule \([5,6]\). The source material is sublimed in the hot end of the ampoule and transported without chemical transformation in a temperature gradient to the growing interface. Continuous removal of (rate limiting) gaseous impurities is achieved by placing a calibrated leak to vacuum adjacent to the growing interface. The growth process of crystals is fully automated and consists of five essential sequences: outgassing and warm-up, growth, backfilling, and cool-down.

### III. Significant Findings

For valid comparison, the space experiments must have, by definition, only the presence of reduced gravity as the factor differing from the ground control experiment. In our experiments
we identified two other factors as being different and both of them are related to the fluid transport. They are interdependent and difficult to control precisely. One of them is the temperature profile represented in Figure 2. Such a temperature profile may be an indication of a much higher background nitrogen pressure than the millitorr range used in the laboratory. This may be due to the presence of a 60 μm effluence filter and a small quantity of molecular sieve material placed in our vacuum vent line, as required by NASA for safety. This changes in an uncontrolled way the background nitrogen pressure, the actual internal growth cell gas pressure and also affects the temperature profile. Laboratory tests with ground control hardware showed efficient, if somewhat moderately slower, evacuation with the 60 μm filter and molecular sieve material in place. Therefore, initial laboratory experiments were run with low nitrogen pressure conditions, on the order of millitorrs. It is under these conditions that bulk crystals form.

Eventually, however, it was realized that a unique condition existed on orbit that was not reproduced by ground control experiments. During the space shuttle launches, vibrations caused some of the molecular sieve material to powderize. This did not happen in the laboratory. Furthermore in the weightless environment the powder, small in quantity though it was, did not settle to the “bottom” of the evacuation tube but was swept into the 60 μm filter by the vacating gasses, effectively clogging the filter. This would not have happened in the laboratory even if the powder had been formed. Thus the evacuation rate in the space experiment was much, much less than the evacuation rate in the ground control experiment. Once these conditions became apparent it was decided to examine the opposite extreme of vacuum conditions and laboratory growth runs were carried out at higher pressures including the full atmospheric nitrogen pressure. Experiments at varying pressures and ΔTs (the difference in temperature between the substrate and the source material) appear to indicate that there is a transition region at which growth changes from thin films to bulk crystals [7-10]. One particular experiment dramatically made this point at ΔT = 15°C and P = 2 x 10⁻¹ torr.
Past efforts have been successful in growing DCVA thin film on the ground, but only on copper substrates. Very recent test results showed thin films grown on glass and transparent substrates for the first time. This significant development opens the way for better characterization of the films by transmission methods, and for use of these films in NLO devices. Future experiments will include the additional capability of in situ observation through the installation of a fiberscope, permitting visualization of the growth process in real time, and yielding significant understanding of the mechanisms for the two different types of crystal formation. The fiberscope is an important feature lacking in previous experiments. It will add considerable insight into the “Van der Waals” nature of the epitaxial growth process for DCVA.

IV. Conclusions

Background nitrogen pressure appears to be the key to transforming from the bulk crystal growth morphology to the thin film crystal growth morphology. The question now becomes one of understanding the role being played by the nitrogen gas and optimizing the growth process. A possible explanation could be that at higher pressures the nucleation could be controlled to the point that only a few nuclei, perhaps just one, will grow into a thin film or a thin-plate like crystal. The successful development of the ground thin film technology is a direct result of information gleaned from experiments conducted in microgravity on two space shuttle missions.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AADSF</td>
<td>Advanced Automated Directional Solidification Furnace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAL</td>
<td>Aero-Acoustic Levitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAS</td>
<td>Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS</td>
<td>Advanced Cosmic Ray Composition Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRT</td>
<td>Accelerated Crucible Rotation Technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGHF</td>
<td>Advanced Gradient Heating Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>Axial Heat Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALICE</td>
<td>Heavy ion experiment being built for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) project at CERN, Geneva, Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALN</td>
<td>Aluminum Nitride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOTF</td>
<td>Acousto-Optic Tunable Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>Ammonium persulfate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASD</td>
<td>Accelerated Stokesian Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATD</td>
<td>Advanced Technology Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATLAS</td>
<td>Atmospheric Laboratory for Applications and Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC</td>
<td>Body Centered Cubit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEI</td>
<td>Backscatter Electron Images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>Bioactive Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMG</td>
<td>Bulk Metallic Glasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BODIPY</td>
<td>A fluorescein derivative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRYNTRN</td>
<td>Radiation transport code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUU</td>
<td>Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Cellular Automata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAM</td>
<td>CO₂ Acquisition Membrane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>Charge-Coupled Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC</td>
<td>Container-Less Directional Solidification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERN</td>
<td>European Laboratory for Particle Physics (Geneva, Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFD</td>
<td>Computational Fluid Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFX</td>
<td>Commercial Flow Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGB</td>
<td>Crystal Growth with a Baffle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGH</td>
<td>Coupled Growth in Hypermonotectics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMDS</td>
<td>Center for Materials Development in Space (at the University of Alabama in Huntsville, AL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMMR</td>
<td>Center for Microgravity Materials Research (at the University of Alabama in Huntsville, AL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNES</td>
<td>Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (France)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNES</td>
<td>Centre Nationale d’Études Spatiales (“National Center for Space Studies,” French Space Agency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRI</td>
<td>Containerless Research Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSLM</td>
<td>Coarsening in Solid-Liquid Mixtures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSM</td>
<td>Colorado School of Mines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Computed Tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTE</td>
<td>Coefficient of Thermal Expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVS</td>
<td>Coupled Vibrational Stirring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCC</td>
<td>Diffusion Cloud Chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCVA</td>
<td>N,N-dimethyl-p-(2,2-dicyanovinyl) aniline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDC</td>
<td>Dynamic Decompression and Cooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECLIC</td>
<td>Dispositif pour l'Etude de la Croissance et des Liquides Critiques (DECLIC) (Facility for the Study of the Growth and the Fluids near Critical Point)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIT</td>
<td>Diffusion Interface Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLS</td>
<td>Dynamic Light Scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLVO</td>
<td>Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, Overbeek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMSO</td>
<td>High temperature solvent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>Direct Numerical Simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DODMAC</td>
<td>Dimethyldioctylammonium chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOE</td>
<td>Department of Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPIMS</td>
<td>Diffusion Processes in Molten Semiconductors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSC</td>
<td>Differential Scanning Calorimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTA</td>
<td>Differential Thermal Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBW</td>
<td>Electron-Beam Welding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>Electron Diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDG</td>
<td>Electro Dynamic Gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGE</td>
<td>Equiaxed Dendritic Solidification Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDS</td>
<td>Energy Dispersion Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDS</td>
<td>Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIS</td>
<td>Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIT</td>
<td>Effective Interfacial Tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EITIC</td>
<td>Effective Interfacial Tension Induced Convection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKTA PRO</td>
<td>A Kodak camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELMS</td>
<td>Evolution of Local Microstructures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELT</td>
<td>Electrodynamic Levitator Trap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EML</td>
<td>Electromagnetic Levitator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPD</td>
<td>Etch Pit Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPMA</td>
<td>Electron Probe Micro-Analyzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESL</td>
<td>Electrostatic Levitation/Levitator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPRESS</td>
<td>(Expedite the Processing of Experiments to Space Station)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>Face Centered Cubit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDLB</td>
<td>Finite Difference Lattice Boltzmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-MAS</td>
<td>Fe-bearing Magnesium Aluminosulphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLUENT</td>
<td>Computational fluid dynamics software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLUKA</td>
<td>A Monte-Carlo simulation code for radiation transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTIR</td>
<td>Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FZ</td>
<td>Float/floating Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCR</td>
<td>Galactic Cosmic Ray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDMS</td>
<td>Glow Discharge Mass Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEANT</td>
<td>A Monte-Carlo simulation code for radiation transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF-AA</td>
<td>Graphite Furnace- Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFL</td>
<td>Gas Film Levitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOSAMR</td>
<td>Gelation of Sols; Applied Microgravity Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTA W</td>
<td>Gas-Tungsten Arc Welding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>Graphical User Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAD</td>
<td>High-density Amorphous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARV</td>
<td>High Aspect Ratio Vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBT</td>
<td>High Performance Transistors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>Hoop Direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDDA</td>
<td>hexane diol diacrylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDIV</td>
<td>Holographic Diffraction Image Velocimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDPE</td>
<td>High-Density Polyethylenes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HECT</td>
<td>High Energy Transport Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEDS</td>
<td>Human Exploration and Development of Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEMA</td>
<td>hydroxyethyl methacrylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HETC</td>
<td>A Monte-Carlo simulation code for radiation transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPCVD</td>
<td>High Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPMS</td>
<td>High Pressure Mass Spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRTXD</td>
<td>High Resolution Triple Crystal X-ray Diffractometry/Diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTESL</td>
<td>High Temperature Electrostatic Levitator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTSC</td>
<td>High Temperature Superconductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HZETRN</td>
<td>Radiation transport code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP-AES</td>
<td>Inductively Coupled Plasma-Atomic Emission Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP-MS</td>
<td>Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDGE</td>
<td>Isothermal Dendritic Growth Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IML</td>
<td>International Microgravity Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFN</td>
<td>Instituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (Italian National Nuclear Physics funding agency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Infra Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISCP</td>
<td>In-Situ Consumables Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISPP</td>
<td>In-Situ Propellent Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISRU</td>
<td>In-Situ Resource Utilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISS</td>
<td>International Space Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO</td>
<td>Indium-Tin-Oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPL</td>
<td>Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Pasadena, CA, managed by the California Institute of Technology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSC</td>
<td>NASA Johnson Space Center (Houston, TX)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC-135</td>
<td>A NASA aircraft that performs parabolic maneuvers to produce short durations (20 seconds) of reduced gravity (0.01 g) environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDP</td>
<td>Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSC</td>
<td>NASA Kennedy Space Center (Cape Canaveral, FL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAHET</td>
<td>A Monte-Carlo simulation code for radiation transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaRC</td>
<td>NASA Langley Research Center (Hampton, VA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LB</td>
<td>Langmuir-Blodgett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LB</td>
<td>Lattice Boltzmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBNL</td>
<td>Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBW</td>
<td>Laser Beam Welding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC</td>
<td>Liquid Crystal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCP</td>
<td>Liquid Crystalline Polymeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>Low-density Amorphous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDPE</td>
<td>Low-Density Polyethylenes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>Light Emitting Diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEO</td>
<td>Low Earth Orbit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LET</td>
<td>Linear Energy Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>Low Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF</td>
<td>Laser-Induced Fluorescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>Lockheed Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMS</td>
<td>Life and Microgravity Spacelab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPS</td>
<td>Liquid Phase Sintering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCA</td>
<td>Membrane Casting Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCA</td>
<td>Multi-Channel Analyzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Molecular Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDO</td>
<td>Multidisciplinary Optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEPHISTO</td>
<td>Matérial pour l'Étude des Phenomènes Intéressants de la Solidification sur Terre et en Orbite (“Apparatus for the Study of Interesting Phenomena of Solidification on Earth and in Orbit”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeV</td>
<td>One million electron volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGB</td>
<td>Materials Science Glovebox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Melt Indices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT</td>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITH</td>
<td>Millikelvin Thermostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNR</td>
<td>Nuclear Magnetic Resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOCVD</td>
<td>Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOR</td>
<td>Modulus of Rupture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRD</td>
<td>Microgravity Research Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSAD</td>
<td>Microgravity Science and Applications Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSFC</td>
<td>NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (Huntsville, AL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSL</td>
<td>Microgravity Sciences Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSL-1R</td>
<td>Materials Sciences Laboratory (R represents the reflight)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MST</td>
<td>Microscopic Solvability Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MST*</td>
<td>Minimum Spanning Tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTF</td>
<td>Membrane Test Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTF</td>
<td>Moderate Temperature Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTV</td>
<td>Molecular Tagging Velocimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV</td>
<td>Macrovoids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVPD</td>
<td>Macrovvoid Penetration Depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAA</td>
<td>Neutron Activation Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCS</td>
<td>Nucleation of Crystals from Solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCSL</td>
<td>Nanocrystal Superlattices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Normal Direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIST</td>
<td>National Institute of Standards and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLO</td>
<td>Nonlinear Optical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>Nuclear Magnetic Resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRA</td>
<td>NASA Research Announcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSF</td>
<td>National Science Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUCFRG</td>
<td>A radiation transport code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OB</td>
<td>Oberbeck-Boussinesq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMCVD</td>
<td>Organometallic Chemical Vapor Deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OO</td>
<td>Object Oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORBITEC</td>
<td>Orbital Technologies Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSD</td>
<td>Office of the Secretary of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAW</td>
<td>Physics Analysis Workstation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>Polybutadiene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBT</td>
<td>Polybutylene terephthalate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Personal Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Penetration Depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDLC</td>
<td>Polymer Dispersed Liquid Crystals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDM</td>
<td>Power Distribution Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>Polyethylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEE</td>
<td>Polyethylene oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEO</td>
<td>Polyethylene oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEP</td>
<td>Particle engulfment and pushing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Principal Investigator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PID</td>
<td>Proportional Integral Derivative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPS</td>
<td>Polymerization induced phase separation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIV</td>
<td>Particle Image Velocimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Photoluminescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA</td>
<td>Polymethylmethacrylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POCC</td>
<td>Payload Operations Control Center (NASA MSFC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr</td>
<td>Prandtl Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Polystyrene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVA</td>
<td>Pivalic Acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVT</td>
<td>Physical Vapor Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMSFRG</td>
<td>Quantum Multiple Scattering Fragmentation Model, a radiation transport code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMST</td>
<td>Quantum Multiple Scattering Theories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2PI</td>
<td>Resonance-Two-Photon-Ionization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF</td>
<td>Radial Distribution Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDR</td>
<td>Requirements Definition Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE</td>
<td>Rare Earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re</td>
<td>Reynolds Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMPI</td>
<td>Resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDGE</td>
<td>Rensselaer Isothermal Dendritic Growth Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMF</td>
<td>Rotating Magnetic Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROMP</td>
<td>Ring Opening Metathesis Polymerization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROOT</td>
<td>An object-oriented physics analysis infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQC</td>
<td>Rotating Quench Cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWV</td>
<td>Rotating Wall Bioreactor Vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMS</td>
<td>Space Acceleration Measurement System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAXS</td>
<td>Small-Angle X-ray Scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc</td>
<td>Schmidt Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCN</td>
<td>Succinonitrile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCN-ACE</td>
<td>Succinonitrile-acetone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCN-E</td>
<td>Succinonitrile-ethanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCN-GLY</td>
<td>Succinonitrile-glycerol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCN-W</td>
<td>Succinonitrile-water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR</td>
<td>Science Concepts Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Standard Deviations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Stokesian Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Scanning Electron Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEP</td>
<td>Société Européene de Propulsion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sh</td>
<td>Sherwood Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHG</td>
<td>Second Harmonig Generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIVA</td>
<td>Spaceflight Holography Investigation in a Virtual Apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHS</td>
<td>Self-propagating High-temperature Synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMS</td>
<td>Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPS</td>
<td>Solvent Induced Phase Separation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIV</td>
<td>Stereoscopic Imaging Velocimetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLI</td>
<td>Solid-liquid Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOPC</td>
<td>Stearoyl, Oleoyl Phosphatidylcholine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPE</td>
<td>Solar Particle Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STM</td>
<td>Scanning Tunneling Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STS</td>
<td>Space Transportation System (Shuttle/external tank/solid rocket booster system, also a Shuttle mission designation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSA</td>
<td>Solidification Using the Baffle in Sealed Ampoules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWBXT</td>
<td>Synchrotron White Beam X-ray Topography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDSE</td>
<td>Transient Dendritic Solidification Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM</td>
<td>Transmission Electron Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMC</td>
<td>Tunneling Electron Microscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMPUS</td>
<td>Tiegelfreies Elektromagnetisches Prozessieren Unter Schwerelosigkeit (German Electromagnetic Containerless Processing Facility)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEOS</td>
<td>Tetraethylorthosilicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEPC</td>
<td>Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THM</td>
<td>Traveling Heater Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIPS</td>
<td>Thermally Induced Phase Separation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLS</td>
<td>Two Level System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMF</td>
<td>Traveling Magnetic Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRL</td>
<td>Thermoelectromagnetic Convection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRR</td>
<td>Time-Resolved Relativity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSL Theory</td>
<td>Classical Theory of Phase Coarsening by Todes, Lifshitz, and Slyozov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTT</td>
<td>Time-Temperature-Transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAH</td>
<td>University of Alabama in Huntsville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF</td>
<td>Utilization Flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAXS</td>
<td>Ultra-Small Angle X-ray Scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USML</td>
<td>United States Microgravity Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USMP</td>
<td>United States Microgravity Payload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Ultra Violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UW</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB</td>
<td>Vertical Bridgman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFMV</td>
<td>Flow-Visualized Microvoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAXS</td>
<td>Wide Angle X-Ray Scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCI</td>
<td>Wetting Characteristics of Immiscibles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XCAP</td>
<td>Image analysis software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRD</td>
<td>X-ray Diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRF</td>
<td>X-ray Fluorescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAG</td>
<td>Yttria Aluminum Garnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YSV</td>
<td>Yttria Stabilized Zirconia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YSZ</td>
<td>Yttria-stabilized zirconia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZBLAN</td>
<td>A glass which contains the fluorides of zirconium, barium, lanthanum, aluminum, and sodium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The 2000 Microgravity Materials Science Conference was held June 6-8 at the Von Braun Center, Huntsville, Alabama. It was organized by the Microgravity Materials Science Discipline Working Group, sponsored by the Microgravity Research Division (MRD) at NASA Headquarters, and hosted by NASA Marshall Space Flight Center and the Alliance for Microgravity Materials Science and Applications (AMMSA). It was the fourth NASA conference of this type in the microgravity materials science discipline. The microgravity science program sponsored ~200 investigators, all of whom made oral or poster presentations at this conference. In addition, posters and exhibits covering NASA microgravity facilities, advanced technology development projects sponsored by the NASA Microgravity Research Division at NASA Headquarters, and commercial interests were exhibited. The purpose of the conference was to inform the materials science community of research opportunities in reduced gravity and to highlight the Spring 2001 release of the NASA Research Announcement (NRA) to solicit proposals for future investigations. It also served to review the current research and activities in materials science, to discuss the envisioned long-term goals, and to highlight new crosscutting research areas of particular interest to MRD. The conference was aimed at materials science researchers from academia, industry, and government. A workshop on in situ resource utilization (ISRU) was held in conjunction with the conference with the goal of evaluating and prioritizing processing issues in Lunar and Martian type environments. The workshop participation included invited speakers and investigators currently funded in the material science program under the Human Exploration and Development of Space (HEDS) initiative. The conference featured a plenary session every day with an invited speaker that was followed by three parallel breakout sessions in subdisciplines. Attendance was close to 350 people. Posters were available for viewing during the conference and a dedicated poster session was held on the second day. Nanotechnology, radiation shielding materials, Space Station science opportunities, biomaterials research, and outreach and educational aspects of the program were featured in the plenary talks. This volume, the first to be released on CD-Rom for materials science, is comprised of the research reports submitted by the Principal Investigators at the conference.